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Abstract 

The establi shment of the WTO as a permanent institution to oversee the administration of 

the multil ateral trade agreement and the continuing cooperati on of its Members in 

maintaining legal order have prompted diplomats to laud this as an achievement - that the 

Rul e or Law has overcome force or power in presiding over the conditions or international 

trade. Thi s di sse1iation begins by trac ing the ori gins or the Rule of Law in search or a 

meaning in its hi storical and contemporary contex t to establi sh the parameters of the 

conception of the Rule or Law as a set of doc trinal standards establi shed by previous 

literature, and then analyses how legal culture, econornic history, soc io-political 

developments and general attitudes or diplomats inlluencecl the contemporary multilateral 

trade agreements. Subsequent! y. this di ssertation ex ami ncs the structure or the multil ateral 

trade agreements and case law emanating under it s dispute settlement procedures for 

ev idence or implementati on and interpretati on or the Rul e of Law. Then thi s di ssertation 

will identify unique and perpl ex ing features or GATT/WTO jurisprudence and compare 

them aga inst the doctrinal Standards \V hich have become infused within the concept or the 

Rul e or Law. Based on these lindings, this di ssertation concludes with substantial 

quali!i ca tions, that the doctrine or the Rul e of Law matters in the administration of the 

multilateral trade agreements. 
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Abstrak 

Pembangunan WTO sebaga i institusi kekal bagi penyelarasan hal ehwal berkenaan clengan 

pe1janjian-pe1janj ian perclagangan antarabangsa clan ke1j asama an tara Ahli-ahlinya untuk 

mengekalkan kestabil an telah clipuji sebagai pencapaian oleh pakar-pakar penmclingan 

peiJanJi an tersebut - terumanya, pemerintahan berclasarkan unclang-unclang yang telah 

mengatasi penggunaan kuasa clalam pelaksanaan hal ehwal perclagangan antarabangsa. 

Dissertasi 1n bermula clengan pengesanan asa l-usul konsep pemerintahan berclasarkan 

unclang-unclang bagi mencari maknanya clalam konteks kunonya cl an clalam konteks masa 

kini supaya suatu parameter boleh di tubuh kan bagi menganali sakan cloktrin tersebut clari 

scgi perkernbangan budaya, sejarah ckonomi , sosio-politik clan sikap umum para diplomat 

tcrhadap pe1j anjian-pe1j anj ian antarabangsa. Berdasa rkan penemuan penyelidikan tersebut, 

di ssertas i ini manyimpul kan, dengan beberapa pcngecualian, bahawa pemerintahan 

berdasarkan unclang-unclang bcrperanan dalam pelaksanaan hal ehwal perclagangan 

antarabangsa. 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Statement of Problem 

The prob.lem with much research and critique of the Rule of Law has been made in the 

contex t of constitutional domestic legal systems where rul es are normally clear, can be 

expected to be ac ti vel y enforced by authority and compliance is the ultimate objective. This 

"adapt the norm to fit the doctrine'· approach to legal theory taken by many positivist 

thin kers make it appear that and strict adherence to the Rule of Law characteri sed by a 

check on ··unfettered di scretion .. must be a condition of a civili sed legal system. This is 

perhaps true to a certain ex tent in the contex t of constitutional and administrative law in 

domestic legal systems. The result of thi s generalisation of the principle is that in some 

areas ol· substantive law, many underl ying policy problems unique to that jurisprudence are 

either di still ed or artillcially simplilled. The expression .. Rul e of Law .. has, however, found 

its way increasingly into customs and internati onal trade parl ance. 

c 
r: 
':~1 

v 

All through the evoluti on of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 1947 (GATT) to E 

the establi shment of the World Trade Organi sa tion (WTO) in 1994 as an institution to 

regulate and ad minister internati onal trade and customs rul es and policies, the relationship 

between the GA TT/WTO and the rul e or law has never been straightforward and there have 

at times been tensions. Arthur Dunkel, the GATT Director General between 1980 and 1993, 

descri bed the Rule or Law as being embedded within a pile of uncertainty as far as the 

G/\TT is concerned (Dunke l. 1990). It will be discussed through this research that 

uncert :1inty is not only in the economic but in the legal environment. The l ~1e t s arc that 

Article 111 (2) of the 1\greenH.:nt sets out the legal status accorded by the signatory members 

1.: 
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to the World Trade Organisation (WTO). Signatori es to the Agreement, wi th the consent of 

one another, are bound by and would be entitl ed to the benefit of laws collectively 

formul ated by representati ves of each member and administered by an institution whose 

role and function they have all agreed upon . Prima facie, this falls into place with what 

many jurists accept as the core principle of the rule of law. But for all its virtues in a 

conventional '' law enforced by authority system'', the research unde1iaken in this 

di ssertation is undertaken on the premise that the Rule of Law is overemphasised. 

In reality, the appli cation of the Rule of Law in this branch of international law is not so 

simple. Firstl y, the WTO as with its predecessor, the GATT does not have a constitutional 

base. Then agai n, neither do other branches of international law. So what makes the 

GATT/WTO so unique? The answer is in the fact that the GATT was tl·01n the outset set up 

for the purpose of proliferating ji"ee trade and not fa ir trade. Equality, justice, clarity of 

legal provisions and almost all the principles that the Diceyan model of the Rule of Law 

stands were somewhat obscure and were never quite important to negotiators of the Trade 

Agreements in the earl y days. As far as the trade in goods is concerned, the GATT and 

even the modern WTO reall y onl y places two principal obligations on its signatori es: 

1. Any l~1vourab l e customs or trade treatment granted to one member must be 

granted to all (the Most Favoured Nation or ·MFN. principle) 1
; 

ii . A contracting party shou ld not ·nullify or impair· (nullillcation and 

impairment) another contract ing party"s bencllt under the agreement 2 

I Arti cle 1. Gclll:ral Agreement of l ariffs and Trade 194 7. 
~ A rti c le XX III. GATT 1947. 

2 
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Much as a result of its unique jurisprudence, international trade legislators have never 

shown favo ur for stri ct rules based governance (presumably because it stitles trade), much 

preferring instead to negotiate, or what Hudec terms the diplomat 's jurisprudence (Hudec, 

1975). John H. Jackson ( 1969: 16) points out that the GATT was at the time he penned this 

statement .. at the vortex of powerful political and economic forces in the world and there is 

little way of meaningful sanction or other device to ensure compliance with its rules" which 

leaves much room for unimpeded di screpancies between the practice and technical rules of 

the GATT. In fact, there are mechanisms embedded within the GATT and WTO 

agreements for di vergent practices to become legitimised3
, so much so, Brink (20 I 0) 

initi ated a research entitled 'Which WTO Rules Can a PTA [Preferential Trade Agreement] 

Lawfully Breach? Completing the Analysis in Brazil - Tyres ' .4 In contrast to what many 

WTO orllcials praise as the .. flexibility". and ·'adaptability"' of the WTO, it is really not the 

WTO which is ll ex ibl e and adaptable, but the practice which is tolerated by its signatori es. 

Furthermore, it is also interesting to note that the WTO acts also in a judicial role and 

administers its own dispute settlement separately from the international co uti of justice. 

Even more interestingly, unlike decisions of a court of law, decisions pursuant to the WTO 

Dispute Settl ement Understanding (OSU) administered the WTO dispute settlement board 

are not binding, which only goes to suggest all the more that the institution is not strictly 

guided by substantive legal principles. 

To add to the complication of the issue legality, the GATT is a result of seven rounds of 

negoti ations spanning over 50 years resulting in a collection of text so vo luminous it is 

; .J ohn II . .J il ek son. Wo rld hade a111l The !-tnt' of Gil n: 1969. at p 17. 
1 Brin k. Tcgan. JVhich 11'70 1?11les ( an a PT~ I Latv/idlv /3reachl Completing the ;l nalvsis in /3m ::il - Tvres. 

2010. Jou rnal ol' World Trade 44 no. 4. nt p S 13 - 146. 
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sometimes difticult , even for the sharpest of legal minds, to differentiate legal principle 

from trade poli cy or mere political or economic rhetoric. 

The problems are practical and philosophical. The philosophical problem is that the Rul e of 

Law is an abstract expression, but there are fundamental principles that jurists broadly 

agree upon ( eg. clarity and access to law, independence of the judiciary etc.). The practical 

problem is, that the economic forces who penned the world trade agreements and called 

them legall y binding regulatory instruments did so for the proliferation of mutual wealth 

and prosperity and did not have in mind the kind of Diceyan ·'Rule of Law .. that the student 

of jurisprudence is accustomed to uphold in high regard. Ultimately, the problem that this 

thesis aims to address is whether unique non-constitutional legal systems like the WTO 

bene lit fi·om strict adherence to the principle of the Rule of Law. 

1.1 Objective 

This research was born out of a desire to understand the histori cal developments of the 

multil ateral trad ing system's governance and dispute settlement system, in particular, the 

evolution from the ll exible GATT to the rul es-based WTO charac teri sed by the principle of 

the Ru le of Law. This study aims to understand the factors behind this evolution and 

examine what role the Rule of Law plays in the maintenance of legal order in the 

multilatera l trad ing system. 

4 
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This study, in part, answers to Wolfe·s (2001 ) ca ll for further empirical research to support 

his theoretical analysis and observation that .. law is pervasive throughout a global trading 

system of which the WTO is onl y a part. ·· S I must assert , of course, that my attempt to seek 

empirical exposition of how well the evolution to a rul es based system has worked for the 

multilateral trading system is carried out objecti vely and ti·om neutral perspecti ves and its 

results may or may not support Wolfe's asse11ions. The objecti ves of this research must 

also be di fferentiated from that of Wolfe·s. Whil e Wolfe set out to establish a legal theory 

demonstrating that democracy and the rule of law existed within the WTO, this study does 

not delve into the advocacy of one nonnati ve value over another. It seeks instead to 

understand what the Rul e of Law as a legal theory means to the multilateral trading system, 

juxtaposed against how constitutional jurists like Steyn and Bingham saw it. Unlike many 

constitutional lawyers who propound that civilised systems of governance must have its 

foundati ons laid on the principles of the Rule of Law, and I must assert that many such 

assertions take the assumption that the juri sprudence between systems of governance a 

similar enough for the principle to be appli ed regardl ess or the underl ying uniqueness of 

that jurisprudence, this study docs not subscribe to the "adapt the norm to tit the doctrine .. 

approach to interpretation and development of legal theory. Instead, the opposite approach 

is taken here. The norm is first analysed and then the principle. If a strongly emphasised 

Rul e or Law centric system of governance does not serve to optimally meet the needs of the 

multilateral trading system of governance and di spute settl ement , then both the doctrine and 

the multilateral tradi ng system ·s values need to be re-i magi ned. 

s See Robert \.Vol fc. See yo11 in Cenem J /JemocracF. rli e 1? 11 /e of Lmv and rli e WTO, 200 I. School or Poli cy 

S t u di c~ Qu een·s University Kingtson. Ontari o. at p. CJ . 
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Much study and critique has been undertaken on the subj ect matter of the rule of law, but it 

is almost always fl·om a constitutional law perspecti ve (Robson, 1928; Jennings, 1959; 

Steyn, 1999; .lowell , 2007 and Bingham, 2010). Most works apply general legal theory and 

conclude that systems of governance should observe the principle. Most text books (in 

Malaysia and the Briti sh Commonwealth at least) proffer adherence to the principle of the 

Rul e of Law as a measure of good governance. In fac t, administrati ve law literature is 

littered with the idea that the Rule of Law and separation of powers are the only trul y 

important measure of good governance. While the concept of the separation of powers has 

very much remained within the context of administrative and constitutional law, the 

principle of the Rule of Law has been debated in much broader areas of jurisprudence. A 

once foreign concept to GATT jurisprudence, there is an increasing allusion to the principle 

in WTO discourse. In addit ion to Arthur Dunkel's speech in 1990, the WTO's dispute 

settlement website proclaims that 'The WTO' s procedure underscores the rule of law, and it 

. d ,. bl , (, makes the tradmg system more secure an prec tcta e . 

In reality, a vast num ber of the WTO's administrati ve and dispute settlement decisions are 

made by mutual consent of parti es rather than by strict adherence to rul es. Steyn and .lowell 

are more careful to confine thei r critique of the Rule of Law to democratic constitutional 

systems. There is how~ver, little exploration into whether more unique systems of 

juri sprudence li ke intern ational trade law benefi t tl·om strict adherence to a rul es based 

system of approach, completely curtailed of judicial discretion. 

Wh al 1s the \VTO. Website of the WTO. ava ilab le at: 

I I. l 'tl to c/11'11at1·s e/t1.f c/dJ·s ) ) c.htm (last accessed on 2 J,·mua1·y 20 l.J'). l.!)tp://WW\\' .WtO.OI'" Cll" IS ), lC W ' · · 
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This research explores the WTO's system or governance and dispute settlement aims to 

establish where and to what extent the principle of the rule of law fits. This is a two prong 

approach. First, this research aims to understand the dri vers behind the evolution of 

international trade governance during the GATT days from a fl ex ible, consensus based 

system to an increasingly rul es based system under the WTO umbrell a where reference to 

the Rule of Law is increasingly made by its admini strators. Secondly, thi s research will 

study whether the substantive evolution of the Trade Agreements7 from a fl ex ible system of 

governance to a rules based system is adopted by the institution and its Member Countries 

in the administration of Member countries· obligations under the Agreement. Thi s is 

ac hieved through a combination of studi es of Customs practices and national policy in 

selected jurisdictions (namely Malaysia, Thailand and Singapore) as well as case studies of 

cases admi nistered by the WTO under its dispute settl ement mechanism. 

Through the course of this study, the WTO's function, in particul ar, its mechanism of 

accountabi I i ty amongst Member Countries in adm in istrati ve ac tion and dispute settlement 

are constantl y examined . This is because the WTO pl ays a dual role. Its Member Countri es 

(known also as Cont rac ting Parties) legislate and make the laws to which they themselves 

are bound by. At the same time, the WTO also acts in a judicial role in the administration of 

its Di spute Settl ement Understanding (DSU), which is anotl~er unique feature of the WTO. 

Jn many other branches of international law, the institution undertakes an administrati ve 

role whi le dispute settlement is admi nistered by the International Court of Justice. It all the 

more calls for a review of whether the WTO's evolution from a fl exible system of 

governance to observance of the Rul e of Law is aligned in prac ti ce. It is submitted that the 

- Trade Agreements in thi s cont ex t refers to the GATT 194 7 and the GATT 1994 whi ch came to be absorbed 
under th e um brella of th e WTO. It does not denote reference to bi lateral. mu ltil ateral or regional trade 
agreements separately signed between count ries for the promotion of trade between them. 
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underlying doctrines upon which the GATT and its successor, the WTO, are not strictly 

rul es based and this work is in search of the values upon which the system is premised on. 

This is easier said than done because there numerous administrative bodies that ex ist under 

the WTO' s umbrell a that continually evolve to meet socio-economic demands. In fact, the 

institution of the WTO itself is an engine of constant change. 

It is hoped that the results of this research will contribute to the development of legal theory 

that supports the practical needs of the WTO's system of administration and dispute 

settlement. The objecti ve of this work is to understand the legal theory upon which the 

fl·amework for governance of customs and international trade is established. There are two 

reasons for thi s. Firstl y, it aids the legal practitioner in understanding his rol e in the 

regulation of customs and international trade. Secondl y, it is submitted that the doctrinal 

aruuments uncovered in this di ssertation adds new perspecti ve to the manner in which the 
b 

concept of the Rule of Law has traditionall y been perceived, interpreted and at times 

advocated. This is ac hieved from a top-to-bottom perspecti ve in a sense that the end-

product, which is the WTO's govemance structure, is di ssected to study its underl ying 

va lues and achieve conceptual clarity. 

In summary, the purpose of thi s research is to examine how a rule of Jaw system of 

admini stration limctions in a jurisprudence which upholds va lues that are almost 

completely opposite to what the rule of law stands lor. 
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1.2 Research Questions 

This di ssertation examines the debate between the rule of law based understandings of the 

WTO and the fl ex ibility based argument by examining the extent to which the WTO is a 

rules based system and examining features of the multilateral agreements which do not ·'tit 

the bill" as far as the common standards of the rule of law is concerned. The dissertation 

examines and answers four questions: 

1. What is the rule of law in the context of the multilateral trade agreements? 

ii . What is driving the evo lution and clain1s of success? 

ttl. How is accountability attained under the WTO system of governance and how are 

deviant prac tices dealt with? 

tv. How vvell does a doctrine of a rul es based system of governance and dispute 

settlement serve the substance of the multilateral trading system which was not in 

the first place designed to govern by rul es? 

1.3 Methodology 

This research will consider amongst other primary sources, the relevant trade agreements, 

legislation, texts of trade negoti ations. The empirical value of case studies will be drawn 

upon, in particul ar, the qualitati ve study of post-WTO and pre-WTO case law for the study 

of how panels interpreted the Agreement and decided dispute resolution cases, and 

ultimately whether or not the rules based approach of decision making was followed. 
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Secondary sources include literature on customs and international trade such as books, 

speeches, lectures and articles published in the law journals. The comparative nature of this 

research also means that the world wide web is used extensively as a resource for a variety 

of material. Cases and materials fl·om other jurisdictions, particularly WTO member 

jurisdictions 

This research also draws heavily tl·om observations and experience of the researcher in his 

professional capac ity as a customs and international trade advisory services provider. 

1.4 Scope 

The WTO consists of over I 40 member countries, not all of which can be studied in this 

research. Comparative studies are confined to the count ries that most il·equently use the 

WTO Dispute Settl ement mechani sm or engage in dialogue at the international level, 

namely the US, European Communities and Japan lor accessibility to data and resources. 

For the allusion to domestic practice, Malaysia is generally used. lt is both a member of the 

WTO and the Association of South East As ian Nations (ASEAN). International case law is 

of course selected for their relevance to the subj ec t matter. 

This research also focuses only on the Customs and Trade in Goods cl ement of the WTO. 

The General Agreement on the Trade in Services (GATS) and the Agreement on Trade-

Related Aspects of Intell ec tual Property Rights (TRIPS) arc specificall y exc ludedll·om this 

research. Thi s research loc uses exc lusively on the trade in goods agreement for two 

reasons. Firstl y, the GATT belorc the WTO vvas solely a trade in goods agreement in its 

pre-WTO days and conti nues to remain so distinctl y separate from the GATS and TRIPS 
10 
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atter its incorporation under the WTO umbrella agreement in the present day. Secondly, 

much of this thesis focuses on customs issues which very are not relevant to the trade in 

non-tangible goods (ie. services and intellectual property). 

There are three further limits to this work that need to be noted. Firstly, this work is 

interpreti ve in nature. It largely works around di ssecting and analysing established norms 

and understanding and critiques existing principles. This work recognises that other treati es 

of international law (eg. environmental and human rights treati es) boast heavily substantive 

features and are very much rul es based in the manner in which the substantive rul es are 

regulated. No attempt , however, is made in this di ssertation to prescribe a new institutional 

Jl·amework for the WTO' s system of govemance and dispute settlement. The reason for this 

is that the role of the WTO in its current attire needs to be anal ysed in detail to see if it 

suJliciently meets the demands of economic and administrati ve accountability. If the 

ex isting structure is found to be insufficient, then it will be time to reconsider the 

institution's role and the underl ying legal principl es. Embarking on prescription at this 

point may simply risk repl ac ing an uncertain structure with another one. The scope of this 

work is in this regard con tined to the study of legal principles at the interpreti ve level and 

not the prescripti ve. 

Secondly, the arguments forwarded in this di ssertation are largely doctrinal. In undertaking 

this research, it is submitted that it is not poss ible to delve into the complex ities of the study 

or legal principl es and international relations without establishing theoretical 

understand ing. The doctrinal approach adds depth to the di scussion of philosophical aspects 

or juri sprudence that the study of legal principl e so onen demands, to which the study of 

the principle or the Rule or Law is no exception. In this regard, references will be made 
II 
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throughout this work to theoretical conceptions for the purpose of the critique of existing 

norms and understanding or formulating new ideas. 

Third and most importantly, this work does not entangle itself in the advocacy of rights and 

merits. In fact, many recent works that have discussed the system of governance and 

dispute settlement of international trade law have opted to do so fi·om a developing country 

perspecti ve and onen highlight limitations of the system need to be addressed in order for 

weaker members of the WTO to benefit from the system. 8 This work recognises that the 

design of a system of governance is always a game of balancing the scales. No matter what 

adjustments are made to that system, there will always be a section of subjects to that 

system of governance who will be in need somewhat. In this respect, this work is not 

concerned with needs and ri ghts. Its interpretive objective and doctrinal approach confines 

critique in this work to legal theory. It does, however, explore in depth the role and function 

of the WTO as a legal and judicial institution, its historical development as a regulatory 

authority of international trade and customs practices, and the attitudes and behaviours of 

its negotiators through its development from the GATT to its CUITent status. 

Jt is submitted that the common pitfall of advocating a principle of governance before first 

understanding the underlying values of the relevant stakeholders runs the ri sk of prescribing 

the replacement of one dubious structure with another and is consciously avoided in this 

work. 

~ Sec Gregory C. Shaffer & Ricardo Mele'ndez-Orti z. Dispute Se11/ement at the WTO. The Dew/oping 
Cu untrv Experience. 20 10. Cambridge Uni vers ity Press: Wenhua .li and Cui Huang. WTO Dispute Se11/ement: 

1
1 C/Ji,;e.1e Pen]}('Ciil·e. 20 11. .J ournal of Wor ld Trade 45. no. 1 at p I - 37: Faizel 1smai l. Holl' Can Least 

/)ere/oped Co untries anJ Other Small. Weak. and Vulnerah/e Economies ;/ /so Cain From The Doha 
Den:lo11111 ent :lgendo on Th e Road To !long KonpJ. 2006. Journ al of World Trade 40. at p 37 - (>8. 
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1.5 Assumptions 

This study is unde11aken on the premise that the WTO legal system functi ons as a branch of 

public international law. The question of whether the WTO legal system either on its own, 

or as a constituent of public international law fulfil s the rul es of recognition to be 

recogni sed as law is discussed as a separate matter in this thesis in the determination of the 

application of the concept of the rule of lavv. 

1.6 Structure 

The di ssertation is divided into three broad parts. Pa11 I studies the doctrine of the Rule of 

Law. It examines its origins and historical developments leading to the various 

connotati ons and theories propounded by legal philosophers of today. It aims to discover 

what va lues the doctrine stands for, who it benefits and what its limitations are. Pa11 II 

reviews the historical developments of the multilateral trading system, in pa~ii c ul ar the 

legal, political and socio-economic factors behind the evolution fl·om the GATT' s Jl exible 

system of governance and dispute settlement to the post 1994 WTo · s rules based system. It 

examines the Rule of Law between states and how the doctrine is perceived by the 

multilateral trading system. It is submitted that there are practica l challenges in its 

observation and its success in supporting the spirit of the multilateral trading system is a 

vital precursor of this study. Pa11 I II spec ifically examines how member states of the WTO 

observe the multilateral trading system· s brand of the Rule of Law (in particul ar Malaysia, 

Thailand and Singapore), if they do at all. It is clarilied that this study is not concerned with 

the Rule or Law in states· administrati ve and constitutional systems and does not delve into 

the popul ar whether the sovereignty of state is in fringed by the WTO"s influence on its 
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domestic policies. The ultimate question which thi s thesis aims to answer is whether the 

Rule of Law makes a difference to govemance and dispute settlement in customs and 

international trade. The tirst chapter after this introductory chapter, Chapter 2, is a literature 

review. The fundamental principles of the rule of law are examined in Chapter 3. Here, the 

traditional theori es and varied propositions of the rule of law are discussed at length to 

establish an argument as to how it is applied. Chapter 4 is commentary of customs and 

international trade, the regulatory system and historical development. The purpose of this 

chapter is to equip the reader with sufficient grasp of the subj ect matter for understanding 

of the thesis· under! ying arguments. 

Chapter 5 di scusses the relationship between the world trade regulatory system and the law. 

It considers questions of the concept of law and whether world trade rul es are laws, 

considering also the legal status of the GATT and WTO agreements. 

Whil e the merits of the concept of the rule of law would be explored in Chapter 4 and 5, 

Chapter 6 considers one aspect of Robert Hudec's philosophy which as dominated world 

trade law jurisprudence for almost half a century - the techniques of the diplomat' s 

jurisprudence. The purpose of the chapter is to consider circumstances that may limit the 

app licability of effectiveness of the rule of law, and assess where WTO jurisprudence 

stands today, 18 years aft er hav ing evolved from the GATT. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 consists of 

a continuous analysis of the themes and problems rai sed in the previous chapters. Chapter 7 

is the conclusion and focuses on answering the question of the thesis by piecing together 

the Jindi ngs to the three themes in examined. Chapter 7 also lays out a concluding summary 

and considers suggestions and recommendations to aiel the lawyer and the jurist in his role 

in the regul ation of customs and international trade. 
14 
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1.7 Introductory Comments 

The dynamics of world trade governance is not very difficult to grasp. Members of the 

World Trade Organisation negotiated and agreed to give recognition and cede authority to 

the Organisation to administer the laws and rules which the Members themselves negotiate 

and legislate. Jn this respect, the institution of the WTO discharges the function of a 

government. Government is, of course, universally accepted to be necessary, without which 

man, and in this case, nation states comprised of men, cannot establish an ordered society. 

The WTO's Dispute Settlement Board (DSB) di scharges the judicial function similar to 

that of a court of law. Yet, this necessity for government (or in the context of international 

law, I use the expression ·governance' instead) has created a newly emerging subtle tension 

between jurists and legal commentators who advocate governance by strict adherence to a 

set of clear and unambiguous rules characterised by the Rule of Law and economists who 

have since the inception of the GATT advocated a fl ex ibl e system characterised by broad 

substanti ve principles and guidelines where procedural elements arc largely negotiated, 

sometimes even on a need to basis. 

This research was fuell ed partly by the thi~k increase in literature around the subject matter 

of the Rul e of Law, in pm1icular, the traditional Diceyan model of the Rule of Law which 

rejects judicial di sc retion (Steyn, 1999; .lowell , 2007; Bingham, 20 I 0) but more so by the 

increased verbiage of jurists, legal scholars, politicians and diplomats, in particular, it' s 

increased presence in international relations parlance. Kofi A1man (2004) sets out that the 

rule or law is a principle that requires all persons, institutions and entities to be subj ect to 

laws. This comes in add ition to allusions made by Dunkel ( 1990) and the WTO's own 

website. 
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The traditionalist works do not stray far fl·mn Dicey's 1igid di ssertation. Bingham (2006) 

argues that questions of legal right and liability should ordinarily be resolved by application 

of the law and not the exercise of di scretion, amongst seven other sub-rules which he 

devises in support of a system of governance which upholds the principles of the Rule of 

Law. 

Reports in literature, recent case law and a review of the WTO's dispute settlement 

structure appear to suggest that the administrators of customs and international trade laws 

have not warmed up to a strict rul es based approach in spite of the new WTO agreement 

hav ing replaced the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1994 with a new 

rul es based system of international governance. 

Authors fl·om the 1970 's through to the present have questioned whether the WTO rul es are 

·'binding'' in the traditional sense (Hudec, 1975; Bello, 1996). For the WTO and its 

component institutions, as organi sations set out to administer the legal policies and meet 

the arbitration needs of the international trade community, much still needs to be learned in 

terms of how well a strict rules based system works. In performing this research, the 

national trade legislation, policies practi ces of Malaysia, Thailand and Singapore (members 

of the WTO) are also analysed and compared for consistency with the international trade 

agreements. 

Resolving this tug-o-war between the rigid, binding rul es based ·'rule of law'' advocates on 

the one hand and the pro- ll ex ibility camp of the WTO would have significant results for the 

nature of the legal regime as a whole. While this is not a Bingham vs. Hudec debate per se 
16 
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(although it would seem as such, considering the manner in which this dissertation is 

structured), there are important considerations from a legal perspective. If parties to the 

multilateral trade agreements can simply avoid their legal obligations because of the 

traditionally keen emphasis on diplomacy and fl exibility, then the much-heralded rules 

based system would be significantly weaker, and worse, its prestige would be 

compromised. Since the WTO is famous among scholars and practitioners for being the 

most advanced rules based system in the realm of international law, the way the 

GATT/WTO legal ll·amework is understood will be significantly affected if parties can 

simply dodge their legal obligations. If the system were too rigid, however, it would simply 

t~1ll into redundancy for the sheer impossibility of compliance, taking into consideration the 

disparity in terms of political and economical power of the Member states. 

1.8 Theoretical Framework 

This dissertation is interpretative, and its arguments largely doctrinal. It does not, however, 

mean that there is no theoretical framework to be di scerned. International trade is deeply 

rooted in philosophical theory, richly intertwined with legal, political and socio-economic 

aspects. These philosophical considerations are very much expounded upon in this doctrinal 

approach. Throughout thi s work, references will be made to the theoretical conceptions for 

verill cation and development or new ideas. 

In order to properly di scuss doctrine of law and administration in context, it is necessary in 

thi s case to do so in the context of basic economic theori es of international trade upon 

vv hi ch the GATT s roundati ons are laid. It is submitted that legal and economic theori es do 

not necessarily pull in the same direction as will be shown through the course of this 
17 
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disse11ation. While it remains to be discovered whether they are mutually exclusive, this is 

perhaps one aspect of the way things are in the world that scholars of pure legal theory 

often do not pay sufficient attention to. I submit that legal theory is only reliable if 

subtleti es like these are accorded sufficient respect. 

While this study will not evaluate the different trade models, Andersonv expresses that there 

are gains to be made tf·om trade regardless of the model. Anderson goes on to point out that 

there will, however, al so be losers because the division from gains will be uneven. He 

observes that internationally, with only mild qualifications, there is only so much gain to be 

made fl·om trade and this needs to be shared amongst nations, but some trade is still better 

than none. While each nation can act to take more of that gain through restrictive trade 

policies that attempt to minimise impo1is and maximise exports, leading, Anderson goes 

further to express, to destructive trade wars with mutuallosses.10 

Anderson· s observation is, of course, a statement of fact. There is a consensus amongst 

many economists that , barring the appetites or Hitler, Stalin, Mussolini and Hirohito for 

war, protectionist trade policies characterised by nations racing to be net exp01iers resulted 

in a surplus or goods manufactured for export having no markets for import. The resulting 

impatience or major economic forces with each others ' retaliatory protectionist economic 

policies probably did add fuel to the political, racial and socio-economic fires Europe was 

already facing at the time and spiralled uncontrollably into the first and second world wars, 

a phenomenon which will be di scussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. According to Meier, 

9 James r: . Anderson and Eri c van Win coop. hade Costs, Jou rn al of Economi c Literature. 2004 . at p 2. 

I ll //Jid. J.l 3. 
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the GATT was born out of an intention to reverse the protectionist and discriminatory trade 

practices that were prevalent during the prewar depression years. 11 

The trade negotiations following the world wars producing amongst other things the GATT 

shows negotiators beginning to lean towards a moditied Ricardian theory of comparative 

advantage. 12 The basic Ricardian theory, as illustrated by Anderson 13 recognises that not 

every nation will be able to produce everything as cheaply or as efficiently as another 

country does. In some cases, some nations are simply limited by factors such as climate and 

geographical location, making it impossible to produce a ce1tain kind of good. Ricardo saw 

that world trade would be at equilibrium if countries exported what it produced more 

cheaply and eftlciently and imported what another country produced more cheaply and 

efticiently. Even if one country produced everything more cheaply and efticiently than 

another country, the Ricardian theory proffers, 1 ~ there is st ill a ·comparative advantage· in 

mutual trade for the fact that market forces are not necessarily always driven by cost and 

price advantages. It is submitted that this argument is well supported by the booming trade 

in luxury goods. The multilateral trade agreements were born out of the failure of the 

protectionist economic model which its negotiators hoped the proliferation of liberal trade 

policies characterised by reduced tariffs and open markets would rectify. 

As !~1 r as domestic administrative law is concerned, the primary source of power and 

conllict resolution is the constitution, even in the few countries like the UK, Israel and New 

Zealand whose constitutions are not found in a single written document. The role of the 

II Gerald M. Meier. Proble111s of Tmde Policv. (I 973 ). Ox ford Uni vc: rsit y Press. at p. 13. 
I 2 Sec [)a vid Ricardo. On 7/re PrincrjJ!es ofPolilical !:"cono11rV And / ina /ion. (I R 17). 
1 1 Sec James E. Anderson and Eric v<Jn Wineoop. Trade Cosls. Journ<JI of Economic Literature. (2004). at p 

4. 
II //Jid. jJ 6. 
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cou11s then is to interpret the constitution and Jaws legislated under its authority in a 

manner consistent with the spirit of that constitution. ln this context, it is easy to say, as 

Wade and Forsyth do, in spite of the rule of Jaw having a number of meanings and 

interpretations, that "its primary meaning is that everything must be done according to 

Jaw''.15 Within the constitutional context, it makes perfect sense where S.A de Smith 

comments: ·'the concept of the rule of law has an interesting characteristic; everyone who 

tries to redefine it begins with the assumption that it is a good thing. like justice and 

.. 16 courage . 

The multilateral trading system, however, does not have a constitutional base. 17 In relation 

to the source of power and resolution of conflicts, the Agreement is the primary document. 

It is, however, the Contracting Parties themselves through the administration of the DSB 

that give life to the otherwise dead Jetter of the Agreement, not any judicial system. The 

Contrac ting Parties themselves painstakingly negotiate the Agreement, but they (through 

their elected representatives) also negotiate resolution of di sputes. In this respect, the 

Contracting Pm1ies, through their elected representatives interpret the provisions they 

themselves drafted on their own terms. 

It is unlikely that the post-World War 11 multilateral trade negotiators had anything more 

complex in mind other than a genuine desire for an institution to enforce the agreements 

they were at that time negoti at ing. Along with the establishment of a system of governance 

and adm inistrat ion, even one as loose as the GATT, however, comes the question of how 

the rules were to be enforced, which is of course the inevitable·question of legal theory. It is 

l i Wade and r:orsyth . Ad111inistmtive Lmv. 2000. 81
" Ed. Oxford University Press. Oxford, at p.20. 

16 De Smith and Braz ier. Constitut ional and Administrat ive Law. 6
1
" Ed. 1989. Penguin. London. at p.19. 

1c See John II. .l acbon. World ?i-ude and Th e Lmv o{Ctl TT. 1969 at p.1 7. 
20 
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only natural to presume that the multilateral trade negotiators want to be bound by some 

form of legal order so as to ensure the sustainability of the agreements and the Institution 

they were negotiating. The question is what legal order, what theory of law. Robert Wolfe, 

in his research See you in Geneva ?18 attempts to sort out what the rule of law might mean in 

the context of the WTO. In doing so, he believes that it can only be understood by also 

considering the meaning of Administrative law, which this study also does. 

Wolfe's insight goes further to set out that "much of the debate about the rule of law 

depends on posi tivist and centralist theories of ·'Jaw'','' whose inadequacy for Wolfe's 

purpose leads to first, a di scussion of pluralism and implicit law in legal theory and second, 

that interpretations of law in the WTO and the trading system cannot be reduced to the 

Di spute Settlement Body (DSB). While Wolfe's observation lends support to my own that 

much of the di scourse of the rule of law is dominated by positivist and centralist theory, the 

consideration of the GATT/WTO's legal theory does not, it is submitted, need to be so 

complicated. Nor does it always hold true, it is further submitted, that where there is no rule 

of law, the rule of the jungle prevails. 19 A much respected authority on GATT/WTO law 

and poli cy. Rober1 E. Hudec sets out a much simpler theoretical framework of the GATT 

legal system which he calls ""a diplomat 's j~tri sprudence". 20 Hudec 's "'diplomat's 

jurisprudence .. is so advanced an idea in legal theory that it wi ll be analysed as a separate 

chapter in this di ssertati on. 

18 Sec Robert Wol fc. See vuu in Genera .' De111 ocracr. the Rule ol Lmv and the WTO. 200 I. School of Poli cy 
Studi es Queen's Uni versit y Kingtson. Ontario. at p. I. 
1'1 Lord Bingham (Tom Bingham). in the (J

11
' Sir David Wi lli ams Lecture. 2006, is quoted as saying "Britain 's 

in vo lvem ent in the 2003 war on Iraq was in breach of internati onal law and thus. if this sub-rul e is sound. of 
the rule of law. But a revea ling compari son may be made between the procedures foll owed in 2003 and those 
foll owed at the time of the Suez in vas ion of 1956 . and th e comparison does suggest that over that peri od the 
rule of law has indeed gained ground in th is count ry and the law of th e jungle lost it. 
~ 11 Robert [. II udec, Lnm s On !he Nature o/fntematiunal Trade Lmr. 2000. Cameron May. at p.l7. 
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In setting out this theoretical framework , Hudec acknowledges that while the substantive 

obligations of the Agreement are legalistic and carefully dratted, its enforcement 

procedures ''by contrast, present a fl·ont of ambiguity and unceriainty which seems 

altogether at odds with the lawyerlike precision of the code'".21 Perhaps the most stariling 

feature of the GATT to a legal scholar is the fact that aggrieved Members can seek redress 

over an action by another Member which was not in breach of the legal obligations under 

the Agreement at all, a notion which already runs counter to amongst the most fundamental 

principles of the Rule of Law, and was in fact Dicey's first rule that ·'no person can be 

punished or reprimanded unless for a distinct breach of law established under the legal 

system in the ordinary courts' .. 22 

Hudec, however, aptly wraps up his position by stating that the Agreement is primarily the 

work of diplomats, not lawyers, designed tor them to play by their rul es. As if to say that 

lawyers and jurists should learn to respect this matter of fact belore allowing themselves to 

be saddl ed with mechanical interpretations of the ideals of a system of governance by law 

that hang like millstones round the necks of far too many jurists and legal theorists, he says: 

The appa rent con tradic tions are the manifestat ions of a distinctivejurisprudence. It is a jurisprudence 

pu zz ling to lawyers. for it is primaril y the work of diplomats rather than lawyers. Working with the 

tools pecu li ar to their own profess ion. the GATT diplomats have developed an approach toward law 

whi ch attempts to reconci le. on their own term s. the regulatory objectives of a convent ional lega l 

system with the turbu lent rea liti es of internati onal trade affairs. 

~ I Ibid. p.l7. . . . . . - th . 
~~ See Di cey. A.V. , 111 llltrudiiCIIOII to th e St11dv of th e Law of th e Constl fll llOII ( 188): 9 edn .. Macmil lan. 

I 945). p.I 88. 
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In effect, this di ssertation rejects the theoretical notion that ·'where the rule of law ends, the 

rule of the jungle begins". Rather, it presupposes an alternative view that if the rule of the 

jungle is the necessary means to the end, it may simply be in the best interest of the judge 

and lawyer to accept it. 
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PART I 

CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

There is a general scarcity in terms of literature as far as the legal theory of the World 

Trade Organisation is concerned. The importance of WTO legal theory has through its 

inception played second fiddle to economic and political theori es which have hogged much 

of literature commenting on the multilateral trading system, in part because many decisions 

whether or not to exchange a concession with another country depends on whether there is 

any economic benefit in doing so, and whether politically, not doing so would disrupt 

otherwise harmonious international relations. As a result of which, there continues to be a 

lack of an appropriate assessment of the WTO's jurisprudence - and by this 1 mean a set of 

ideas to conceptualisc its legal Ji·amework and explain its legal identi ty. More impOiiantly, 

fo r all the recent clamour that the Rule of Law is entrenched in the WTO, 1 there has been 

no real effort to ascertain what is meant by the rule of law in the context of international 

trade or how the rule of law operates at that leve l. 

Where there have been commentary of the rule of Jaw in the WTO, the foc us tends to have 

been on whether the intrusive nature of WTO legal ob ligati ons compromises the 

sovereignty of a country"s government and hence its rule of law.2 Carmody acknowledged 

that ident il)'ing a WTO theory of law had its importance, quoting Thomas Cottier and 

I Sec nencrall y Moore. 'The WTO. Loo king Ahead'. Fordham In ternati onal Law Journal. Volume 24. Issue I. 
(2000). at 2: Dun ke l. Comumers of til e World U1~it e. Yo u Hare Notlii~ 1g To Lose But Your Chains (speech at 
the award ceremony or the Consum ers lor World I rade Group). GA 11 11 482. 1 June 1990. 
' See 

1
uem Robert Wool Cc and Cao Ji anming . . WTO and the Ru le ol Law in China .. (2002) H> Temp. lnt' I & 

Comp . L.J . 379. 
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Matthi as Oesch in their observation that ' the absence of a longstanding legal theory or 

tradition of international trade regulation explains why even basic questions are still lett in 

the open. d Carmody's work in itself offers insight into a possible theory of WTO law. 

Interestingly, his first observation of the WTO agreements as a body law seems already to 

be a roadblock, highlighting the observation of Claus-Dieter Ehlermann that ' there seems to 

be no - or at least little - structure and overall architecture to WTO law· .4 

The WTO legal system is peculiar in a sense that it established itself not as a mechanism to 

regulate/[tir trade but fi-ee trode, more specifically, the principle of non-discrimination. In 

a sense, it is not actuall y wrong to say that a member's trade practices could be unfair or 

even repressive, as long as it did not impede other members' enjoyment of bene!its 

accorded under the agreement. It is also safe to say that many of the fundamental values 

attached to the traditional Diceyan model of the rule of law are either missing or are 

unappreciated by the multilateral trading system which today negotiated the GATT and 

forms the WTO. In spite of this apparent vacuum, many academic authors that include 

jurists and economi sts accept WTO rules as principles of law. 5 

To put the magnitude of the development in rec iprocal multilateral IJ·ee trade fl·om an inside 

out viewpoint, ie. in a national perspecti ve, Malaysia's involvement at an international and 

ASEAN regional level have not been passive. Stat1ing tl·om the nineteen-eighti es Malaysia 

has inked no fewer than ten multilateral, regional and bilateral fl·ee trade agreements (FTA) 

and the number continues to grow as it participates in negotiations for future agreements 

3 Sec Carmody. 'A Th eory ofWTO Law·. Jean Monn et Working Paper 05/06. NYU Schoo l of Law. 

·' Ibid. at 3. 
5 Sec Pauwelyn. ·Th e Role of Publi c Int ernat ional Law in the WTO. How Far Can We Go'' ' The American 
.J ournal or lnt ern :-t tional Law (Vol. 95:535) p. 53 R: John H. Jac kson . 7hc World hading Sv.II C/11 (1997) at 25. 
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that will involve amongst other territori es, the United States and European Union. These 

arc in addition to Mal aysia acceding to the WTO on I January 1995. 6 Parliament and the 

trade ministry have been at the foreli·ont of this endeavour. The judiciary has kept its 

di stance but this is understandable considering that matters involving cross border free 

trade rarely in volve the judiciary. Various pieces of legislation have been put in place to 

draw Mal aysia in line with requirements of the WTO treati es and it is pertinent to examine 

hovv these various pieces of legislation and subsidiary legislation have brought Malaysia 

into conformity with WTO rul es. As an example, the Customs (Rules of Valuation) Order 

1999 provides legal emphasis that Malaysia's Customs authoriti es must appl y A1iicle VII 

of the GATT when assessing the value of imported goods for customs duties. This 

provision is in line with the Agreement for the Implementation of Article VII , 1994 and 

prov ides ce11ainty under domestic laws as to what valuation methods the Customs authority 

will appl y, in what particular order. As a result , the Customs authority does not have 

di scretion to impose a valuati on method with the objective of ac hieving a more favourable 

revenue co ll ection. 

As lor the legal aspect of global trade, there is increasing reference to the rule of law, both 

by negoti ators, diplomats and by leaders of the multil ateral trading institutions, lending the 

need for clarillcation of what is meant by the expression in the context of customs and 

internati onal trade.7 There is littl e doubt that much has been written about the rule of law. 

ll owcvcr, much of these works arc by jurists and legal scholars who arc already biased in 

r, Web-;i tc of the WTO. ;Jvailablc at htt ://www.wto.oro/cngli sh/th ewto e/coumri cs e/mala sia e.htn) (las t 

accessed on 27 Febru ary 20 13). 
· Sec Mike Moore. '/he IV '/ 0 . l.ooking tl lteod, 2000. Fordham In ternational Law Journ al. Issue 1&2. at p. 2. 
1\ rth ur Du nke l. Con.\ UU ir.:rs o{tlt r.: IVorld Unite. Yo u J!ol 'i' No thi11g To l.osc But Your Choi11s. GATT/1 482 . I 

.J une 1990. at p. 2. 
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favour of its merits. s As a concept, it is often equated to justice, equality, human rights, fair 

trial and judicial independence. In many scholarly works, and even in some w1itten 

judgments, this con·elation is taken for granted. Professor A.V. Dicey himself, credited for 

coining the expression, prescribes three meanings to the rule of Jaw. In the first , he argues 

that no person can be punished or reprimanded unless for a distinct breach of Jaw 

established under the legal system in the ordinary courts. 9 His second point is that no man 

is above the Jaw. 10 In his third point, Dicey describes the rule of Jaw as being a special 

attribute of the English legal system. He believed that human rights and fl·eedoms were 

better protected under the common law than under the constitution as practised in many 

continental European legal systems. In his own words: 

There remains yet a third and a different sense in whi ch ' th e rule of law· or the predominance of the 

lega l spirit may be described as a spec ia l attri bute of English instituti ons. We may say that the 

constituti on is pervaded by the rule of law on the ground that the general principles of the 

const itut ion (as for example th e right to personal libert y, or the ri ght of publ ic meeting) are with us 

the res ult of judicia l decisions det ermining the ri ght s of private persons in p<Jrticu lar cases brought 

before the cou rt s: whereas under many foreign const itutions the security (such as it is) given to th e 

ri ghts of individua l resu lt s. or appea rs to result. ll·om the general principles of the constitution. 11 

Dicey' s three rul es set in motion much oftoday"s discourse of the rule of law. Amongst the 

supporters or the Diceyan model or the rule of law are some or Britain ·s most eminent 

judges. As will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 3 which examines the concept fo 

x Sec Binoham: The Rule of Law. 20 10. Penguin Books: Bi ngham. The Sixth Sir David Wi lli ams Lecture. 
2006: an/ lowe ll & Oli ver. The Changing Constilllti on. (> '

11 
Eel. 2007. Oxford Univers it y Press 

9 Sec Di cey. /\.V . .- !11 /11/ rodllcl ion 10 !he S!lldv oj' !he Law oj' !he Collslillll ion (I 885: 9'
11 

ecln .. tvlacmillan. 

I 945). p. I 88. 
II) I . I I ()' / m .. p. J. 
11 Ibid .. at I 95. 
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the Rule of Law, the Lord Steyn (2002)12
, very similar to Dicey in approach, sets out two 

core meanings to the rule of law in understanding the [United Kingdom] public law. The 

first (p. 4 ), he ex plains, is not a legal concept. It '·conveys the idea of government not under 

men but under laws'·. Steyn, however, introduces a moral dimension in his first meaning. 

He argues that the rule of law contemplates a .. civil society under equal and just laws'', and 

that laws cannot be used to oppress. 

His second point is that the rule of law is ·'a general principle of constitutional law'".13 

Amongst other things, Steyn stresses, the rule of law constrains the use of offi cial power; 

protec ts a citi zen's right to legal certainty in respect of certainty with his liberties; and 

guarantees access to justi ce. In similar fashion, the Lord Bingham of Cornhill (2006, 20 I 0) 

identi li ed eight sub-rul es that constitute the rule of law. 14 His lirst point is that the law must 

be .. so l ~1 r as possibl e intelli gible, clear and predictable'".15 Second, questions of legal right 

and li ability should ordinarily be resolved by application or the law and not exercise of 

di sc retion.16 Third, the laws of the land should apply equall y to all , save to the extent that 

obj ecti ve differences justify differentiation. 17 

The fourth sub-rul e is that the law must afford adequate protection of fund amental human 

rights.1x Fifth, means must be prov ided for resolving, without prohibitive cost or inordinate 

" Steyn . .1 . !he Constitutionalisation of Puhlic La lV. !999 
IJ Ibid . p. 4 
1·1 Sec Chapt er 3 lor fu rt her discuss ion. These eight sub-rul es were ori ginall y set out in the Sixth Sir David 
Willi ams Lec ture whi ch Lord Bingham delivered in 2006. They were later ex panded in to a book titl ed ··The 
Rule of' Law .. pu blished by Pengui n 13 ooks in 20 10. The eight sub-ru les in thi s study are cited !'rom th e more 

concise 2006 Lec ture version. 
l 5 Bingham . 'The Sixth Si r David Wi ll iams Lecture· (2006). ~ ~ 6. 
16 !hid. p. I 0 
I " !hid. p. I 2 
IX /hit/. p. l (> 
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delay, bona tide civil di sputes vvhich the pmiies themselves are unable to resolve.19 The 

sixth is that mini sters and public ollicers at all levels must exercise the powers conferred on 

them reasonably, in good faith, for the purpose for the which the powers were conferred 

and without exceeding the limits of such powers.20 The seventh sub-rule is that the 

adjudicati ve procedures prov ided by the state should be fair. 21 Bingham's eighth and last 

sub-rule is that the ·'ex isting principle of the rule of law requires compliance by the state 

with its obl igations in international law, the law which whether deriving tl·om treaty or 

international custom and practice governs the conduct of nations ."~ 2 

The UK's case law is rife with allusions to the concept of the rule of law. Consider for 

example, Bingham's citations in his works. He quotes, for example, Lord Hoftl11an in the 

case of R (11 lconhurv De1•elop111ents Ltd and Othen) v Secretwy oj" State f cJr the 

Envimnmenl, T/·ansport and Regions /2001} as saying: 'There is however another relevant 

principle which must ex ist in a democratic society. That is the rule of law. ' 23 He cites Lord 

Steyn in the House of Lords case of R v Secretary oj" State./{Jr the Home Department, ex p. 

Pierson [ 1998} : ' Unl ess there is the clearest provision to the contrary, Parliament must be 

presumed not to legislate contrary to the rule of law. And the rule of law enforces minimum 

standards of fairness, both substantive and procedural. '24 He quotes also Lord Diplock in 

the House of Lords case of Black-Clawson International Ltd. v Papierwerke Waldhoi 

11.w.:hc!ff'enhurg /JG [1975}: ·The acceptance of the rule of law as a constitutional principle 

I') // ' / 'l0 Jl t . P·-
;o !hid. p.23 
" !hid. p.2r1 
, . I ?(\ -- !/)!( . P·- '/ 
~ 1 Th o m as Bingham. /he Rule of Lall1 (2010). at 6. 
' .J . I ( - lim .. p. l 
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requires that a citizen, before committing himself to any course of action, should be able to 

know in advance what are the legal principles which fl ow from in. ' 25 

In fact, in legal and political discourse, a substantial number of political, legal and 

academic commentators have continued to have something to say about the concept and the 

ideology behind it. The connotation is almost always positive and frequently contrasted 

with lawlessness and undue interference with the independence of the judiciary. The Sultan 

of Perak, Sultan Azlan Shah, himself a former high court judge, at the pledge of loyalty and 

investiture said in May 2012 called for the 'safeguarding of the principle of the rule of law 

at all times to maintain peace and harmony in a country." ~ 6 ln context, he said ' it must be 

ensured that everyone enjoys protection of their rights as well as equality. ' 27 Former UK 

prime mini ster, Tony Blair (2008) says: 

My view is th at. in tod ay" s worl d. obedien ce to th e Rul e of Law is not just a ri ght in itself: it is an 

important part of creati ng a success ful count ry. In today" s world. it is a vital component of economi c 

success. In today" s wo rld . it is int egral to a well fun ctioning society. I beli eve adherence to the Rule 

of Law ;:tpplies in all circum stances and at all stages of developm ent? 

More than rhetoric between legal scholars, several international treati ses and organi sations 

find their principles guided by the concept of the rule of law. l.n the 2004 United Nations 

Secretary General" s Report, Koli Annan offered a broad definition of the rule of law as 

incorporating principle of governance in which all persons are governed by "' laws that are 

~ 5 !bit! .. pJCJ · 
cl, See New Straits Times onl ine (22 May :20 12) ava ilable at: b.1)J? ://www .nst.com .mv/latest/J2erak-sul tan-eall s-
for-sal'eguard in !!-rule-o f-law- 1.86559 (l ast accessed on 2 Jan uary 20Ll). 
c; Ibid 
~x See Tony Blair. Up holding the R11/r.: of Law: rl Reflection. The twenty-second Sultan Azlan Shah Law 

I.ecwre. 2008 (Sweet & Max well. 2011). 
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publicly promulgated, equally enforced and independently adjudicated, and which are 

consistent with international human rights norms and standards'·, amongst other things.29 

The Council of the International Bar Association passed a reso lution in 2009 which set out 

as pre-requisites for the recognition of the existence of the Rule of Law in a legal system, 

that the system must at least have an independent, impaJ1ial jury, a an independent legal 

profession; protection of confidential communications between lawyer and client as well as 

the guarantee of equality of all be tore the law. 30 

Paragraph 3 of the Preamble to the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

( 1948) reads: 

Whereas it is essential. if man is not to be compelled to have recourse. as a last resort , 

to rebellion aga inst tyranny and oppression. that human rights shoul d be protected by the rule of 

11 law.· 

Likewise, the preambl es to the Statute of the Council of Europe; the European Convention 

on Human Rights; the Treaty on the European Union; and indeed, even the Organi sation for 

f:conomic Co-operation and Development (OECD) make reference to the rule of law. 

There is little controversy about the importance of the Ru le of Law as a constitutional 

principle. In fact, the European Commission For Democracy Through Lavv in its Repm1 on 

the Rule of Law (20 II ), while acknowledging that references of many national and 

~· 1 Report of the Unit ed Na tions Secretary-Genera l: The Rule of Law and Transit iona l Justi ce in ConOict and 
Post-Conni ct Societies (S/2004/616). ava il ab le at: b!.u?.:·//www.un.or!!/en/ru leo n::nv/index.shtml (last accessed 

on 2 .J anua ry 20 13 ). 
·10 Internal i01wi Bar Associati on. Resolu1ion oj" the Council of 1he llllemationul Bar Association of October 8, 

2009 on 1he Rttle of La lli . 2. 
" Preamble. Uni ted Nations Dec larat ion of !I uman Rights (1948), ava il able at: 
b..!.!p :l/www .un .oro/en/documents/udh r/i ndex .sht ml (last accessed on 2 January 20 13 ). 
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international legal instruments to the Rule of Law were of a general nature and did not 

define the principle in much detail, went on to assert that it believed the Rule of Law did 

constitute a common European standard to 'guide and constrain the exercise of democratic 

power. '32 While the concept of the Rule of Law has crept into international legal 

instruments, much of research or critique into the concept remains contained within a 

largely Anglo-American constitutional context. 

While Dicey' s advocacy for a rules based constitutional and administrative system devoid 

of judicial discretion were not without c1iticism from within the Anglo-American circle 

(most notably Jennings, 1959; Robson, 1928), upon closer inspection, these criticisms are 

not actually directed at the concept of a rules based system of governance. Robson 

criticised Dicey for his misinterpretation of the French administrative system (droit 

admini stratiti 3
. Jowell 34 summarises Jennings' critique as repeating many of Robson' s 

attacks but goes furth er to accuse Dicey of taking the position he takes for his political 

artiliations. 35 Jowell himself(2007: 14-15), much of whose works complement Bingham's, 

concedes that there are limitations to a rigid rules based system of governance even in 

constitutional Jaw, a fault Bingham does not acknowledge. Where as a rules based system 

would require all to be treated equally under the law, Jowell explains that a strict rules 

based system would not be ideal in situations where rigid application of rules simply don ' t 

make sense . .l owell cites the example of colour coding in town planning in the UK, where 

town planning authoriti es had discretion in taking into account 'other material 

considerations· in allowing industrial acti vity in residential land, or vice versa. Having said 

'' L urope~ n Commi ~s i o n For Democracy Through Law (Venice Commission). Report On The Rol e or Law. 
Adopted by th e Veni ce Co mmi ss ion at its 86th Plenary Session (Venice. 25-26 March 2011). at p. 4 
' ' Robson. William . .Justice and !l dministmtil'e L(llv ( 1928: 2nd edn. 1947). p.343. cited by Jowe ll at p. 7 
-'" .l owell. Jeffrey. Tli e Changing Constitution. 6th editi on. Ox ford Uni versity Press. 2007. p. 8 
;) Jennings be li eved Dicey' s oppositi on to di screti on ~ ry slate regul ati on stemmed fi·om hi s support lor the 
laisse::. ~fi1 ire economi c system and wa nted ~s little int erference as poss ible with profit making. 
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this, much of Anglo-American literature, even recent literature including .lowell ' s, appear 

to suggest broad support for administrati ve systems that adhere to the principle of the Rule 

of Law, in spite of its limitations and inconsistency in interpretations as a governing 

principle. Not all scholars ultimately agree. Professor Judith Skhlar in a rather frequently 

cited chapter on the topic dismissed it as nothing more than ruling class chatter having 

assessed how often the term fell into overuse, especially to describe anything in the legal 

system that was remotely good.36 In the same light, David Dyzenhaus too offers an 

alternati ve view of the rule of law alter hav ing studied and compiled several dissenting 

theori es of the benefits and virtues ofthe rule ofl aw.37 

The expansion or the theory to the in ternational legal order is somewhat much more recent. 

Other than Bingham· s, few other works have given the subj ect of the international rul e of 

' X law much thought. ·' Bingham strongly opposes the common argument that the lack of an 

international legislature results in the lack of legitimacy in the endorsement of the rule of 

law as opposed to in a domestic democracy. 39 While he acknowledges this is true, he argues 

that intern ational law is observed more than it is breached because members to treati es 

make laws that suit themsel ves. In other words, members, 'by signature and rati fication' in 

their domestic legislature, commit themselves to be bound. Following this assessment, it 

seems onl y logical that the international legal order is no di ffe rent from a domestic 

legislatu re and Bingham very strongly sets out hi s vi ew as such.
40 

However, Bingh<.un· s 

11> See generall y Judith Skhlar. Political ?!Jeorr and the Rule of" Lau. in A. Hutchi nson & P. Monohan. 7/w 

Rnle of Lrnt~ .· Ideal or fd,!o lo.~'1· . eels ( 19X7). 
" In ti1is sense. ~ee generall y Dav id Dyzenh :J us. Recraftin g til £' Rule of Law: Th e Limits of Legal Order. Hart 

Publishing ( 1999) . 
1x See Tom Bingham. l!Je Rule ofLrnv (20 1 0). Penguin Books. at 110 - 11 9. 
l<J /hid .. p. 11 2 
.II) Ibid .. p. 11 1 
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vvorks, as with much of previous legal doctrinal research, have made several untested 

th eoretical assumptions: 

I. It fails to recognise the unique jurisprudence of difTerent branches of international law, 

such as the GATT/WTO, and assumes a "one size fits air' international jurisprudence; 

2. That 'general principles of law recognised by civili sed nations· are the same between 

international relations and those that concern individuals in civil society, and between 

nation to nation; 

3. Broader prac tical considerations beyond general principles of law are more or less the 

same at international level and can still be managed by strict adherence to a conceptual 

rul es based system. 

4. The rule of law in many cases seems to be used loosely and interchangeably with the 

rul e of goodlaw.41 

As a matter of fact, Simon Chesterman, in a well studi ed article of the international rule of 

law, appraises the conceptual application to law between states and ci ting the former 

president of the International Court of Justice herself, wondered what the international rule 

of law would look like by comparing what the theory actuall y sets out against the features 

of intcrnational.42 For one, the rule or law proffers the resolution of conllicts at independent 

courts or law which at the international level, is not something sovereign states are as fl·ee 

to do as indi viduals are. Even the International Court of .Justice, if assessed closely, is not 

ll Professor Andrei Mzmnor makes th is same observa ti on. see Marmor. Andrei. Rule ofL(/\1' and its Li111its. 

USC Pub li c Policy Research Paper No . 03- 16. 2003. p.l 
42 Ch esterman . An !ntl'mational Rule of L(llv? New York University School or Law. Public Law & Legal 
Th eory RcscJrch Paper Series Working Paper No . 08- 11 (2008). at 2. ava il ab le at: 
htt ://ss rn .com/abstract=IOR I73R (l ast accessed on 16 March 2013). 
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quite a "colllf ~ in the domestic, judicial sense, but really a judicial review mechanism.43 

There is also no democratically elected executive at international level, legislating decisions 

which are equal and applicable to all which are reviewable in a court of law as a safeguard 

against public officials exercising di scretion beyond the limits of their authority. As will be 

examined in Chapter 3, in a system essentially limited by voluntary jurisdiction, 

Chesterman cautions against the tendency of legal scholars to often too quickly translating 

domestic legal principles to the international realm on the assumption that those principles 

are interchangeable.44 

Given the fact , however, that many international legal instruments, in particular the United 

Nations Declaration of Human Rights 1948, the Statute of the Council of Europe and the 

European Declaration of Human Rights45 and its prevalence in world trade jurisprudence, 

there st ill is a pressing need to understand how best to understand and apply the theory in 

that sphere now that legislators and jurists have already embedded it there. 

As f~1r as international trade is concerned, many earl y observations have already 

demonstrated that the trade experts who negotiated the multilateral trade agreements did not 

necessari ly share these values inherent to the rule of law because they were faced with 

unique practical complex ities that legal scholars and judges perhaps never fully understood. 

The att itude of international trade negotiators towards a rul es based system of governance 

has been very different to that of Anglo-American legal theo1ists to the subj ect of 

constitutional and admini strative law, as far as customs and international trade IS 

-1 3 Sec Rosa lyn !Iiggins. '111£? I. CJ und the Rule of La w (speech at the United Nations Universit y. Apr. I I. 
2007). ava ilable at h!.!Q :I/www.unu .edu/events/lilcs/2007/20070411 Hi ggins speech .pdl' (l ast accessed on I 6 

March 201 3). 
'
14 Chesterm an. op cit. at 35 . 
-I · See n 31 and 32 :1bove. 
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concerned. The idea of a rules based system in the governance of international trade was 

not welcomed with open arms in the early days of trade treaty negotiations. 

As far as pre-WTO literature is concerned, the works of Professor Robert E. Hudec are 

monumental. The GATT legal system has its foundations heavily laid on the concepts of 

the much more ambitious International Trade Organisation (ITO) Charter which however, 

did not materialise, wherein lies much of the GATT's negotiating history. This study 

elaborates the attitudes and perceptions of the governments during the pre-WTO GATT 

days in comparison to the modern post-WTO ( 1995 onwards) days. The ITO approach to 

legal obligations bore many of the characteri stics of bilateral trade agreements negotiated 

before World War II. The primary (and sometimes sole) purpose of a trade agreement, even 

as they still are today, was the exchange of preferential tariffs. The exchange needed to be 

balanced in order for the parti es on both ends of the bilateral table to be making a sound 

deal. This idea of balanced exchange is commonly referred to as the principle of 

"rec iprocity'" (Hudec, 1975). It was this des ire for rec iprocity which stimulated trade policy 

rul es that were necessary in ensuring that there really was an exchange.46 Other national 

trade policy measures needed to be held in check given that any commercial benefit of a 

tariff reduction could easily be negated by adjusting some other aspect of an importing 

country's trade policy to make it more difficult for the exp011er to gain access to its 

markets. One favourite tac ti c, Hudec continues, is to impose onerous licensing procedures 

on imported goods that local producers either do not have to comply with or need only to 

comply to a far lesser degree of stringency. To maintain reciprocity, trade agreements often 

had provisions against quantitative restrictions, discrimination and the like.
47 

~ r. Hudec. Robert l . '!h e CA 7T Legal Svstc:m and World hade Diplu111acr. 1975. at p. 20 
II /hid. p.2 J. 
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It has been observed (primarily through the works of Hudec, Jackson, Meier, Trebilcock 

and Howse) that through the course negotiating the legal commitments of the ITO, 

therefore, the trade experts paid careful attention to the balance of commercial opp01iunity. 

The overriding concern for reciprocity naturally affec ted the kind of legal obligations the 

negotiators expected from each other. Legal obligations needed to be fl exible commitments 

that could be terminated on short notice where the economic necessity called for, leaving 

the restraint against arbitrary tennination to political pressure. Hudec (p. 20) stresses that 

trade agreement negotiators developed a legal system suited to these conditions but did not 

abandon legal obligations per say.48 

One of the most prominent features of the earl y GATT 1947 is that the remedies for non-

compliance which resemble a bilateral treaty more than it does an international legal 

instrument. The GATT contains only one course of action if consultations between the 

conflicting parties fail to yield results. Article XXlll provides for ·'nullification and 

impairmcnt"49
, allowing any contracting party to withdraw from the Agreement in response 

to the failure of another contracting party to carry out its obligation under the Agreement. 

Article XX III applies to any measure, even though it does not conflict with the tcnns of the 

agreement 5° - meaning to say that the injured party can initiate a consultation or withdraw 

fro m the Agreement so long as benefits accruing directl y or indirectl y to that contracting 

part y is being nullifi ed or impaired in a manner that impedes the objectives of the 

Agreement from being fulfilled even though action by the perpetrating contracting part y is 

.JX f /Jii/. p.2 1. 
·I'J Art ic1e XX 111. General Agreement for Tar ill~ and Trade. 194 7 
5'1 Arti cle XX III( l )(b). GATT 194 7 
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perfectly permissible under the Agreement. The question of the potency of retaliation by 

withdrawal will be lett for discussion at a later stage during the analysis. 

Given that the procedure in all cases is the same - simply voluntary consultation, there 

appears to be a lack of effort on the part of the contracting parties to distinguish the types of 

legal claims, obligations or remedies or even establish the legal nature of any act or 

omission. In simple words, the remedies available to a contracting party for the failure by 

another contracting party to cmTy out its obligations were very mild and lay emphasis on 

consultation. The GATT negotiations give us a clear picture of the rationale for these mild 

remedies. Hudec cites that according to most trade experts, lawyers and judges simply 

"could not grapple with the realities of intemational business life~·. The trade negotiators 

felt that economic disputes would be much better handled by economic experts whose 

approach to judgment would be pragmatic and unimpeded by ··legali stic ritual". The 

League of Nations· Economic Committee was explicitly quoted as saying in a 1932 

committee report that: 

... bodi es composed of judges. who cannot be th oroughly well acquaint ed with all the details of 

economi c life. and who are rather inclined to' rely on crit eri a of pure law in judging cases in which 

si tuati ons of fac t and technica l con siderations are of predominant importance. do not always appear 

to operate in a way sati sfactory to th e parti es. Moreover. it appears .. . that the (International) Court 

it se lf is of the opini on th at judicial settl ement is not always the best way of settling di sputes of an 

. S I 
econom1 c nature. 

5I League of Na ti ons. Procedu re for the Fri endl y Settl ement of Economic Di sputes between States (Official 

No. C.57.M.32. 1 <)32. 11.13).p.4 
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Hudec is cited as saying that the real problem with judges and lawyers is their failure to 

understand the need to compromise on these matters. His most powerful statement is in 

pointing out that trade agreement obligations were not meant to be enforced to the letter.52 

This appears not to be the end of the lack of trade negotiators ' confidence in a rules based 

approach. Hudec highlights this attitude as he quotes a passage ti·om a memorandum 

submitted by the United Kingdom arguing against proposals for automatic appeals to the 

International Court of Justice (ITOl3
: 

It seems to the United Kingdom Delegation that in these matters the analogy with ordin ary 

commercial treati es and conventi ons is misleading, since these are precise. static and self-executing 

and require no exercise of discretionary power. whereas there are numerous provisions in th e charter 

whi ch requi re the exercise of discretion and economi c judgment rather than prec ise interpretati on of 

the terms of the Charter .. . rTJhe law of th e Int ernati onal Trade Organi sati on should be dynamic. and 

should be open to amendm ent and additi on in th e li ght of ex peri ence in thi s new fi eld of internati onal 

ac ti vit y. The making of rulings under th e Charter should therefore. we fee l. be the fun cti on of th e 

International Trade Orga ni sati on it self and not an outside body such as the In tern ati onal Court wh ose 

proper fun ction is to determine questions of law and not to appraise economi c !·ac ts ... . 

In alm ost every conceiva bl e case ari sing under the Charter. th e issues will of th eir nature 

in vo lve the element of economic appraisa l and assessment and will not purely be legal in character. 

and it will be imposs ibl e to say where economi c judgment ends and legal judgment beg in s 5~ 

J:.1ckson 's research of the GAIT' s approach to law fi·01n its inception up to the year 1969 

( 1969:760) is consistent with this sentiment. 55 The ITO (which never materiali sed) , leaving 

' ' · ; ? I ·- /h {(. P·- · 
j ; !hid. p.24. 
i l !hid. p. 24. quoting the tex t of th e Delega tion of the United Kingdom memorandum EIPCIT/C.6/W.77 (Feb. 

14. I 04 7). 
55 Jackson. John H .. World hade and ?he Lill i' of Gil 'IT (I 060) p. 700. 
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the GATT as a general trade agreement with no regulatory body to enforce it. The legal 

obligations of members and dispute settlement procedures that would have been addressed 

in the ITO were not in any way ratified. As a result, even trade disputes between 1947 and 

1995 were dec ided on an ad-hoc basis until the signing of the WTO Charter. Take for 

example, the llrst case in 1948 at the second meeting of the CONTRACTING PARTIES.56 

The Dutch delegation asked the Chairman in session, the Canadian Mr. Dana Wilgress, to 

rule whether the most-favoured-nation (MFN) obligations pursuant to Article I of the 

GATT appli ed to 'consular taxes' . On 24 August that same year, the Chainnan simply 

repli ed: 

[l]n response to a request for an interpretation of the phrase '"charges of any kind" in paragraph I of 

Arti cle I wi th respect to con sul ar tax es, the Cha irman rul ed that such taxes would be covered by th e 

I. k. I" 57 phrase "charges o an y 1n c · . 

More recent literature, however, suggests a changing attitude towards a rul es based 

approach in the regulation and governance of international trade. Arthur Dunkel, Director-

General of the GATT from 1980 to 1993 made this remark about the objective of the 

Uruguay Round during a speech in Washington: 

And li nally, it (the Uruguay Round) is abou t tackling the un cert ai nt y in the economi c environm ent 

through securit y. predi ctabi lity and the rule of law.5x 

"' In ()ATT vocabu lary. the term CONTRACTING PARTIES in upper case gen era lly refe rs to the parti es 
co ll ecti vely as an orga ni za tion: where as with initial capitals or in lower case refers to individua l pa rti es in 

their capaci ty as members. 
s: ?he Phrase "Charges o/tl11r Ki11d" i11 Anicle 1:1 i11 RelatiOIIIO Collsu/ar Taxes. Aug. 24. 194R, GATT 

13 .LS. D. (vo l. ll) at 12 (1952). 
·x k I ) Sec .\'llpm i\rthur Dun c . 

y; 
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It is worth noting that amongst the salient features of the post 1995 WTO that seems to 

suggest an evolution towards a rul es based system of governance is a separate Dispute 

Settlement Understanding (DSU) which sets out a rules based approach in relation to how 

disputes should be settle, a feature that the 1947 GATT did not possess. An independent 

Dispute Settlement Board (DSB) administers the DSB. Article Ill (2 ,) Agreement 

Establishing The World Trade Organisation ( 1994) demonstrates a move towards a rules 

based system of governance: 

The WTO sha ll admin ister the Understandin g on Rules and Procedures Governing the Sett lem ent of 

Disputes (hereinafter refe rred to as the "Dispute Set tl ement Understa ndi ng" or "DSU") in Annex 2 to 

th is Agreement. 

The difference therefore, between the GATT 1947 and the modern post-WTO GATT 1994 

is that di spute settlement in the modern system are theoretically resolved against the 

backdrop of a very comprehensive, rules based DSU as opposed to the purely ad-hoc 

GATT 1947 system. To this end, however, the interaction between the rul e of law and the 

GATT/WTO' s jurisprudence has never been assessed . More recent works have tended to 

avoid a conceptual discussion of the multilateral trading system· s legal hamework but have 

gone straight into discussing individual areas of the WTO's covered agreements where 

research is rightl y warranted, such as the definiiion of discrimination, 59 and espec ially the 

di spute settlement understanding (DSU).60 In fac t, even a recent critique of the WTO's 

juri sprudence was made in the contex t of the DSU,61 in which the author considered the 

''1 See Ya Qin. 'Delining Non-discrimination Under The Law or The World Trade Organisation·. Boston 
Uni versit y lnt ernati on<J I Law Journal 23 . no. 215 (2005). 
60 Sec Van dcr 13oruht . 'The Review of th e WTO Understanding on Dispute Settlement : Some Renect ions on 
the Current Debat/ American Uni versit y Int ernati onal Law Review 14. no. 4 (1999): 1223 -1 243. 
61 See Magnu son. 'WTO Juri sprudence and It s Critiques: The Appell ate Body's Anti -Constitutional 
Resistance·. Harvard Intern ational LJ 51 (201 0). 
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Appellate Body's resistance to 'constitutionalisation' in international trade law. The 

scarcity of literature simply means that this research needs to be undertaken by piecing 

together the findings of various individual pieces of work to arrive at one single, coherent 

conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE CONCEPT OF THE RULE OF LAW 

Before setting out arguments over the doctrine so far as the multilateral trading system is 

concerned, several questions require flll1her examination. What is the Rule of Law? Who 

determines how it is interpreted? Is the Rule of Law necessarily different from "rule by 

law" or --rule by the Jaw''? Does the Rule of Law necessarily equate rule of good Jaw? The 

sheer vo lume of commentary and literary sources, and the resulting difTerences in 

interpretation means that it is near impossible to attempt to define the concept, anymore at 

least. These themes are explored in this chapter by studying the origins and histori cal 

developments of the concept, but will be continually re-visited through the course of this 

di ssert at ion. 

3.1 Understanding The Origins and Historical Development of the Rule of Law 

It is generally accepted there is no consensus on what the Rule of Law really means. Even 

prominent jurists and legal theorists have on occasion agreed to di sagree. With loose 

utterences of the term abound in speech and text likewise, in formal and infom1al 

doc uments, including even in legislati ve instruments', it is insufficient merely to dabble 

with the fa r too many contrasting attempts at dellnition, tor many have offered a definiti on, 

olten sugar coating it wi th their vested interests during the process. For the purpose of this 

di ssertation, the most useful way to seek an understanding of the notion is to trace its 

1 Sec the Preamble to the Statute of the Council of l: urope 1949, Preamble to th e Eu ropean Convent ion on 
Human Rights 1950 and the preamble to the Un ited Nat ions Un iversa l Declaration of Hu man Rights 1948. 
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ongms and histori cal developments up to its contemporary application (or over-

application). 

The European Commission for Democracy Through Law compiled a report which tracks 

the concept to its origins . The four authors of the paper thoroughl y trace the concept as far 

back as ancient Greece where Plato is quoted as saying: 

Where the law is subject to some oth er authority and has none of it s own. the co ll apse of sta te. in my 

view. is not far oiT. bu t if the law is the master go vernm ent and the government its slave. then the 

situation is fu ll of promise and men enjoy all the bless ings all the gods shower on a state.2 

Two authors, .Jefll·ey .l owell (who was incidentally one of the members of the The 

European Commission for Democracy Through Law) and Thomas Bingham (The Lord 

Bingham of Cornhill) set out very well studi ed commentari es of the origins of the concept 

of the Rul e of Law and the comparable doctrines of the German Rechtsaat and the French 

Etat de droit from fe udal Europe tlu·ough subsequent changes in the socio-politi cal 

landscape to the post-Diccyan debate over executi ve constraint vs di scretion. 

Even if Dicey coined the term in 18853
, and a number of text book authors do credit him 

lor this4
• he did not in vent the doctrine. While the notion itself may well have had its roots 

2 European Com mi ssion For Democracy Through Law (Venice Commission). Report On The Rule of Law. 
Adopt ed bv th e Venice Comm iss ion at it s R6111 Pl enary Session (Veni ce. 25-26 March 20 11 ), at p. 3 
1 Albe rt \ien n Di cey . .- Iii fill rrJdllctioil 10 !he S!mh o( !he Lmv o( !he Coils!il ll l iOil . 10

111 
Ed , 1968. ELBS. 

London. cit ed in Bingham. Th e R11fe u(/.u1 v. at p. 3 
1 See genera ll y ll ilairc Barnett in Constitu ti onal and Adm ini strati ve Law (2007): H l Lawson in The Oxford 
f.a\1' School 1R50- 1R60: Bingham in the R11 le o( Luw (2010). Penguin Boo ks. at p.3 is quoted as saying: 
.. Credit for coini ng the ex press ion ' the ru le of law· is usually given to Professor A.V. Dicey. th e Vinerian 
Professor of English Law at Ox ford. who used it in his book Ail fil lmdllclioil 10 1he S111dv of the Law oj1he 

CrJ/1.1/illll irJII . pu bli shed in 1 R85.' ' 
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in Aristotelian Greek civilization, s Bingham recognises the Magna Carta of 121 5 as a key 

milestone in modern constitutional history.6 Although exacted from King John by the 

Barons under duress (Bingham concedes it would be reading too much into history to say 

that the barons who confronted King John had anything other than their self interest and 

self preservation at heart), the Magna Carta was the first known written document in Britain 

(and probably Europe) expressly recognising fundamental human rights and justice; in 

particular chapters 39 and 40, a .. grant to all fl·ee men'· that: 

39. No man shall be seized or impri soned or stripped of hi s rights or possessions, or 

outlawed or ex il ed, or deprived of hi s standing in any other way, nor will we 

proceed with fo rce aga inst him, or send others to do so, except by the lawful 

judgment of hi s equals or by the law or the land. 

40. To no one will we sell , to no one deny or delay right or justi ce.7 

Bingham argues that the Magna Carta is a signilicant milestone in the development of the 

Rule of Law for its representation and expression of .. a clear rejecti on of unbridled, 

unacco untable royal power, an assertion that even the supreme power in the state must be 

subject to certain overriding rules.'·X As much as the Barons who exacted the commitment 

fl·om King .J ohn did not so out of a desire to see justi ce and equality prevail throughout the 

land, nor was it out of any desire to make the world a better place, here is one of the earli est 

declaration in writing or an allusion to a rul es based system of governance in Europe - a 

system under which the written law recognises (or was compell ed to recognise) the 

5 Sir lvo r Jcnnin !.'.s. cr. The Ltnv and l'he Constitut ion. 5'h eel. 1959 . Uni versity of London Press. London at p. 

45 nl "The notion is to be found like every other no ti on. in Aristotl e". 
1' Thomas Binghnm. lhe Rule uf La II ' . Pengu in Dooks (20 l 0) nt p. l 0. 
·· !hid. at p.ll . 
x Ibid. at p.l2. 
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fundamental rights of the individual against undue force, incarcerations or access to justice. 

Bingham stresses this as governance on the principles of the rule of law in its infancy.9 

Goodman goes back slightly earlier, trac ing the roots of the Rule of Law to the new rul es in 

England alter the Norman invasion in I 066. After the invasion, the new rul ers of Britannia, 

while claiming their ancestral heritage in France, declared themselves rulers in their own 

right over their new found land. Anned occupation alone was insuffici ent to govern the 

land, so the king sent judges across the land to establish a common system of law, 

determining what law to apply and ensuring that the king· s rule extended consistentl y 

through the kingdom. 10 These train of events may have been rather superficial from a 

doctrinal perspecti ve and were probably done with the intention of consolidating the king's 

powers more than anything else, what more to establish a system of governance based on 

any spcc ilic set of principles, but it did also create the common law system used today in 

the US and the Briti sh Commonwealth .11 It is also this judge made common law system, as 

we shall see later in this chapter, which Professor A.V. Dicey holds in such high esteem in 

hi s exposition of the Rule of Law. 

Subsequent to the Magna Carta of 1215, Bingham recognises eleven other signilicant 

hi stori cal milestones developing the rule of law as we know it today. Chronologically, these 

arc: 

•) 
/hid. . p. I I . 

Ill Ca rl Goodm;111 • Th e Rule oj'Lmv in Japan.· A Colll fJllm til'<: Analrsis (Second ReFised Edirion) (A lphen aan 
den Rij n. The Netherlands: Klu wcr Law In tern at ional. 2008). at p. 9. 
I I /hir/: at p.9 . 
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I. The writ of habeas corpus and the challenge to unlawful detention familiar in the 

common law system by the earl y thirteenth century; 12 

2. The gradual aboli tion of torture and tri al by ordeal in most European legal systems 

by the mid 1800s 13
; 

3. The Petition of Right 1628 14
; 

4. Sir Matthew Hale's resolutions, believed to be written around the 1660s15
; 

5. The Habeas Corpus Amendment Act 167916
; 

6. The Bill of Rights 1689 and the Act of 1689 and the Act of Settlement 1701 17
; 

7. The Constitution of the United States ofAmerica1x; 

8. The French Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen 1789 19
; 

9. The American Bill of Rights20
; 

I 0. The laws of war starting covering amongst other documents, the ordinances of 

Richard ll in 1385 and Henry V in 1415; to the works of Gentili (1552-1 608) and 

Grot ius ( 1583-1 645); to the ratifi cation of the 1998 Rome Statute of the 

International Criminal Court to adjudicate the 1864 Geneva Conventi on on 

Treatment of the Wounded21
; and 

II . The Universal Dec laration of Human Rights adopted by the General Assembly of 

the United Nations in Paris on 10 December 1948. 22 

12 Thomas Bingham. The R11le of Law. Pengui n Books (201 0) at p. 13 
11 Ibid. at p. 14. 
1 ~ /hid at p.17. 
15 Ibid. at p.20. 
11

' !hid at p.22. 
17 /1'/ ) ' m . at P·- -' · 
1 ~ !hid at p.25. 
1
'
1 !hid. at p.27 . 

20 !hid. at p.2R. 
21 /hid. at p.3 0. 
22 !hid. at p.32 . 
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The philosophical idea of a state governed by law exists in the civil law systems of 

continental Europe in the form of the concept of Rechtsstaat in the Gennan influenced 

principalities of Europe, while the French approach can be seen manifested in the concept 

of Etat de Droit. While having many doctrinal similarities with the of the Rule of Law, the 

concept of Rechtsstaat is not synonymous with the Rule of Law. Translated into English as 

' legal state', 'state of law' , 'state of justice', or 'state of rights', Rechsstaatlays emphasis 

on the nature of the state. Whereas the Rule of Law was conceptually conceived fl·om a 

common law system of judge made law where the judiciary played the role of holding the 

officials of the executive accountable tor the powers entrusted to it by the scrutiny of 

administrative di scretion, Rechsstaat emerges l!·om written constitution. Similar to the Rule 

of Law, the idea of Rechsstaat is in opposition to an absolutist state; one where the power 

or the executive subsisted completely unchecked. The difTerence li es in the ideological 

emphasis - the idea of Rechsstaat is one of a ·constitutional state' . Jt promulgates that the 

protection ti·om absolutism should be provided by the legislature and not the courts alone23
. 

Similarly, the French notion of Etot de Droit or ' legal state', 'state of laws' or "the law-

governed state' also tlnds its conception within the constitution, only with less emphasis on 

the nature of the state24
. Conversely instead, the idea of etat de droit considers the state as 

the ··guarantor of fundamental rights enshrined in the Constitution against the legislator. '"25 

Having established its historical development, it is still necessary to turn the attention now 

to Professor A.Y. Dicey, author of An Introduction to the Stuc~)l oj"Law oj"the Constitution, 

23 Luropean Commission For Democracy Through Law (Venice Comm ission). Report On The Rul e of Law. 
/\ dopiccl by 1he Venice Commission al i1s 86'" Plenary Session (Venice. 25-26 March 2011 ). al p. 4 
~ ~ Cf Bingham, The Rule of Law, at p. 7· 
~' !hid. a1 p.4 . 
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publ ished in 1885, not only because the tenn 'Rule of Law' was for the first time used but 

because of the immense influence this work exercised. There is a considerable volume of 

literature which have already examined his work and it has attracted as many critics as it 

has supp011ers. 26 Dicey saw the rule of law as having the three core features: 

1. First, that no person should be punished but tor the breach of law, which must 

be certain and prospective so as to guide the ac tion and compliance of 

individuals whereby they cannot be retroactively punished for an offence which 

could not earlier have been a breach. Dicey held on strongly to the view that 

di scretionary power led to arbitrariness and the ·'rule of law'' was a necessary 

means of such constrain; 

ii . Second, every person was equal before the law. The Iavv' should not treat one 

person differently Ji·om another - that every man is subj ect to the ordinary law 

of the land; 

111. Third , the Rule of Law should deri ve from ·'judge-made-law" or common law as 

determined by the ordinary courts, and not tJ·om any written constitution. 

Professor .lowell concedes that the first feature, the fettering of di scretion, has some 

compelli ng limitations in the context of most contemporary jurisdictions where a certain 

amount or admini strative discretion is inev itable to function in the complex socio-economic 

and geo-politi ca l atmosphere of an increasingly globali sed world. Citing the example of 

town and country pl anning in Britain, .lowell illustrates in cases where there were formal 

ru les over how commercial or residential land could be developed,· and would-be 

:<. Sec the wo rks or lvo r Jennings . .J el'l'ry .l owe ll . Lon Fu ller. Thomas Bingham. Hil aire Barnett and Ronald 

Dworkin amongst others. 
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developers could tell by the colour coding. The rules were however, softened and town 

planning officials could take into account 'other material considerations' in deciding what 

could be done with the land . .lowell concedes that a fair amount ofjudgment and discretion 

is needed on the part of the land office officials in considering these 'other material 

considerations' and eventually arriving at a decision. 27 

It is also highly unlikely Dicey's third feature can survive the political or socio-economic 

environment of today, for the most obvious reason, Dicey's parochial commentary appears 

to be British centric and neglects the fact that most countries of the world have written 

constitutions.n .lowell, while not defending the tlaw does, however, otTers an explanation 

why Dicey felt compelled to express that the Rule of Law should emerge tl·01n judge made 

common rather than the written constitution - an argument which to many contemporary 

scholars would seem a moot point favouring the opposing view. Dicey was not in any way 

against Constitution, but like Bentham before him, was against the idea of a basic document 

setting out a "'catalogue of human rights ... He instead saw laws and liberties as arising fl·om 

decisions in the courts - the common law.
29 

Qualitative arguments notwithstanding, there are some key observations to be deduced 

fl·om Bingham and Goodman· s studies of the origins of the Rule of Law as well as the 

position of Dicey in relation to the doctrine. The substance of the Diceyan idea of the Rule 

of Law, amplified by Bingham, stood lor the opposition to arbitrary power, the discretion 

of offi cials as Dicey calls it , cetiainty in legislation, protection by the Jaw of certain 

~' Jeffrey .l owell and Dawn Oli ver. Th e Changing Conslilulion. 6111 Ed. 2007. Oxford Uni versit y Press. at p. 14 
"8 On ly the Unit ed Kingdom. Canada. New Zea land. Israe l and Saudi Arab ia have no written constituti on. see 
htt :1/cn.wikipedia.orl!/wiki /Uncodili ed constitution (last accessed on 21 February 2013). 
'ii) 7 - .l owell et al. at p. . 
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fundamental rights of the individual, equality before the law and the presumption of 

primarily democratic values in the system of govemance. In spite of its fall acies and 

criticisms mainly against his parochial attitude, political affili ations and misinterpretations 

of the Briti sh and French constitutional systems, Dicey's core principles continue to find 

support in and from institutions that profess to uphold democratic values. Even the Council 

of the International Bar Association passed a resolution in 2009 requiring several 

commonl y accepted virtues as essential to the Rule of Law which the Association resolves 

to uphold. 

The concept of the constra int of executive abso lutism and the promulgation of moral 

principl es like equality, law and order, access to the coutis and protection of fund amental 

human rights by the courts and laws are elements read in to it by its authors, putting the 

doc trine of the Rule of Law in a position where it can convincingly be argued that it is 

synonymous with ' rule of good law·. The emphasis that men are to be rul ed by prospective 

and certa in laws, and not to be punished for the breach of something whi ch was not at that 

time law. it is also not surpri sing therefore, that some have taken this notion to be 

synonymous with ' rule by law· or ' rul e by the law d0
. The moral principles differentiating 

these alternati ve interpretations f)·om the Rul e of Law are outside the scope of this study, 

but it is impotianl at the minimum to understand why its authors and suppotiers insisted 

that the doctrine of the Rule of Law be not confused with ·rul e of good law ', ·rule by law' 

or ·ntl c by the law' in order to then examine its conceptual appearance and evolution in 

multil ateral trade jurisprudence. 

10 Th e Rcpon of th e Venice Co mmitt ee assens that such 3n interpretati on wo ul d permit authoritarian ac tions 
by governments and do not rell ect the meaning ol'the rule of law today. see p. 5. 
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The 20 I I Venice Commission dismisses the "rule by law'', ·'rule by the law'' and ·'Jaw by 

rul es'' versions of the notion as distorting the essence of the Rule of Law. lt argues that the 

Rule of Law must be distinguished fl·om the ·'purely formalistic concept" by which public 

offi cials are allowed to act simply because the law authorises it. The Venice Commission's 

rep01i asserts that such interpretations lose the essence of the Rule of Law and have 

permitted authoritarian actions by governments. The empirical evidence of this asse1iion is 

better lett to the work of other researches to confirm. ln a remark meant to criticise Dicey's 

parochial scope of the doctrine (which sets out the observation of Englishmen being ruled 

by law and by the law alone), .Jennings happened instead to illustrate precisely the 

Commiss ion 's point in saying: 

The powers of Louis XIV. of Napo leon I. of Hitler and ofMu ssolini were derived from the law. even 

though that law be on ly ·'The Leader may do and order what he pl eases· '. The doctrine involves some 

cons iderable limitation on the powers of every politi ca l authorit y. except possibly (for this is open to 

di spute) those of a representati ve leg islature. Indeed it contains. as we shall see. somet hing more. 

though it is not capable of precise delinition. It is an att itude. an expression of liberal and democratic 

prin cip les. in th emselves vague when it sough t to analyse them. but clear enough in th eir res ult s. Jt 

The American judge and critic, Justi ce Antonin Scalia of the US Supreme Court adds his 

contribution to the difTerentiatiQn, explaining that the rule of law is a law of rul es.32 From 

his perspective, the doctrine meant that everybody, from the richest to the poorest, fl·om the 

politically most powerful to the weakest, is subj ect to the same set of laws, adjudicated and 

interpreted in a consistent manner by an independent judiciary or institutions of 

governance. The expression ' rul e by lc.l\N ·, on the other hand, simply connotes the use of 

11 W. lvor Jennings. Th e Lml' and rlre Consrirution. 1933. at p. 131 
1 ~ Anton in Sca li a. "/he Rule o/L(/\ v is 11 Lm v of Rules. The Uni versity of Chicago Law Review 56 (4)(1989): 

11 75- 11 8R . 
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laws and norms to govem. Underlying values like equality before the law, consistency of 

adjudication and interpretation and judicial independence are not necessarily inherent in it. 

To the question of the Rule of Law being equated with the ' rule of good law', .lowell 

simply points out that nowhere does Dicey equate the Rule of Law with the notion of 

'good' law. Nor does he contend, .lowell continues, ·'that in order to qualify as ' law' a 

particular rule had to be fair, or reasonable, or just''. To Dicey, it did not matter so much 

that the laws were harsh, more importantly they had to be known. Friedrich von Hayek 

lends support to this observation by illustrating: 

It does not matter whether we all drive on the leli or the right hand side of the roads so long as we all 

do the sa me. Th e im portant thin g is th at the ru le enabl es us to predict other people's behaviour 

correctly. and th is requ ires that it should apply in all cases - even if in <.1 particular instance we feel it 

33 to be unjust. 

In spite of these attempts by distinguished philosophers like Jennings, Bingham, .lowell and 

Hayek to narrow the scope of the Rule of Law to an ideal interpretation, there remain many 

facets of the rule of law. The development of the doctrine remains an evolutionary process 

which grows in tandem with the political, social and economic development of the legal 

system. The developments scrutinised at this juncture refl ect the need for greater clarity in 

the practical appli cation of the doctrine. 

13 F./\ . ll ayek . !he Road to Serjdu111 . I 943. at p.60. cf. .l owell. Th e Clwllf:! i llg Collstitutioll. at p. II. 
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3.2 Influence of the Rule of Law as a Doctrine of Legal Order 

Criticisms not withstanding, there appear to be many more proponents of Dicey's core 

principle compared to critics. Many modern legal theori sts, after heaving had the 

opportunity to study the criticisms of Jennings, Robson and Fuller still adopt the 

fundamental doctrine, removing the inaccurate or ofTensive portions of Dicey' s political 

and economic observations. It would, however, be misleading to think that its increase in 

usage in legal, judicial and political verbiage (at times overuse) is synonymous with an 

increasing tendency of legal systems and institutions to abide by the doctrine. Professor 

Brian Tamanaha describes this phenomenon as a result of 'rampant divergence of 

understandings' and analogous to the notion of the Good that 'everyone is for it, but have 

contrasting convictions about what it is .34
. In similar vein, de Smith observes that : ·'the 

concept of the rule of law has an interesting characteristic; everyone who tri es to redefine it 

begins with the assumpti on that it is a good thing, like justice and courage .. 35
. 

In spite of such opinions, the importance of the Rule of Law still cannot be undermined or 

passed of as being too uncertain for serious study for a number of reasons. Firstly, because 

lea<;ling judges (especially of the Commonwealth) have on numerous occasions referred to 

the rule of law not only in delivering their judgments but also in their non-judicial academic 

works. Second, the doc trine can be found in an increasing number of authoritative 

internati onal instruments of governance. Thirdly, the rule of Jaw can be found embedded in 

legislat ion and constitutions of a number of countries. These three reasons are borrowed 

from Bingham36
, and one more, a fourth of my own is added - that leaders of international 

•• Bri an Z. Tamanaha. On the Rule oj /, a1 v. 2004. Cambridge Uni versit y Press. at p. 3. 
15 De Smith and BrJzier. Com lillttio.na/ and Administrative Law. 6111 Ed. I 989. Penguin . London. at p.l9. 
·
16 See Bingham. The Ru le or Law. at p. 6 - 7. 
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institutions and organisations in non-judicial roles increasingly carry themselves in a 

manner that their leadership is seen to be guided by the rule of law during their tenure and 

this is reJ1ected most significantly in their speeches and written addresses. It is also 

noteworthy that a number of these organisations either have general provisions to abide by 

the rule of law, or are at least guided by the principle even if not explicitly spelt out. 

3.2.1 Judges and the Rule of Law 

Former Lord President of the Federal Court of Malaya and Yang Di-Pertuan A gong, Sultan 

Azlan Shah remarked at the pledge of loyalty and investiture in conjunction with his 84111 

birthday called for safeguarding of the rule of law at all times to maintain peace and 

harmony in the country. To this end, his majesty remarked that: 

The conlidence of th e people in the principle of th e rule of law should be backed by a respected law 

enforcement body of integrity.3·i 

Lord Steyn ( 1999) introduces two dim.ensions to the understanding of the Rule of Law in 

shedding light on why the doctrine was important, albeit hom a UK public law 

perspective. JX The first, he explains, is not a legal concept but a moral one. Contrasting the 

apartheid situation in South AJI·ica where the institutionalised system of laws were used to 

oppress and di scriminate, Steyn argues that the Rule of Law addresses a moral aspect of 

public power and conveys the idea of government not under men but under laws. 
39 

The 

;- New Straits Times Press. 13ernama. 22 May 201 2. 
>x Th e Rt Hon Lord Steyn. The Consliluliona!i.lalion ofPuhlic La lli. 1999 . at p. 4. 
'') ' /hid. at p.4. 
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second is the familiar constitutional law principle of the constraint of abuse of power by 

ot1icials characterised by: 

1. Citizens· rights to legal certainty in respect of interference with his liberties; 

ii . The guarantee of access to justice; and 

111. Procedural J~1irness in the manner in which public officials make administrative 

I 
. . 40 

C eC ISIOnS. 

Using the UK House or Lords case of Wheeler v. Leicester Ci(v Counci/'11
, Steyn illustrates 

how the British courts applied thi s point. In that case, a local authority revoked the license 

of a football club because some of its members had visited South Atl·ica. The court in 

dec iding that case observed there was no law prohibiting contact with South Africa and 

held the local authority" s action to be contrary to the Rule of Lavv. 

The same Lord Steyn, sitting in the House of Lords in the case of R v Secret my o(StatefiJr 

the Home Department. ex p. Pierson43
, where a convicted young murderer was faced with 

the prospect or having his mandatory pri son sentence increased by the Home Secretary, 

said: 

Unl ess there is the clearest provision to the contrary. Parliament must be presumed not to legislate 

contrary to the rule of law. And the rule of law enforces minimum st andards of fairness. both 

substant ive and procedural.·
11 

-1•> Ibid. at p.4 . 
41 [1985] A.C. 1054. 
-I ~ II 998] AC 539. 59 1 . 
.j \ cr. Bingham. at p. 6. 
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In Malaysia, this point was expressed poignantly by the Court of Appeal in the case of 

Sttgumar: 

Ma lays ia has a written constituti on the basic framework of whi ch has been fash ioned in language 

that upho lds the Rule of Law. The fundamental guaran tees that all persons are equal be fore th e law 

and have equal before th e law and have equal protecti on of it and that no person shall be depri ved of 

life or personal liberty save in accordance with law clearl y demonstrate th at ours is a Governm ent of 

mere humans but of laws . .J-I 

The most compell ing ev idence that the doctrine was applied in case law in other 

jurisdiction comes (}·om a paragraph in the Intemational Bar Association (IBA) Council 's 

2005 Resolution which commends recent dec isions in some jurisdictions, albeit not 

speci lied which jurisdictions: 

.. . [The! IBA welcomes recent dec isions of courts in some coun tri es th at reiterate the 

principles underlying the Ru le of Law. These decisions rellect the fun damental ro le of an 

independen t jud iciary and lega l profession in uphold ing these principles. The IBA also welcomes 

and supports the effort s of its member Bar Assoc iat ions to draw attention and seek adherence to 

these pr in cip les. 

In the light of numerous allusions to the doctrine such as these, all evidence point to the fac t 

that jl)dges have enough faith in the doctrine to use it in their judgments. The authority that 

these statements carry and the manner in which they are appli ed suggest that even if there is 

no consensus, some of doctrine· s fundamental elements are undisputed. It is clear these 

fundamental clements are attached wi th moral and philosophical va lues which cannot be 

alienated li·01n the rule of law. These elements, to summari se concisely, are the equality of 

"" Suoumar Balakri shnan v Pengarah Imi gresen Ncgeri Sa bah & A nor Appeal [I 998 J M LJ 289 ar p.305 
0 

(CO/\). 
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man before laws, the access to justi ce, the non-interference of the state with civil liberti es 
' 

consistency in judicial interpretation of laws, governance only by prospective laws known 

to citi zens, and accountability of public official s for power granted to them in their capacity 

as public offi cials. 

3.2.2 The Rule of Law in International Instruments of Governance 

From the years following the second world war, efJorts towards intemational peacekeeping 

began to take shape with the negotiations and eventual signings of various of international 

and regional agreements and treaties on the regulation of a variety of international affairs, 

in particular economic relations, international trade, human rights and the environment. A 

number of these arc built on the foundations of the rule of law. The Preamble to the United 

Nations· Uni versal Declaration of Human Rights reads: 

·· ... Wh ereas it is essenti al. if man is not to be compelled to have r·ecoursc, as a last resort. to rebellion 

aga inst tyranny and oppression. th at human ri ghts shou ld be protected by the rule of law ... " 

The concept is probably more widely lound in European instruments - the Preamble to the 

Statute of the Council of Europe emphasises the devotion of its member states ''to the 

spiritual and moral values which are the common heritage of their peoples and the true 

source of individual J!·eedom, political liberty and the rule of law, principles which form the 

basis of all genuine democracy ... 

Simil arl y, the Preamble to the European Convention on Human Rights states that ''the 

governments of European countri es ... are like-minded and have a common heritage of 
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political traditions, ideals, f!·eedom and the rule of law'·. More signitlcantly, the concept of 

the rul e of law is found enshrined not only in the Preambl e but in Article 2 of the Treaty of 

the European Union. According to Article 2, ''The Union is founded on the values of 

respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for 

human rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities'·. 

3.2.3 The Rule of Law In National Legislation and Constitutions 

As an important constitutional in the United Kingdom, professed by British jurists and legal 

scholars (ie. Dicey, Jennings, Steyn, Bingham, Jowell et al) as a constraint of government 

ac tion and the exercise of power, the Rule of Law is found explicitly in the Part 1, the 

Introd uction to the Const itutional Reform Act 2005 stating that: ·'This Act docs not 

adversely affect - (a) the existing constitutional p1inciple or the rule of law, or - (b) the 

Lord Chancellor' s ex isting constitutional role in relation to that principle:· 

The European Commission for Democracy Through Law observes that the notion of the 

rul e or law appears as a main feature in the constitutions of former socialist countri es of 

Central and Eastern Europe that include Albania, Armenia, Belarus, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, Croati a, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Moldova, 

Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, "the former Yugoslav Republic or 

Macedonia·· and Ukraine.45 It also points out that Article 5.1 or Spain ·s Constitution sets 

ou t that "the Courts control the power to issue regulations and to ensure that the rule of law 

qs European Commiss ion ror Democracy Through Law (V~ni ce Commissi on). Report On The Rul e of Law. 
Adopted by the Veni ce Commi ss ion at it s 861

h Plen ary Sess1on (VenJ ce. 25-26 March 20 II ). at p. 8. sec para. 
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prevails in administrative action."46 It is, however, not part of the scope of this study to 

independently verify these observations. 

3.2.4 Influence of the Rule of Law on International Institutions and Multilateral 
Organisations 

Perhaps the most widely regarded contemporary definition offered by a fi gure of 

intemational inJluence is that of the former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan which he 

includes in his 2004 rep01i defining the concept as: 

... a pri ncip le of governance in which all persons. institutions and en tities. public and private. 

including th e St:Jte itself". are accou nt able to laws that are publi cly promulgated. equall y enforced and 

independentl y adj udicated. and which are consistent with internati onal human rights norms and 

stamidrds. It requires. as well. measures to ensure adherence to the principles of supremacy of Jaw·. 

separation of powers. participation in decision-making. lega l cert ainty. avoidance of arbitrariness and 

~ ~ 
procedura l and lega l transparency. 

More recently, the Council of the Intemational Bar Association in 2009 adopted the IBA 

Council" s Commentary on the 'Rule of Law ' Resolution 2005 which sets out what the rule 

of law stands for: 

/\n independent. imparti al judiciary: the presumption of innocence: th e ri ght to a fa ir and public trial 

with out undue delay: n rational and proportionate approach to punishment. a st rong and independent 

lega l profess ion: stri ct protecti on of conlident ial com munications between lawyer and client: 

equality of all before th e Jaw; these are all fundamenta l princijJies of the Rule of l aw. Acco rd ingly. 

~ ~. /hid. at p. 8. . . . . . . . . 
1•• Report of the Secretary-General on the Rule ol Law and 1rans1t1onal Just1 ce 111 C.o nll1 ct and Post-Conllict 

Societi es. Doc. S/2004/616. 23 August 2004 . see para. 6. 
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arbi trary arrests: secret tri als: indefinite detention without trial: cruel or degrading treatment or 

puni shment: intim idation or co rruption in the electoral process, are all un acceptable. The Rul e of 

Law is th e foundation of a civili sed society. It establi shes a transparent process accessible and equal 

to all. It ensures adherence to principl es that both liberate and protect. The IBA ca ll s upon all 

countri es to respect th ese fund amental principles. It also ca ll s upon its members to speak out in 

support ofth e Rule of Law within their respecti ve communiti es . .J8 

Similarly, the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ), which according to the Venice 

Commission 's rep01i had been "systematically studying the rule of law over the years and 

adopts a notion of the rule of law as a fundamental principle for the protection of 

individuals from the arbitrary power of the state and which empowers human dignity.' ~ 4 9 

Of greater interest to this study is the fact that one former director-general of the GATT and 

one former director-general of the WTO had used the expression in their addresses. Arthur 

Dunkel, director-general of the GATT between 1980 and I 993 urging the conclusion of the 

Uruguay Round said in his speech in Washington in I 990: 

rThe Uruguay Rou nd] is abo ut th e ex istence of the GATT system. It is about fund amental reform of 

th e multil ateral trading system. It is about adju sting it to the changing needs of traders. producers. 

exporters. importers - and consum ers - for the rest of this centu ry and beyond . It is about bringing 

e iTec t in~ mult ilaterall y agreed disciplines to bear on trading relati onships. And. fin all y. it is about 

tac kling the un ce rt ainty in the intern at ional economi c environment through securit y. predi ctab ility 

-\ I) 

and the ru le of law.· 

48 Commentarv 0 11 the 11:3 A Council 'Rul e of Law · Resolution of Sept ember 2005. Adopted 

Intern ati onal B; r Associati on on R October 2009. at p. 2. 
4'! See Repol'l 

0 11 
the Rule a/ Loll'. European Commission fo r Democracy Through Law at p. 7 - 8. 

50 Sec supm. Art hur Du nkel. 

by the 
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Mike Moore, director-general of the WTO from 1999 to 2002 regards the rule of law as the 

''cornerstone of the WTO". 51 He stresses that one of the key components in maintaining the 

stability and predictability of trade conditions promoted in the multilateral trading system is 

the respect for the agreed rul es. He contends that "one of the essential functions of the 

WTO is to ensure that the rule of law, not force or power, presides of conditions of 

. . I I .. S2 mternatwna trace·'.· 

3.3 Aruumcnts In Favour of the Rule of Law 
b 

Pro fessor .l owell explains that Dicey's concept of the rul e of law is not merely seeking a 

general theory of law, but rather, a general principle of how power should be applied. 

Accordi ng to .lowell , Dicey' s Rule of Law was more than just a rules based system of 

government, not wholly f() rmalistic and devoid of any substantive content. There is a 

general consensus amongst the interpreters of Dicey I ike .l owell , Bingham and Steyn that 

law needs to guide human conduct and there are a set of fundamental conditions the law 

needs to meet in order to function properl y as an instrument for guidance of human 

conduct. .lowell sets out these conditions, expl aining that Dicey's rule of law is laid upon 

the foundations of legality, certainty, consistency, accountability, eni ciency arid due 

. . 53 
process and access to JUStice. 

By lega lity . .l owell means firstl y, that the law must be obeyed. Secondl y, that public 

offi cials must exercise their authority wi thin prescribed boundari es. By certainty, .lowell 

ex pl ains thai the Jaw should be certain and predictable. Referring lo Maitland, .lovvell 

Sl Sec .11111m . Moore. at p. 2. 
'~ !hid. at p. 3. . . 1h . • . . 
s; Sec .l owell and Oliver. 7he C/wnging Cunslllt t/IOII . (J Ed. 2007. Ox lord Un1vcrs1t y Press. at p. 10. 
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argues that ·known general laws, however bad, interfere less with freedom than decisions 

based on no previously known rule. '
54 

By consistency, it is meant that like cases are treated 

alike, as opposed to di scretionmy powers which may be applied selectively. The third value 

.lowe ll ascribes to the rule of law is that of accountability. By accountability, it is meant that 

rul es provide a published standard against which the legality of offi cial action can be 

measured, enabling redress by the public against officials whose actions are not within the 

scope of their authority. 55 As a fourth value, .lowell argues that a rul es based system of 

governance indirectl y provides the added benefit of efficiency by announcing or clarifying 

ofll cial policies to people who will be alTected by them. 56 The fifth value is one on which 

Dicey himself had laid much emphasis. Dicey believed that no person should be 

condemned without first having the opportunity to be heard . Paraphrasing this, .lowell 

contends simpl y that no crime should be punishabl e without tri al. 57 

The general consensus on what the conditions are for the effecti ve guidance of human 

conduct can be seen through the similariti es between the fi ve precepts outlined by .lowell 

(and he outlines them again in the European Commission for Democracy Through Law 

Report on the Rule of Law) and Bingham's eight ingredients or ·sub-rules' of the rule of 

Ja w. These sub-rules, roughly expanded along the lines of Dicey's original broad idea are: 

( 1) n1e accessihilitv o{ the hill ·: Legal prescriptions must be accessible to people in order 

that they have the opportunity to know what they can or cannot do. People cannot 

appropri ately be punished lor the breach of a provision they had no possibility of knowing. 

5•1 !hid. a! p. 10. st:c Mai!land. Collected Papers. Vol. i ( 191 I). 

'
5 /hid. a1 p. II . 

'~> II . I 1? · m.nlp. -· 
;- !hid. a1 p. 12. 
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(2) Resolution ol questions of' legal right and liability by application of' law and not 

discretion: Discretionary powers granted to public offici als and ministers should be 

constrained so at the very least as to minimise the opp01iunity for arbitrariness. 

(3) Equalizy he('ore the la w: No person should be treated diiTerently or discriminated under 

the law unless special circumstances require that a particular class of persons ( eg. children, 

the elderl y and disabl ed persons) should be treated differentl y. 

(4) Erercise ol power hy public officials(ctirly and in goodfaith: Bingham expresses that 

this principle follows naturall y fi·om principles (2) and (3) just considered,5x but deserves 

separate mention. Bingham implicitly argues this as a salient feature of democracy and 

contends that a state (in the absence of contrary expressions) does not intend to govern 

unfairl y as the rul es of natural justice require. 

(5) Adequate protection offimdamental human rights: Bingham concedes that this is not an 

ingredient of the rule of law that would be universall y accepted. It is arguable whether 

Dicey included the protec tion of human rights within the scope of his rule of law. 

Bingh<:un · s logic for including it as a sub-rule is _tlrst, that the Universal Declaration of 

Human Ri ohts is linked with the rule of law and second, he could not comprehend a state 
b 

which savagely represses and persecutes section of its own citizens to be observing the rule 

•
1 

s<J 
ol aw. · 

· ~ 
' !hid. a1 p. 60. 
" f) 
' /hid. t~ l p . 66 67. 
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(6) Access to means a/dispute resolution without prohihitive cost or delay: Any citizen that 

was bound by a just and equal set of laws needed to have access to a court of law or dispute 

settlement mechanism to enforce his rights under that law. It would not seem very logical 

tor a person to be granted rights with no avenue to enforce it on a timely basis. 

(7) The right tofair trial: Both parties to a case or dispute (claimant and defendant) must be 

given equal opportunity to articulate and defend their position. 

(8) The rule of" law in the international legal order: .lust as citizens and public officials 

should be bound to observe the rule of law at national level, so too should states be bound 

to observe the rule of law between states. 
60 

In summary, it has become clear that this unqualified admiration for the ' rule of lavv' by 

several notable individuals can in fact more specifically be classed as reverence for the 

principles of accountable exercise of power, equality before the law and prevention of 

excess. Over the course of the doctrine's evolution, proponents of the rule of law have read 

so much into it and attached values of morality about what the law should be, which are by 

now integral to the doctrine. It has not become widely associated with the ideal of a well 

ordered society. As they remain proponents primarily because they have interpreted the 

doctrine to be built on these values, one question which then looms large is whether 

arguments lor a rul e or law bundled with these supplemental values withstands closer 

scrutiny. 

6
'' !hid. at p. II 0. 
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3.4 Opposing Views 

Opposition arguments to the notion of the rule of law vary in intensity fl·om outright 

objection to circumspect acceptance that the rule of law is by and large a desirable thing, 

only that its inherent values are not without limitations. The argument of Judith Skhlar of 

its loss in philosophical value by casual overuse is by far the most compelling and 

fl·equentl y cited opposing argument. Skhlar comments that: 

' It wo uld not be very difficult to show th at the phrase ''th e Ru le of Law" has become meaningless 

thanks to ideological abuse and general over-use. It may well have become just another one of those 

self-congrat ulatory rhetori cal devices that grace the utterances of Anglo-American politici ans. No 

intell ectual effort need therefore be wasted on this bit of rul ing-c lass chatter. '61 

The Marxists on the other hand, resented it as an instrument of the bourgeois to manipulate 

the masses into accomplishing their selfish political aspirations. In fact, Marx ·s attack on 

the Western ideal of government under the rule of law in the Communist Mani fes to 

demonstrates this school of thought: 

Your very ideas are but the outgrowth of the conditi ons of your bourgeois producti on and bo urgeois 

propcrty. just as yo lll·jurisprudence is but the will of your class made into a law for al l: a will . whose 

essentia l character and direct ion are determ ined by th e econom ic condit ions of ex istence of your 

class ... . The selfi sh misconcept ion that induces yo u to transform in to et ern al laws of nature and of 

rli J. Sk hl ar. Poli tical n {('OJ)' and the Rule o/ Lrm. in The Ru le of Law. Ideal of Ideology I. Allan C. 
ll utchinson & Patri ck Monahan eels. ( 1987) at I. see also Chesterman. An International Rule of Lr111, ? New 
York U ni vc r~ ; tv Schoo l of Law. Public Law & Lega l Theory Research Paper Series Work ing Paper No. 08-
11 (2008 ). at i. ava ilable at: ht tp://ssrn .com/abstract= I 08 1738 (last accessed on 16 March 20 13): in tha t 
sense. see also Bingham, op cit. at 5: see also supra Dyzenhaus. 
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reason. the socia l forms springing from your present mode of production and form of propert y- this 

misconcept ion you share with every ruling class that has preceded you. 62 

The Marxist philosophy was, however, one of class struggle so the rule of law was not the 

only 'bourgeois' ideal they opposed. Most other opposing views are not ouhight critical 

theori es. They can better be described as acceptance of the rule of law's underlying values 

with qualifications. Amongst these qualifications are that of lowell 's conceding that in a 

modern and complex state, some amount of di scretionary power is not only inevitable but 

desirable, so the constitutional and administrative system needs to recognise a fair amount 

of fl exibility as being necessary, especially in spec ial cases. 63 

Opposing views and critical theories are, however, not a primary interest of this study 

which seeks to examine the role of the rule of law system of administration in a 

jurisprudence which upholds values that are opposed to it. 

3.5 Evaluating The Rule of Law Between States 

In spite of the fl'equent reverberations in the use of the rhetoric by diplomats, heads of 

states and international legal instruments, surprisingly little literature ex ists in the 

examinati on or what, if anything, is meant by the rule of law between states. While it has 

been established through the course or this chapter and through the overwhelmingly rich 

literatu re or works in relation to the constitutional rule of law that there ex ists a high degree 

or consensus on its vi rtues, surely the ru le of law between states with its vastly differing 

1>2 Karl Mnrx and rrcidri ch Engels. Manifesto o(th e (OIIIIIIIIIIist PartF. ch. 2 
1
'
1 .l owell. OJ! cit. at p. 14- 15. 
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substantive Jl·amework in achieving legal order cannot be premised on the same 

fundamental virtues as the law of constitutions - not all at least. 

Yet, Bingham, taking the idea offered by the UN Secretary-General in 200464 expands this 

to mean that ·'nothing in this formulation points towards a concept different II·OJn that 

familiar in the domestic sphere". Bingham uses as his support, the formulation of William 

Bishop: 

·W ithou t precise de finiti on, J be lieve we coul d agree that the concept includes re li ance on law as 

opposed to arbitrary power in int ern at ional relations: the substitution of settlement by law for 

settlement by force: and the rea li sa ti on th at law can and shou ld be used as an instrum entality for the 

cooperati ve international furtherance of social aims. in such fashion as to preserve and promote the 

va lu es of freedom ;mel human di gn ity fo r indi vidu als. · 
65 

Bingham, himself an authority on the subj ect matter having held the di stinguished roles of 

Master or the Rolls, Senior Law Lord and the first president or the Supreme Court of the 

United Kingdom takes the position that: 

'Thi s wo uld suggest that the rule of law in the international order is. to a considera bl e ex ten t at least. 

the domesti c rul e of Jaw writ at large. Such an impression is fortili ed by two further sources. 

Acco rd ing to Professo r Chesterm an. ' "'the internati onal rule of law .. may be un derstood as the 

<t pp li ca ti on of rul e of l<tw principl es to relations be between States and other su bjects of international 

law·. In their Millennium Declaration the member states of the United Nat ions resolved to 

'\ trcngthen respect for th e rul e of law in international as in nat ional affairs and. in part ic ul <t r: to 

ensu re compli ance by Member States with the decisions of the Internati onal Court of .Justice. in 

l> -1 See 1\ nna n. SIIJ!m . sub-chapter 3.2 .4 above. 
~>5 n i ngh <1 m . 011 ci l. at Ill . qu oting W. 1:3 Jshop. The /11/emrlliona/ R11fe of Lcnv. IV!ichi gan Law Review. 59 

(I % I). at 553 
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compliance wi th the Chart er of the Unit ed Nati ons, in cases to whi ch th ey are parti es. The analogy. 

even i r inexact. with the domest ic situ ati on makes pl ain , I suggest. why we should favo ur stri ct 

compl iance with the law.' 1
,(' 

To have arrived at this conclusion, Bingham reasons that while many have raised the 

argument that the extent of the rule of law to the international level is limited by the nature 

of international law having no constitution or centrali sed legislature, adherence to rul es and 

obliga tions are a norm as opposed to breach. States more commonly abide by intemational 

lavvs rather than breach the because they want to out of a sheer necessity to do so. The laws 

between states, he stresses, are not imposed on states by an external legislature but a 

compelling reason why states comply is the fact that states make and bind themselves by 

laws that suit them. drawing the analogy that ' they are rul es of a members', not a 

propri etor' s club ·. 67 Bi ngham attributes the necessity of states to be strictl y governed by the 

rul e of Iavv as emanating tl·om their self interest, reasoning firstl y, that there is a need for 

internati onal co-operation to tac kle problems which affli cts a single state but have an 

internati onal impact, giving as an example, the tendency tor criminals who commit a crime 

in one country to !lee to another. Here, he also makes reference to the three Bretton Woods 

agreements (which inc! ude the GATT) as 'serious, effecti ve and strictly controlled 

international schemes to promote development , reli eve poverty and raise living standards, 

reinft)rced by establishment of the Intemalional Centre for the Settlement of Investment 

G A 
.. (lg 

Disputes and the Mu ltilateral Investment uarantec gency 

c,r, Sec Hinl!ham . op cit. at I l l -- 11 2. 
67 /hid -
r,s /hid. at 115. 
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His second and third points as to why the international law between states is as important as 

that at the national level is for the protection of human rights and freedoms and the 

increasing recognition of the closeness of the relationship between the international 

protection of human rights and the rule of law, citing decisions of the European Courts of 

Justice and Human Rights into which I will not dwell in detaii. 6
!J This line of argument 

from Bingham does not come across as being very surpri sing. 

Bingham's ideas of how it is in the best interest of states to observe the obligations to 

which they voluntarily bind themselves are valid and it certainly makes no sense to dispute 

them. What is apparent, however, is the emphasised signifi cance of the protection of human 

rights and freedoms and a lack of methodi cal appraisal of the correlation between the 

concept of the rule of law and the very character of international relations, of which the 

GATT/WTO is a subset, before concluding in absolute terms that it is appli ed in the same 

way as the rule of law at national level. Bingham also seems to have concluded that the rul e 

of law between states is equally as import as that in the domestic sense which is 

demonstrated by the greater propensity of states to comply rather than breach. This is a 

rather pre-mature conclusion because the normative intricacies of the nature of international 

law were not considered in great detail , or rather, were dismissed too earl y. In this regard , I 

draw fl·om Chesterman who in his eva luation, proposes three possible meanings to the 

. . I I f' I 70 
mterna tt ona ru eo aw. 

The ·'internat ional rule of law··, Chesterman proposes, may in the Jirst instance be 

understood as the ·application of rule of law principles to relat ions between States and other 

6') !hid. at 116 - 117. 
··o Chesterman, supra 11 . 61. at 33 . 
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subjects of international law. ' 71 This seems to be the conclusion Bingham has chosen to 

arri ve at. The second possible meaning is the primacy of the "rule of international law '~ 

over domestic law, establishing for example, the supremacy of international legislation over 

domestic legal provisions. This line of argument is a favourite amongst critics of the WTO 

who accuse their national governments of undern1ining national sovereignty and the 

domestic rule of law by its assent to be bound by provisions of the WTO. 72 This, on the part 

of the anti -WTO critics does not impress me as a convincing argument because the 

overriding objective of the rule of law's principles, if applied coiTectly, is intended to 

promulgate peace, security, prosperity and stability and not the reverse. In this regard, the 

onl y quarters who wi ll feel undem1ined are those whose aspirations are not aligned with the 

fundamental principles of the rule of law. This second possible meaning of the rule of law 

too docs not impress as a very convincing meaning. Under no circumstances in its 

tradi tional or contemporary sense does the formal , core doctrine of the rule of law 

promulgate supremacy of one set of laws over another. To interpret as such would simply 

be to read too much into the doctrine. 

The third possible meaning which Chesterman offers is that a ''global rul e of l aw~ ' 'might 

denote the em~rgence of a normative regime that touches individuals directly without 

formal mediati on through existing national institutions. ' 
73 

He, however, qualifies that this 

approach is only rell ecti ve of quasi-administrative regimes that f~1 ll outside domestic and 

internati onal legal categories. 

- I 
!hid. 

- 2 See supra Wolfe and Ya Qin . 
·· ; Chesterman. Of! cit. at 32. 
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Independent of his three possible meanmgs, Chesterman had already observed that 

endorsements of the intemational rule of law had been cautious and the primitive nature of 

internati onal law, in particular the GATT/WTO whose unique features will be examined in 

chapters 4, 5 and 6 of th is disse1iation raises one question which had been raised tJ·om the 

beginning of this di sse1iation - that whether the rule of law understood in its fonnal sense 

can at all be used where it is inconclusive whether the process of international rule making 

can itself be said to be govemed by laws, given that their judicial institutions are limited to 

voluntary juri sdiction.74 This forms the launchpad for his criticism which I fully resonate 

with that is the trap that many constitutional legal scholars fall into when addressing the 

rule of law between states, and a fact Bingham had grossly downplayed - the 'uncritical 

assumption that domestic legal principles can be translated directl y into the international 

sphere.' 75 

or course, any legal wanting to address the topic of international legal theory needs also to 

be remi nded that the status of international law has long been the subject of tension over the 

question of whether international law is law. Hundreds of literary works have through 

hi story argued either way leaving the argument remaining wide open. In that sense, this 

thesis cannot and will not establish whether or not international law is law other than to 

agree that if it is not, then there can be no such thing as '·international rule of law''. The idea 

of this di sserta tion is obviously not to cut the evaluation short by concluding as such 

because an increasing nwn ber of diplomats of the multilateral tradi ng system, including 

two fo rmer GA TT/WTO director-generals have expressed confidence in system as a result 

I~ /hid. 
75 

/hid 
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of the Rule of Law in WTO jurisprudence. This has, in that sense, created some faith and 

expectation in and of the rule of law in the international sense, rightly or wrongly. 

In spite of Bingham· s effort s in the use of analogy to convince us that the rule of law at the 

international level is no different fl·om that at national level other than the characters to 

whom the doctrine appli es, whil e later in this di ssertation pc1plexing features of 

GATT/WTO jurisprudence to highlight the complex iti es, one actually only needs to look at 

the broad tl·amework of international law to understand the gaps. The most valuable 

exposition which Chesterman identill es is one by the former president of the Intemational 

Court of Justice hersell: who, hav ing cited Dicey' s Rule of Law goes on to consider the 

notion in the international sense: 

' How th en. in this national model. sho ul d an "internati onal rul e of law'' look? First. there should be 

an executi ve refl ecting popular choice. tak ing non-arbitrary decis ions applicable to all . fo r the most 

part judicia ll y-reviewable for constitu tio nalit y. laws known to all. applied eq uall y to all . and 

independent court s to resolve lega l di sput es and to ho ld accountab le violati ons of criminal law, it se lf 

applying the governing legal rul es in a consistent manner. One has onl y to state thi s set of 

propos it ions to see the probl ems. There is mani festl y no world government system into which the 

model could most easil y lit ' ;
6 

Along these lines, Chestennan, taking into account Dicey's insistence on amongst other 

things, equality where there clearl y can be no such thing as 'sovereign equality', takes the 

position that such an account might ·conclude that that there is presently no such thing as 

the international rule of law, or at least that international law has yet to achieve a certain 

76 J> 
1 11

. · , .7.1 1 C ; (J!Illtlie Rule ojLa1 1' (speech at the Uni ted Nati ons Universit y. Apr. II . 2007) 
\.OS<l yn 1g g 111S. /e . .. · · . . . . . 
. 
1 

bl 
1 

·// lil t! edu/events/lilcs/2007/200704 11 1-li l! !! lll s speech:Q.QJ (last accessed on 16 March av;u a e at li t . www.L . · · -

20 13). 
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normati ve or institutional threshold to justify use of the term.' 77 While I would not agree to 

conclude that there is no justification for the use of the term in the international sense the 
' 

point I would like to make before proceeding to the next chapters is that there is enow1h 
b 

empirical evidence to show that the doctrine which applies to domestic principles of Jaw 

cannot simply be translated and amplitled into the international sense, not at least with 

significant moclillcations, at the risk of incurring criticism that such modification may alter 

the identity and character of the notion of the rule of law. Another point I would like to 

make is that it is clear here that while there is an increasing reference to the notion in 

international legal instruments and by international organisations in setting out their 

endeavours or running their day to day operations, there needs to be caution in the sense 

that the nature of international relations, in pa1iicular the GATT/WTO may not 

accommodate the doctrine the way a domestic constitutional system with an executi ve, 

legislature, court and judiciary does. 

3.6 Concludinu Statements: Rule of Law or Rule of Virtues'? 
0 

It is clear at this point that the rule of law taught to us is a notion built on t\VO substanti ve 

blocks. At the llrst, it is a requirement that public offi cials and ministers exercise their 

power in accordance to law and not by exercise of di scretion. The second, the rule of law 

contains values which are generall y accepted to be principles of justice, legality and moral 

integrit y. Jn spite of this, Professor Andrei Marmor reiterates a sentiment shared by many 

rule of Jaw scholars li ke .lowell and Bingham - that the .. most common mistake about the 

Chesterman. o;; cit . at 35. 
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rule of law is to confuse it with the ideal of the rule of good law, the kind of Jaw, for 

instance, that respects fl·eedom and human dignity."'78 

The way the rule of law is often elaborated, however, it is diftlcult not to make that 

'mistake·, if it can appropriately be labelled a mistake at all. How then, is it possible to 

reconcile the rul e of law to these values without accepting, even to a certain ex tent, that 

even if the rule of law does not equal the rule of good law, or rule of virtues, these are at 

least conditions to the rule of law? As Kelsen argues the case for a 'pure theory of law', 

surely there must be a similarl y pure positivist doctrine of the rule of law which recognises 

the segregation of pure law from virtues. 

It is or importance that the rule of law be examined in this vein for two reasons. Firstly, 

along the lines of the Marxist attack in sub-chapter 3.4 above, what may be a virtue to some 

can be a vice to others. Secondl y, and more peri inent to this study, some of these va lues 

attached to the doctrine simply make very little sense in the context of the multilateral 

trading system. At the most fundamental, discretion and fl ex ibility which are abhorred by 

Diceyans are highly regarded values within the multilateral trade system. It was not that 

Dicey had no answer to this phenomenon. To Dicey, administrati ve systems that did not 

observe the rule of law were simply inferior to those that did. Indeed, to Dicey, 

international law consisted of "rul es of public ethi cs, which are misca lled international 

law". 79 Regardless of whether or not it will ever be proven that intemationallaw is law, or 

otherwise, 1 submit that interpreters of the Diceyan concept who came after Dicey may 

;x Marmor. ?he Rule u(Lau' il/1(1 Its l.i111its (April 2003). USC Law and Pub li c Po li cy Research Paper No. 03 -
16. Avai lab le at SS i~N : )li t :/lss rn .comlabstr;lct=424613 or !ill.Jrl/dx .doi.oru/ J0.2 139/ssrn.424613 (last 

accessed on 27 February 20 13 ). at I 
-9 See supm. Chesterman at 35 . n. 150. 
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have been too quick to make a normative generalisation before first attempting to 

understand the subtleties of different veins of jurisprudence and thereafter considerinu for 
b' 

each individual scenario, whether there is adequate justification to apply principles of the 

rule of law. 

In fact , there is good reason for submitting as such because it seems that many of these 

virtues and standards such as democracy and human rights and freedoms which have 

become latched the rule of law appear to have been glued on not by Dicey himself but by 

subsequent writers propounding their ideas as to what they believe a theory of law should 

be, and using the rule of law as a platfom1. xo Not that the rule of law is not a good thing, but 

caution is certainly needed before going straight into accepting much of the contemporary 

interpretations of the subj ect matter without first understanding its hi story and evolution. I 

accept the support of Chestem1an · s concluding observations and proceed to the next 

chapter as such: 

·B ut assert ions that the rul e of law is a meaningful concept at th e intern ationa l level depend on a 

coheren t rn e<J ning at the nat ional level. and the applicab ility of the term to power relati ons between 

States as well as within them. Neith er should be taken for granted. 

Through exa mining the evo luti on of the term. thi s art icle has sought to estab li sh a core de t~nition of 

.. ru le of law .. tlwt properl y refl ects what is di stincti ve abo ut the term and is appli cab le across 

cu ltures. Th e price of clarit y is abandoning the add iti onal role that the rule of law sometimes pl ays as 

a Trojan h or~c to import other politi ca l goa ls such as democracy. human rights, and speci fi c 

economi c poli cies. It is a price worth paying. however. as these substanti ve goa ls may properl y be 

~o See genera ll y supra. Dyzenh aus. 
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seen as di stinct from the rule of law- folding them into its robes reduces it to a rhetorica l device at 

best , a disingenuous ideological tool at worst. '81 

In setting the tone for the subsequent chapters therefore, it is apt to highlight that a fair deal 

of political and economic etTort in terms of intemational relations does need to be present 

in order for power and authority to be channelled through law. 

Kl Ch es terman. op cit . at 3X-3 9. 
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PART 11 

CHAPTER4. 

4.0. Introduction 

ADMINISTRATION OF THE MULTILATERAL TRADING 
ORDER 

The institutionalisation of world trade through the establishment of the World Trade 

Organisation demonstrates, in theory, an evolution of a consensus based system of 

governance towards a ndes based one. In order to understand the application of the rule of 

law in customs and international trade, a full comprehension of how sudden shocks in trade 
' 

economic and politi cal history inlluenced international relations leading to the multilateral 

trade negotiations which then gradually evolved into the WTO of today. This chapter 

explores the histori cal development of customs and international trade administration, the 

va lues and virtues its negotiators embraced as well as the rul es and obligations by which 

Customs and multil ateral trade practices are, for the want of a better word, 'governed '. The 

focal point is the evolution of international trade jurisprudence fl·om 1947 to the present 

clay, exploring in brief events before I 947 for the illustration of evolution in perceptions, 

attitudes and practical regulatory needs. 

4.1 A Brief History of Cross Border Trade 

Much has been written about the uniqueness of customs and international trade. The trade 

in goods is arguably amongst the globe·s oldest activity of gainful employment and it is 

probably safe to say that it has been around since human beings learned to communicate. 
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As communities began to live under the governance of established governments where 

there were distinguishable borders between city states and the trade in goods began to cross 

these borders, ·customs ' and border control practices began to emerge. Until the emergence 

of nation states or city states with detlned borders, international trade was not quite as 

international , nor was it anywhere near as diverse or multi-layered as it is today. The term 

' international ' trade could, therefore, not be literally applied in the borderless pre-nation 

state era. A more apt description of that activity would have been the movement and sale or 

exchange of goods across long distances. 

From between the time of the ancient civilisations to the middle ages, most people were 

either peasants who produced their own food, or merchants who travelled fl·om place to 

pl ace exchanging surpluses what for they lucked. Very oHen, these were between 

neighbouring towns or villages. For centuries, trade was concentrated along the shores of 

the Mediterranean and Baltic seas, and around the Asian caravan routes to which they were 

linked. The focal points of international exchange were the Italian citi es of Venice and 

Genoa.' Spices from India, precious stones from the Middle East and a variety of high 

value luxuri es fl·om the East have been brought to Europe Jl·om as early as around the time 

of Alexander the Great but long distance trading was still relatively rare owing to the low 

output of products and the expense and danger of long distance travel. For this reason, and 

for the reason that there was no .. international community .. to speak of, international trade 

went largely unregulated. There was in fact, no international cooperation, let alone 

regulation of anything. There was no one standardised system for measurements of weights 

I Sec generall y Wikipcdia - Internati onal Trade. avail ahl c at: l.li!Jr l/en. wikiQf9ja.org/wiki /lnternati onal trade 

(l ast accessed on 27 l ebruary 20 13). 
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or coinage. Any uniformity achi eved was more often a result of a tyrant forcing that 

uniformity over the empire he conquered. 2 

By the time of the industrial revolution in the 18th and 19th centuries, there were enough 

nation states coupled with sufficiently advanced technology for the mass production of 

consumer goods with surpluses for export. In equilibrium, there also emerged a sufficiently 

large world population to provide the purchasing power and the labour force. By this time, 

transportation had modernised not only with the invention of motorised vehicles but also 

the building of canals and artiJicial waterways. This very much paved the way f()r the rapid 

growth in international trade.
3 

The industriali sation of modern world economies, in particul ar in Europe and the United 

States in the earl y 1900s Jed of course to moderni sation in trade practi ces and national trade 

po licies . .. Modernisation··, in the negati ve sense, also meant that the world began to 

complicate things that were earlier much simpler, a phenomenon almost synonymous with 

growth and development. The reali sation for the need to collecti vely address these 

complex iti es or at least come to the agreement that they could not be addressed Jed the then 

industriali sed world , or a large part of it at least, to come together to seek a consensus, 

fuell ed either by a genuine desire to cooperate towards a system of multilateral trade, or by 

sdf interest created by the awareness that they each stood to benefit from cooperation, or a 

combination of both . 

Sec Wikipccli <l . Ti111 eline oF International h ade. avai lab le at 
h!..lj) :l/cn. \v i ki iJ ed i ~Lo r l.'./w iki /T irn e lin e o(.i!l!.0:tl ati ona l tra cl ~ (last accessed on 24 August 20 12) 
1 

/hid. 
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While the impact to the jurisprudence of customs and international trade law would have 

been neutral regardless of when it really became ' international' , it is important because it 

provides a timeline for discussion. 1t is also important because international law and social 

cultures were vastly di fferent through diiTerent points in history. This study is concerned 

with administration of the multilateral trading system, so the importance is in finding the 

point when international trade became international enough for global economic forces to 

pay collec tive attention to the introduction of a system of administration and to legalism in 

its regulation. 

Imports fl·om Asia to Europe date back to Greek times, perhaps even earlier. Marco Polo 

( 1254-1 324), the Veneti an trader, spent twenty-five years in China and other parts of Asia. 

When Europeans finally arri ved in the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea around the 

1500s to 1600s, they di scovered established trade networks of Arabs, Indians and Chinese. 

The one obvious question is why then is this study limited onl y to international trade tl·om 

194 7 and beyond and not extended also to these times. Surely, people could not trade 

without sharing some rul es of the game. This is true but with quali I! cations. The world then 

was not as politica lly, economically or socially integrated as it came to be in I 947. 

Accord ing to Pomeranz and Topik, societi es then had di fferent ideas about who should pay 

what if merchandise is spoiled, prices changed suddenl y: etc. Today, elaborate contracts, 

commercial treati es and international law exist to address most eventualities and traders 

would be able to assess these in advance before dec iding on undertaking a transaction. In 

. d 4 
the earlier days, such thi ngs barely ex1ste . 

4 See gener8 11 y Pomeranz ond Topik . 7h e World lila! Trade Creu1ed (2006). 
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As trade evolved, so too did commercial law. But the early legal systems or dispute 

resolution mechanisms could hardly be said to be very sustainable. Pomeranz and Topik 

observed that in most Southeast Asian p011s during the 1600s through to the 1800s, traders 

were organised into ethnic communities, each of which had a headman who was supposed 

to keep order. 5 Pomeranz and Topik gave the example that if a Gujarati and Dutch 

merchant fell out, their respective head men would tirst meet to settle the dispute. This sort 

of trade regulation was really no regulation at all. First of all , there were no universally 

agreed upon standards of operation. Secondly, it exemplilies a state of lawlessness. 

Individual merchants are exposed to the same kind of risks as those who employ the 

services of the mafia. Individual merchants often lacked the opp01iunity to speak for 

themselves as headmen were more inclined to speak in the interest of the group, rather than 

the individual he represented.
6 

When the industrial revolution occuJTed, much higher volumes of consumer goods began to 

be traded beyond the borders of individual countries. It gradually became unavoidable for 

governments not to pay attention to the legal culture of cross border trade. The legal and 

administrative development only occurred much later (at the time of the GATT 

negotiations). It is submitted that this due to a lack of consensus over exactly how or when 

trad played in th@ transformation for a due 

in p, ' t th lb l thut p opl@ h 

·sweatshops 

weapons for armies were already common by the tJine ol the Ore k ond RonHm ·mp ir . N 

) !hid 

r, /hid, 
' ' I hid. 
K 

/hid. 
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Pomeranz and Topik argue that the ditTerentiating point between industrialisation and pre-

industrialisation is the use of large numbers of workers working intensely in a coordinated 

way, not each working separately side by side under one roof This modem factory model, 

they argue, was first to be found in the European colonial owned sugar mills of Latin 

America, where ·'cane (which rots quickly) was crushed, boiled, and made ready lor its 

trans-Atlantic journei'.9 The model having spread to the textile industry in Britain and 

within a matter of years, to the manui~1cturing of a variety of products, it was probably at 

this point that international trade really became "intemational" but yet, the legal tl·amework 

still did not catch up. For centuries, trade regulation was administered by treaties and 

common understanding between military forces and their chartered companies like the 

British and Dutch East India Companies. Pomeranz et al observes that disputes, especially 

between colonies outside of Europe were sometimes settled by armed conflict. 10 

4.1.1 Customs and Border Controls 

The expression ·customs· has today become synonymous with regulation and collection of 

tari rts and duti es that arc imposed on the sale and purchase of goods. While this is not 

incorrect, it paints neither an ·accurate nor complete picture. The purview of Customs is in 

fact rather more than the safeguard of national revenues through the collection of Customs 

duti es. th ey ex tend to border controls and enforcement of trade compliance procedures. In 

Malaysia, this role · is undertaken by the Royal Malaysian Customs (Kastam Diraja 

M I · ) II CtJsto 111s authoriti es or agencies in most other countries are normally also a ays1a . -

'I /hid 
I ll f /J id 

11 vvcbsitc of the Royal Malaysian Customs Department.ava il abl e at: 

accessed 14 March 201:1). 

!:u!Q://www.customs.gov.my/ (last 
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responsible for the control and monitoring of the flow of goods including animals, 

transport, personal etTects and hazardous items in and out of the country. The Customs 

authorities are nonnally first in the line of defence against dangerous narcotics being 

brought into the country or endangered species of animals being smuggled out. The role of 

Customs in crime prevention is therefore enormous. As trade of goods is by far the most 

significant of cross border activity (other than personal travel which falls under the purview 

of the immigrations depm1ment), it is only natural that Customs authorities spend most of 

their time being occupied with what is already their obligation in the first place and a 

profitable one as well , to the national revenue - the collection of Customs tariffs (or duties 

as they are commonly known). 

Tariffs in most countries are commonly imposed on the import of goods and less 

commonly, on exports. Tariffs ex isted ll·om earl y on in the ancient world. Duties on 

imports or goods are not unknown in ancient history. In fact , during the time of Hellenistic 

era, Robin Lane Fox 12 writes:-

Customs dues were levied on goods being moved between admini strati ve districts of the country. the 

·nomes '. and even across the line between Upper (southern) and Lower Egypt. Import taxes were 

imposed at many points of entry into Egypt. at harbours on the Ni le Delta or at the southern frontier 

of Nubia. Kn own customs rates are as high as 25 % or even 50%. and another tax , the ·Gate Toll' , 

was applied 10 imports whi ch were brought into Alexandria . 

The levying or indirect taxes soon became common throughout ancient Greece and Rome 

and became prevalent throughout medi eval Europe more than a millennia later.
13 

They 

~ ~ · · l'l (/ .. · . 1 JVr)IM 2005. Penuuin l3ooks. at p. 267. Rob111 Lnne J·ox. 1e a .\ .\IUI · "'n.t 
11 Kn es. Michnel. Encvclopedia ojBusiue.ls (20 12) 2 ed 
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were levied mostly to raise revenue but in different points in history were used in an 

attempt to keep scarce commodities available for the home market or to keep imports 

avai I able in the abundance from flooding the local market. Not much of this has changed in 

the present clay. Through much of the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries, however, import 

tariffs were seen primarily as a way to guarantee the accumulation of gold and silver in 

government colTers. By the 1700s, in an effort to increase exports, many countries sought 

trade agreements that would bilaterally lower tariffs. Many of these countri es were caught 

in a typical tariff double trap, however, by seeking protection of their own growing 

industries by imposing import duties on other countri es. 14 

4.1.2 Tariffs and Customs Duties - The Road to a Global Standard of 
Administration and Regulation 

Duty rates and the imposition of tariffs have since their inception been a source of 

controversy and at times even conllict. They are imposed for a variety of reasons which can 

be split into two broad categori es - tariffs imposed for the generation of revenue (revenue 

tariffs) and tariffs imposed for the protection of domestic trade (protective tariffs). The 

purpose of the former is to raise govemment revenues. In Malays ia, about RM2 billion of 

the oovernmcnt 's RM 159 billion revenue in the financial year 20 I 0
15 

came from import 
b 

duties. A protecti ve tariff, on the other hand, is imposed to protect something- it could be a 

spcci lie industry regarded as of importance to the domestic economy of that or country or a 

political concept, or both. In fact , very olten the two are infused together, such as 

Malays ia· s protection of the automotive industry in the form of the Nati onal Automotive 

1•1 !hid. 
15 Repo rt of the J\ udi!O r General of Ma lays ia (2010). 
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Policy.
16 

The high excise duti es resulting fi·om the policy acts both as a shield in protecting 

Malaysia 's less competitive automobile manufacturers fl·om the threat of market 

penetration by more established manufacturers and additionally contributed to xx% of the 

Federal government's revenues in 20 I 0. There are, however, protective tarifts that are 

strictly used as a defence mechanism like 'anti-dumping' and countervailing duties, the use 

of which are heavily restricted by modern day multilateral trade agreements. 17 Anti-

clumping dumping duties are allowed (but not encouraged) because dumping can adversely 

affect a country's trade and economy and crippled its competitiveness if left unchecked. 

Dumping occurs when an exporter exports a product for sale in the importing country at a 

price below the market rate in its own country or in quantities that are in access of normal 

market conditions, thus '" flooding·' the importing country with the product and injuring the 

competiti veness of domestic producers. A tax on the import of that particular import hom 

that particular country and the subsequent rise in prices or lowering of profit margins wi ll 

reduce the competiti veness of the foreign manufacturer of the expmiing country, allowing 

the home industry the oppmiunity to recover hom the injurious effects of dumping. 1x A 

tariff may also be put on impo1is in order to protect an industry thought to be vital to a 

nation's well-being. Steel, in Malaysia is one such industry.
19 

A duty on impmiecl steel 

would make it Jess desirable to import, while encouraging home production. An export duty 

is similarly imposed 011 steel, li~ e ly because of the government wishing to keep this scarce 

commodity well within its borders. 

JIJ N' · 1 A · J> 1· ' )' , .. , .. 1111ework Pri me Minister's Department of Mal aysia. !9 October 2005 at1 ona utomot1ve o JC , · . . 
,- S. E. · \'1 dl \' ' h"t G /7"1" Gctl"Vn Auo !96 1. pp. 5-1 2, cit edby MetermProb/emso/Trade 11· : nc ., yn 1am ., 1 e. 11 • '- ' · o · _ . 

Polin . Oxford Uni ve rsit y Press. 1973. at pp. 22-2). . . . 
IX s·· \\ f"I"O Oil /\Jltl" Du111Jling. ava ilabl e at the webstt e ol th e WTO at· ec v1 ga teway · 
I // I I. ·I /tt·at<J J ··/acip e/aci'J e htm (l ast accessed on 29 March 201 3 ) . .illp: www.wto.org en!.! IS 1 ' _ ... ' ~-·- . . . . _ . . . 
I'J 

1
) 

1
. 

1
> . 1-1. 1 St"cl Industry (!002). Malays1an Mn11Stt y ol lntetnallonal Trade and Industry 

OJCY \CVJCIVO 1011 311 ( '- · - , . >-· ·,'I" _ .... · , .·. ~ ," 
-
1 

bl 1 ·// 111·t1• "ov my/crns/contcntlt JJJ !. Jsp . td- com.tms.cms.at t1 cle.At tt cle ecJ4eb98-
ava t a e at: .illP · www. J ·= · 
cOa81573-fXcOfSe0-eeld999&0!ging== Q (last accessed on 14 March 2013) . 
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The imposition of tari fTs is only one amongst the many facets that contribute to the 

complexity of customs and intemational trade. These are complex ities that the international 

trade community has either had to adapt to or address head on. Amongst these are how one 

determines whether or not the product he imports is subject to Customs duti es and if so at 
' 

what rates. This is a matter of tariff class ification (discussed later). Of even greater 

complexity is where a pm1icular imported product has been determined to be classified as 

one that attrac ts import duti es, how does one determine the value on which those duties 

should be assessed- the seller's cost price, the buyer's price plus margins? What if there is 

no sale? And there are many more facets that weave its way around this odd labyrinth. It is 

observed that these are questions that are causes to and results of trade theories and 

mul tilateral negotiations. 

4.2 Chanoes In Socio-Economic and Cultural Paradigms and the Influence on the 
b 

Development of Legal and Regulatory Cooperation on Multilateral Trade 

Administration 

At the outset, this appears to be a rather bi zarre idea, that intemational trade should have a 

distinct theory of its own, and if it did, why should its economical, political and social 

aspects di rrer fl·orn trade taking place between two persons within-the same geographical 

borders? It is none the Jess an imp011ant consideration, especiall y where matters of legal 

theory and the role of a rules based system will be di scussed at length later in this 

dissertation. 
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It is submitted that legal theory and application of the rule of law must be hannonised with 

socio-economic stigma of society at any given place and time, taking into account certain 

prejudices that society may harbour. Only then can respect be appropriately shown for the 

doctrine of the rule of law. It will be argued later in this dissertation that certain prejudices 

may be legitimate and do not run counter to the rule of law. If the rule of law is a rigid 

doctrine and insists to the contrary, then it is submitted that the rule of law stifl es economic 

growth. The ideas surrounding foreign trade differed immensely depending on the culture 

and ideology of society at that given point in time. In the archaic world of the Greeks, 

Romans and Persians, inter city-state trade was rarely favourably viewed20
, although there 

is nothing to suggest that such trade did not take place. In f~1c t , the use of Tyrian purple dye 

obtained from the Murex snail as a royal dye in most Hellenistic city states and as far as 

Jerusalem and the use of Cedar from Lebanon in the building of ships and building 

structures by the Egyptians, Assyrians, Jews, Romans, Greeks and Babylonians appear to 

suggest that inter city-state trade was robust and bustling. The success of the Phoenecians 

as a seafaring nation and of cities like Tyre and Rome as sea ports make it plain to see.21 

But all was not rosy. There is plenty to suggest that bigotry and prejudice was common 

amongst more than just several of the civilisations known to us today. Fox illustrates this 

vivi.dly in the ninth chapter of Classical World. in that the Greeks often viewed non-Greek 

cultures as barbaric. The Persians in 400BC at the time of the historian Herodotus (being in 

actual fac t culturally, economicall y, socially and technologicall y equall y as, if not more 

accomplished than the ancient Greeks) were the first know victims of Hell enistic bigotry. 

The costumes, gold and jewe llery were to the Greek observer, son and ·effeminate'. And 

their .. barbarian tongue .. (barbaros) was labelled·as such for the alien 'bar-bar' sound of 

co -1. b'l k M 1 d If . !' 7·11c Re"lllllfiOII of !llterllatio llal Trade. 2"" Ed. Routledge. I 999. at p. l. 
rc ' coc ·. .. an owse. "· o . 
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non-Greek speech. The Macedonians, who although had almost entirely embraced 

Hellenistic culture by around 300BC, were also to the Greeks, barbarian invaders hom the 

north. The rise of Rome and Carthage to prominence in later years made them no Jess 

barbarian to the Greeks. 22 

This general caution of foreigners, mainly for non-economic reasons, probably influenced 

the degree to which trade tl-eely took place between civilisations of the time and the reason 

why cooperation to administer and regulate multilateral trade based on the foundations of 

the rule of law did not gain headway until so late in time. In his assessment of the history of 

free trade. Against The Tide23
, Douglas Irwin observes a ''general hostility to merchants 

where contact with strangers could disrupt domestic life by exposing citizens to the bad 

manners and corrupt morals of barbarians ... There were few writers of the time who could 

be called proponents of tl·ee trade, but there were some like Plato and Plutarch who 

remained neutral. Suspicion of commercial activity and interaction with foreigners tor fear 

it wo uld disrupt civil Jif'e continued well into the medieval times and can be seen in 

writings of authors as recent as St. Thomas of Aquinas.
24 

It is in view of these complexities 

that it is submitted that there are ' legitimate prejudices' or ' legitimate vices' that the rule of 

Jaw should not interfere with. In relation to this passage of normative theory, the question 

of whether the rule of Jaw is right to coerce one person to accept another person and accord 

him equal treatment to his own detriment is accorded due consideration at a later part of 

this di ssertation. 

~: Fox . Rob in Lane. All'xander 7/ie Great. Penguin Books, 1974. at pp.I 78-193 :_ Part of this view is 

t ·b bl 1 J> . • afl·1111·ty to be entert ained by gore and v10lence (gladt ator fi ghts with animals lor a tn ut a c to t 1c ... omans , · 
I ) d t tile Gl·ee·k pr..: ference lor more culturall y refin ed types of entertainm ent like poetry 

ex amp c as oppose o J 

and music. . · r. . y·· d ]J · N · · · 
c.; D 

1 1 
· ·' · 1 7·1 , 7··1·,/e· .t 11 J11tellectllal H1storv of ,·ree ra e, nnceton .1 : Prmceton Unt vers1ty oug as t-w tn . ;,ga111s I t •· . r . . . 

Press. 1906: cit ed by Trebi !cock & Howse. op c11 , at P· I 

~ " lb' I · I 1 
I( . dt pp. ·-
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Considerations of legal theory nothwithstanding, the change in attitude towards foreio-n 
b 

trade especially in the age of industrialisation are attributable to a natural acknowledgement 

of its benefits over time. Economic theories had by then emerged to lend support to this 

recognition. 

4.2.1 Impact of Economic Changes and Emerging Economic Theory on Legal 

Attitudes and Behaviours That Shaped The Multilateral Trade Negotiations 

The trade negotiations that led to the signing of the GATT in 194 7 were commenced with 

the objective of liberalising trade. Meier attributes the idea of modern liberal trade theory to 

Adam Smith, who in the Wealth r?fNations ( 1776) exposed the flaws of mercantilism. In 

rejecting the trade restrictive principl es of mercantilism,
25 

Meier observes that Smith set in 

motion the gradual move towards ti·ee trade by proposing the idea of what we term today as 

the theory of absolute udvantage. ln setting out this theory, Smith maintained that no 

country should make at home what would cost more to make that to import. 26 

If a foreign coun try ca n supply us with a commodit y cheaper than we ourselves can make it. better 

buy it of them with some part of the produ ce of our own industry. em pl oyed in a way in whi ch we 

,. 
have some adva nt age .. .-

25 It must be noted that Smith did so out of a need to address a state of affairs in hi s country that he viewed as 
a distorti on to the equili brium of soc ial we lfare. not out o f ac~ d emi c pleasure. see Meier. at p. 4. _Trebilcock & 
Howse. Op cil. ex pl ain (at p. 2) that merca nt ili sts argued ~ o r close government regul ati on of mternati onal 
trade for two reasons: ( 1) to maintain a fa\'ourabl e balance of_ trade v1a aggress ive ex port but restn cti ve import 
policies: and (2) to promote th e manufacturing of raw matenals at home. rather than Jmportlllg manufactured 
~oods. which wou ld displ ace domestic production and _e mploymeJH_. , . . . 
- 6 Meier. G.M. ( 1973 ). Problems of hade Po!ICI'. (Ox lo1 d y n1 ve1 s1t y I 1 ess). at P?· 4-5. . 
27 Smith . Adam. The lf ealth oj'Natio11s. (Modern Library Ed1110n). 1776. at p.42) . Cit ed by Me1er at p. 5. 
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Smith 's theory, according to Meier, was too rigid and simplistic and slowly gave way to 

David Ricardo 's theory of comparative advantage2
g. Trebilcock and Howse advance his 

th eory by means of an arithmetic example: 

England could produce a given quantity of cloth with th e labour of I 00 men. It could also produce a 

given quantity of wine with the labo ur of 120 men. Portuga l. in turn could produce the same quan tity 

of cloth with the labou r of 90 men and the same quantity of wine with the labour of 80 men 1·11 . . us. 

Portugal enjoyed an absolute adva nt age over England with respect to the production of both cloth 

and wine. ie. it could produce both cloth and wine with less labour input th at England. However. 

Ric:Jrdo argued that trade was still mutually advantageous. assuming full empl oyment in both 

countri es: when England exported to Portugal the cloth produced by the labour of 100 men in 

exchange for wi ne produced by 80 Port uguese, she import ed wine that would have req uired the 

labour of 120 Eng lishm en to produce. As for Portugal. she ga ined by her 80 men's labour cloth that 

wou ld have taken 90 of her I:Jbourers to produce. Both cou ntri es therefore have something to benefit 

fi01n mutual trade. The principle of comparative adva nt age has been continuall y refi ned sin ce the 

beginn ing of system atic econom ics. ~ 9 

The arguments in t~1vour of protectionism, according to Meier, began to wane away. The 

best and only argument in favour of tariff protection is that of optimising the tenllS of trade. 

The other arguments have non-economic objectives ( eg. full employment and improvement 

in balance of payments). 30 This did not, however, mean that the embrace to a global free 

trade order was instantaneous. In realit y, between the conception of Ri cardo ·s theory of 

comparati ve advantage and the Second World War, the world's foreign trade policy was 

heav ily driven by its surrounding circumstances. The world experienced strong movements 

back and forth between advancements towards fl·ee trade and reversals towards protection. 

~x Ri c:J rdo. Dav id. ?he Principles ojPolitical £co11o111y, 1817. ci ted by Meier at pp. 5-7. 
~ 'J Trebil cock & Howse. op cit. at pp. 3-4. 
;" M . . 8 . CJCr. Ofl Cll . il l p. <. 
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The first major movement towards hee trade occurred between 1846, with the repeal of the 

Corn Laws,
31 

and the 1880's. As Europe slipped into severe recession in the 1870s, it found 

itself facing increased competition from non-European goods exp01iers, in particular, grain 

producers. Germany became the first of the major trading powers to retreat to protectionist 

measures, with Bismarck raising tariffs substantially on a number of imports, paJily in 

response to the impending crisis, and partly under the inf1uence of w1iters like Friedrich 

List, whose ex posure to American culture had him heavily influenced by the idea that 

protection of infant industries with high tariffs were necessary, in particular the 

manuf~tcturing sectors. France followed suit, along with a few other European countries 

soon alter, leaving Britain as the only remaining economy committed to free trade. 32 

Atler World War 1, the pursuit of trade liberalisation again began to pick up pace, but 

another economic recession, this time the great depression of the 1930's would inter111pt its 

progress once again. Protectionism reached its peak with the introduction of the Smoot-

Hawley tariff in the United States in 1930. The overarching aim of the Tariff was to protect 

Ameri can jobs and J~mn ers from toreign competition. The US did, however, pass the 

Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act in 1934 which allowed for bilateral negotiations tor the 

reductions in tari ns. This did much to loosen the tensions of the time and pave the way for 

the Jl·eeing of trade. World War ll broke_ out in the late 1930s and destroyed what progress 

had been made in intern at ional trade policy up until then. Then soon alter the Second 

World War. emerged the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) along with the 

;' M . . £ //~" 1.· ·dia· The Corn Laws were trade barriers designed to protect cereal 
c1cr. op c11 . at p. 5. ·n. l illfl£ · . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . K. 1 I' Gre·ll Bnt:J/11 and Ireland ,JgalllSt compet1t1on I rom less expens1ve 
P' oduccrs 111 th e Un11 ccl mgt om o ' . . . , . . 
I. . . . 

81
, . 1 l84(: Th e barners were lntl oduced by the lmp01tat1 on Act 1815 (55 Geo. 3 

0/Cign 1/llpOri S between I ) anc l ) . > 0 v·' ' 27) 
. J\C l 1846 (9 & I /CI. c. - . c. 2r>) and repca kd by the lmpoml1 0n 

12 
Trebilcock ~ nd ll owse. op cit. at I fJ . 
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other two Bretton Woods agreements which are illustrated in greater detail below.33 These 

historical events demonstrate that it was only unti\ fair\y recently that the international 

community made any real attempt to align the legal framework and policy on Customs and 

trade in goods. Thi i surprising and unsurprising at the same time. Surprising because it 

took so long before the world finally decided to collectively address the oldest and probably 

most significant economic ac tivity. Unsurprising, though, because the economi c 

atmosphere and political objectives of many governments were not historically the same as 

they are today. The geography of the world as it was before the mid 1900s, was also very 

different - it was nowhere near as borderless as it is today. 

From as early as the time of the ancient civili sations up until the second world war, it can 

be observed that to conquer your neighbour always seemed a more fundamental ambition 

than prospering him so that both can mutually enj oy the economic beneiits the other had to 

offer without the need for war. The ·'empire attitude'· of ancient civilisations of course 

needed to make way for legal order to suppm1 modern trade theori es, as well as a general 

consensus amongst trading nations at the end of the second world war that economic 

1 1
.1. 34 

prosperity needed to be a mutua c w t. 

This is not to say that there vvas absolutely no cross-border cooperation at al~ on matters of 

economics and trade. In fact, bilateral treati es were by the age of the white man's burden a 

tl 
· T ke 1·

01
· example the monumental Treaty of Tordesillas, signed in 

very common 1111g. a ' 

Tordcsillas (modern clay Valladolid), Spain in 1494
35 

between Portugal and Spain, two 

31 Ibid 
3 ~ S M . ee supra. 1 e1er. 
15 See En. Wik ipedia. ava il ab le 
accessed on 8 November 20 12). 

at: Wikiped ia. htt p://en. wikipedia.org/wik i/Treatv of Tordesill as (last 
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superpowers of the world at that time to resolve a dispute following the return of 

Christopher Columbus fl·om the Americas in 1481. 1t divided the newly discovered lands 

outside of Europe between Spain and Portugal along a meridian 370 leagues west or the 

Cape Verde islands. ln layman· s parlance, it was a line that cut ver1icall y th rough the 

middle of the continent of Afl·i ca. Many more similar treaties would in future be signed 

between powers that later emerged, between the British and the French, between the British 

and the Dutch amongst others. 

lt is arguably safe to deduce that concerted international etlort to cooperate towards legal 

order in the regulation of trade surfaced in the years following the boom in the tl·ec market 

economies or the Nineteenth Century because the complex ity of international relations had 

outgrown the traditional safeguards that relied almost solely on mutual trust. As trade 

con ti nued to develop and international events drew nations to greater interdependence, the 

occasion ca ll ed Jor the invention of new devises tor the regulation of intemational trade. 

Meier, amongst many trade scholars, agrees that the world needed also to cooperate on the 

rev iva l or economies that were completely ravaged by war and the economic di sasters of 

the 1930"s, better known as the great depression, in particular Europe and Japan. 36 The 

defic iencies ~nd uncertainties in the realm of law and economics culminating in those 

disasters, lead ing nex t to cooperation on legal order are a focal point of this study as it is, I 

would argue, the start ing po int of what fo rmer secretary-generals of the GATT Mr. Dunkel 

and Mr. Moore (sec Chapter 5 of this disscr1ation) regard as the ·rule of law · in the 

m ul til a !era I t r~1d i ng s ystcm. 

~~. M e i e r . op cit. al 5-11 . 
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4.3 The Multilateral Trade Negotiations: Towards Economic Integration and 

Legal Order 

The study in ( 4.2.1) above demonstrates that the vigorous modern day advocacy of the idea 

of fl·ee trade for which the WTO has garnered a reputation did not emerge suddenly, or by 

chance. Nor, as Meier puts it, is trade liberalisation a natural state of affairs. 37 Along with 

the co-operation on a multilateral legal system, it had to be actively pursued. The question 

is for what reason and to achieve what end. Most observers of international relations araue 
b 

that it was a response to the devastations caused by the first and second World Wars, as a 

measure to avoid the recurrence of the crises said to have caused the wars. The blame was 

pinned on onerous trade restrictions imposed by zealously protectionist govemments whose 

policies led to squabbles over market access3x. Closer examination of the underlying 

hi storical developments demonstrate that the answer is neither that simple nor 

straightforward. The fallacy of the ·response to the World Wars' argument is that, while 

partly true, it undermines the determination of the Axis powers to create a 'new world 

order' . The determination of the rest of the world to resist, in particular the Allies whose 

political ideals were not congenial to that of the Axis powers, seem to suggest that the 

world was heading for war regardless of individual countries' trade policies and the 

bl ockage of market access. Restrictive trade policies may have been only one amongst 

many catalysts. 

What is true, however, is that ( l) the trade negotiations were aimed at reversing trade 

policies which were idcnti lied to have been detrimental to international relations, and (2) 

;- fiJi d. at p. 3. . . . . , 
lx In thi s sense. sec generall y supra. J\tl e1er. Hudec. Jackson and 1 rebilcock & Howse. 
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these formed part of a larger pursuit of restoration of legal order to international relations 

and to rebuild economies that were ravaged by war, a set of three multilateral agreements 

known as the Bretton Woods Agreements. This pursuit consisted of more than one 

multilateral agreement, examined in sub-chapter 4.4 below. 

4.4 The Multilateral Trade Agreements 

Because the WTO has as amongst its primary objectives the liberalisation of trade and the 

creation of access to markets, it is only a matter of common sense that much of its 

regulatory fl"amework is designed to ensure that its signatory members domestic trade 

prac ti ces and policies are aligned with this broad objec ti ve, which is rather perpl ex ing to 

some, in particular because it is not always easy to understand, given the magnitude of the 

ro le the institution that governs the regulation of international trade plays in international 

relation politica lly, economically and sociall y, its ability to influence the globe can only be 

tremendous. For this reason, one would think it would be in the interest of the global 

community that the WTO should have as its priority say, equity in the implementation of 

domestic and foreign trade policies, or the standardisation of trade practices, or a just and 

equitable dispute resolution system (although all these issues are addressed ·in the 

Agreement), instead of the Jiberalisation of trade. At this point, the legal practitioner must 

ponder wo uld be where the regulatory institution has as its purpose not regulation for the 

sake of j ustice and equity or adherence to soc ially accepted standards or norms, which are 

the traditional pillars of legal governance, but instead, the promotion of one particular 

concept, or rn thcr one particular manner in which a few men thought trade was best 

conducted how then can we measure whether the law is adhered to and at what point a , 

breach occurs? How then does the rule of Iavv matter? Why should it? In this sub-chapter, 
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we examine the origins of the concept of free trade, how and why it came about and why it 

is sa important to the authors of the Agreement. 

The General Agreement on Tarifts and Trade, or GATT was one of the initiatives of those 

economic torces of the time to bring order into the chaos of international trade. It began its 

li fe as an arm or leg of a larger machinery of intemational cooperation on trade _ the 

International Trade Organisation. Following the second world war, policy makers tl·om the 

United States and Britain developed the GATT and ITO in an effort to establish a JeuaJ 
b 

'9 
mechanism to govern trade between states . .) 

The United States and United Kingdom submitted proposals to the Economic and Soc ial 

Council (ECOSOC) of the United Nations to establish an international trade body which 

was to be ca lled the International Trade Organisation. The original intention was to create 

an institution to oversee and regulate the trade in goods side of international economic 

cooperation in addition to the other two institutions established under Bretton Woods 

Agreements in 1 944~0 , the World Bank, whose goal was to reduce world poverty by the 

provision of loans to developing countries for capital programmes, and the International 

Monetary Fund, an organisation whose membership today numbers 187 countries working 

to foster global monetary cooperation and secure financial stability amongst other 

objecti ves. 41 The ambitious ITO charter ex tended beyond trade di sciplines to include rul es 

on employment, commodity agreements, restrictive business practices, intemational 

investment and services. The GATT, on the other hand, was not a treaty in the true sense. 

1'1 • . . S .0 , Na!ional Polin' ;lssocialion, Hislorical Roofs o/GATT am/ Fa ilure o/lhe ITO (20 1 O). 
/\ 3 1011 SOJ1. LISull /\ . . . 

•111 The Bretton Woods Agreemen ts. Uni ted Nat ions Monetary and Financial Conf~ren ce. 1944. 
~ ~ ;\bout the IMF. Oflicial Website of the IMF. ava il able at: htt p://www.1m f.org/ex tema l/about.h tm (last 

accessed on 29 March 2013). 
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Far hom handsomely crafted, it was closer equated to a giant scrap book containing the 
'-' 

scribble of all who participated in its negotiations. 42 In December 1945, 15 countries had 

begun talks in December 1945 to reduce and bind customs tarit1s. With the Second World 

War only recently ended, they wanted to give an early boost to trade liberalization, and to 

begin to correct the legacy of protectionist measures which remained in place from the 

early 1930s. The f1rst round of negotiations resulted in trade rules and 45,000 tariff 

concessions. The group expanded fi·om 15 to 23 by the time the deal was signed on 30 

October 1947. The tariiT concessions came into effect by 30 June 1948 through a "Protocol 

of Provisional Application". And so the new General Agreement on Tarit1s and Trade was 

born, with 23 founding members (offlcial ly '·contracting parties' '). These 23 countries were 

part of the larger group at the same time negotiating the ITO charter. Included in the 

provisions of the GATT, therefore, were provisions that some of the trade rules of the dratl 

ITO charter should be accepted. It was, however, agreed that the inclusion of these rules 

would be "provisional" as a means of ensuring that the tariff concessions they had recently 

negotiated remained intact, in other words, as a means of ensuring that any of the rules, if 

implemented, did not stifle the enjoyment of the benefits those concessions had to offer. 

The relationship between the GATT and the ITO was duly spell out and even provided for 

in case the JTO did not materialise. True enough, it did not.
43 

The ITO charter was agreed upon 111 Havana 111 March 1948
44

, but several national 

legislatures opposed its rati tlcation, amongst them, one of its initial proponents - the United 

States. The ITO in effect never materialised, leaving the GATT as the sole surviving 

,p s k - ce s11pm. Jac son. . . 
4.l Hi story of the WTO. ava ilable at: lJ!w ://wwwJ~O.o[gLeng!Jshll h ewt o e/cwr e/cwr h1 stQIY. e.htm (last 

accessed on 29 March 20 13). . , _ . 
·'·' 1.1 11 . c· 1- . ·e be"~ 11 on 21 November 1947. less th an a month niter the GA T1 was s1 nned. 1e a va n ::~ on e1 enc c " c 
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multilateral instrument for the regulation of intemational trade until a new set of 

agreements gave rise to the establishment of the WTO in 1995. Non-ratification by member 

governments of the ITO also meant that the GATT, for almost half a century between 1948 

and 1994, functioned as a "provisional'" and "interim·· agreement, without a fon11aJ 

organisation to entorce it.45 Until the Final Act of the Uruguay Round eventual ly brought 

the World Trade Organisation into being, the Secretariat that administered the GATT kept 

the title of Interim Committee of the International Trade Organisation (ICITO). 

Meier asserts that the passing of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act in the US in 1934 

lent encouragement to countries to develop bilateral trade partnerships.46 But it soon 

became clear by the 1940s to the major economic powers of the time that bilateral trade 

relationships would not be sustainable in rebuilding a world economy devastated by two 

world wars. What the world needed was a single concerted effort instead of fragmented 

initiati ves between a few interested economies. The original General Agreement on Tariffs 

and Trade (GATT) of I 947 was a result of this need and assumed a pivotal role in nation 

building after World War JI. 

In summary, the GATT was a peculiar long, complex and carefully drafted instrument 

setting out enforcement procedures over aspects of global trade but without a to!·mal 

organisation to endorse, enforce or monitor its Contracting Pa11ies for compliance. The 

Contrac ting Parties who negotiated the GATT had very specilic objectives. In this regard, 

all legal obliga tions and regulatory locus pursuant to the Agreement revolve around these 

objectives, discussccl ll.u1her below . 

.J 5 Hea ly. Stephen. The !mplicatio11s o/ til e Umguay Rou11d Agreeme111 011 Agriculture 011 De1·elopillg 

Cou11tries( 1 99R) . 
. j(, ' ·f . . 9 lv c1cr. op ell . at p. . 
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4.5 Legal Design of the GATT: More Than A Treaty, Less Than An Institution 

The GATT was an Agreement, not an institution. It was meant to be administered and 

enforced by the ITO. The failures of the ITO negotiations letl it with institutional 

responsibilities that were more than it was designed for, leaving much, as Jackson 

expresses47
, to be discussed and agreed on an ad-hoc basis, or where this was not the case, 

to the good ofll ces of the Chairman, even in cases of the settlement of disputes. The very 

first such case, in I 948, was brought by the delegate of the Netherlands before Mr. Dana 

Wilgress, Chai rman of the Contracting Parties, seeking a ruling whether 'Consular Taxes' 

imposed by the government of Cuba constituted 'charges of any kind ' for the purposes of 

Article 1 of the GATT. The response, documented in GATT archives as a tom1aJ dispute 

resolution doc ument was: 

In response to a requ est fo r an interpretation of the phrase "charges of any kin d" in pa ragraph 1 of 

Art icle 1 with respect to consul ar taxes. the Chairman ruled that such taxes wo uld be covered by the 

. k' d" 48 
phrase "chJ rges ol any ' Ill . 

No analysis, observations or rationale, or "ratio decidendi" as one would expect hom a 

constitutional cow1 of lavv, was offered. The jurisprudence and legality of the GATT 

remained obscure. An attempt to understand its legal design by piecing together the works 

of Hudec, Smith, Meier and Trebilcock & Howse, as well as more recent literature, 1s 

undertaken in the subsequent parts of this chapter. 

.,-s J k 
cc supra .. ac son. . . . . , ''CI . . 1· A K' d'' I . · · 

.J ~ I) 1. 1 1 ('I · . 31011 24· Au<> ust 1948 The Ph1ase 1a1 gcs o ny 111 n Alt 1cle I: I In Relat1on \ liJ Jl <> tJ VllC lallil1<1 e ' 

to Const7hJr,Taxes. BJSD 11/ 12. 
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4.5.1 Substantive Principles: Reciprocity, Non-Discrimination And The Nullification 

And Impairment Doctrine 

The term 'substantive principles' is chosen over 'substantive law' so as to recognise that 

the legality of the GATT had always been cast in shadow. The principle of non

discrimination is the GATT's foundation. The GATT's primary focus is not strictly 

speaking regulatory, but instead sets out broadly the Contracting Parties ' commitment to 

the mutual exchange of tariff reductions and the elimination of taritT barriers. The text of 

the preamble to the Agreement sets out that the governments of the Contracting Parties: 

Recognising th at their re! Jtion in the fi eld of trade and economic endeavour should be conducted 

with a view to raising standards of li ving. ensuring full employment and a large and steadily growing 

vo lum e of rea l income Jnd effective demand. developing the full use of the resources of the world 

and expanding the production and exchange of goods. 

Being des irous of contributing to th ese objecti ves by entering into reciprocal and mutually 

adva ntageous arrangements directed to the substantial reduct!on of tariffs and oth er barriers to trade 

and 10 the elimination of di scrimin atory treatment in international commerce ... ~ '1 

There arc in essence two substantive principles enshrined in the GATT's legal design each 

contracting party binds itself to observe as a member. The first is that of reciprocity and 

non-di scrimination contained in A11icle I (the Most Favoured Nation principle) and Article 

Ill (the principle of National Treatment) . The second is the nullification and impainnent 

~9 Preambl e. The General Agreement on litrifh· and hade. 1947. 
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clause contained in Article XXIII which is designed to the etTect that any measure of a 

Contracting Party that impedes another member hom enjoying benetlts under the 

Agreement is a violation of the Agreement, even if that action does not actually violate the 

Agreement itself Where regulatory systems punish for offences clearl y spelt out, the 

regul atory system of the GATT. Hudec calls this a 'punishment in search of sins' approach 

to governance. 50 

4. 5.1.1 Reciprocity ami Non-Discrimination 

The Most Favoured Nation Principle under Article I of the GATT requires that any kind of 

customs duti es or taxes imposed on goods imported fl·om or to one country must be applied 

in a li ke manner to every other country. Likewise, any advantage, favour, privil ege or 

immun ity accorded to one country must immediately and unconditionally be accorded to 

every other Member. This general ru le applies with only a few exceptions. The tlrst, 

Trebilcock and Howse explain , is that Article I takes precedence over preferences that were 

in force between countries at the inception of the GATT, subject to a rule that locks the 

margin of preference, so that they cannot subsequently be increased. 
51 

A second is that the 

formation of regional trading blocs are permitted. 
52 

Trading blocs can take the form of 

customs unions, or much more commonly in Asia, il"ee trade areas (FT A). The A SEAN 

Free Trade Area (AFTA) and the North American Free Trade Area (NAFT A) are some of 

the more commonly known examples of regional blocs. 

" 1 Robert E. Hudec, ?he CA TT Legal Srsrem and World hade Diplomacv. Praeger Pub! ishers ( 1975). at p. 

35. 
51Trebil eock and Howse. op cir . at p.28. assert that in prac ti ce . . this rule has become anomalous to many 
coun tries as tariff rates ha ve been negotiated downwards 1nstead of upwards. 
5 ~ Article XX IV of the General Agreement. 
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While the MFN principle set out in A1i icle I of the GATT is designed to prevent 

discriminatory practices by Members towards foreign exporters, ie. treating one country 

with preference over another, the principle of National Treatment set out in Article 1II of 

the GATT is designed to prevent a more inward fac ing kind of di scrimination. Article Ill 

does not permit the adoption of internal or domestic regulation of policy that favour a 

Member's domestic producers over foreign producers of a given product. This rule applies 

even i r all foreign exporiers were treated in a like manner. Article Ill :4 provides that 

products of any Contrac ting Pmiy should be accorded treatment no less favourable than 

they would have been accorded had they been products of domestic origin. This means to 

say, accordi ng to Trebilcock and Howse, that in addition to import duties as provided tor in 

the impori ing country 's tari tT schedule, 53 there should be no additional burdens imposed 

th ro ugh internal sales taxes, levies, import restrictions or quotas where domestic producers 

do not bear the same burden. In summary, the National Treatment principle is aimed at 

avoidi ng practices that /~1vour local producers and unfairly disadvantage foreign prod ucers 

/J·om entering the market. 

4.5.1.2 Null(fication And Impairment 

The nullificat ion and impairment doctrine (which wi ll be discussed at greater length in 

Chapter 5) is at the heart of the of the GATT/WTO legal system. Pauwelyn observes that 

the WTO 's legal /J·amework is designed in such a way as to offer redress not for breach of 

legal obi igat ions, but lor ·null ifi cation of benefits that acc rue to another a particul ar 

5' Trebilcoc k and ll owse. op cil . at p. 29 
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member. '
54 

The doctrine is found in Article XX!Il ofthe GATT 1947 (incorporated without 

amendment into the GATT 1994) provides for action to be taken by Member which felt that 

its benefits under the covered agreements were 'directly or indirectly under this Agreement 

is being nullified or impaired or that the attainment of any objective of the Agreement is 

being impeded. ' Interestingly, nullification and impairment is actionable even if the 

offending country" s action is not in breach of the covered agreements, so long as it impedes 

another Member· s e1~oyment of beneJits. 
55 

A very open ended cause of action, panel and 

Appellate Body disputes have shown that ·'nullification and impairment" can include 

any1hing Jl·om the most common discriminatory treatment on tarifTs,56 to the imposition of 

non-tariff barriers such as quality standards for imported goods which were not the same as 

that or locally produces goods.s7 Hudec traces the history of the nullilication and 

impai rment clause back to US bilateral treaties, which are in turn found its way into the 

GATT during ITO negotiations as part of the us· draft ITO Charter. sx 

Even in its early negotiating days, the .. nullification and impairment'· clause was not 

without opposition. It was the remarks by the South AJI·ican delegate, Dr. .I.E. Holloway 

that prompted Hudec to remark it as a 'punishment in search or sins.' Holloway made two 

points, the first being that the nullification and impairment procedures had no substantive 

guidelines - the principle was so broad it could cover almo~t anything. 59 The second, the 

j >l Pmllvdyn. A Tl!Jndv~y o/' MII/!1/l/l l'rtlf 7/ ·~a f. l ' 0/J/igotiOI/S: Are WTO Ohliga!iun.\ Bilateral or Coflec:til'(.: ;11 

Nature?. 14 Euro . .J . lnt"l L. 907. 937 (2003). 
55 See Arti cle XX III : I(b). GATT 1947 . 
y, Sec ror exa mple. E u rop~a n Communiti es - Reg ime lor the Import ati on. Sa le and Distribut ion of' Bananas. 

Di spute DS27 (i\ppell atc Body Report c irc ul at e~ on 8 ~ovember 2008). . . 
57 See for example, Unit ed States - Standards lor Rclorrnu l;llcd nnd Conventt onal Gaso line. DS2 (Appellate 
Body Report Cir ·ulatcd on I 9 Ap ril I 996). 
jH Sec lludcc. op cit. nt ~5 . 
:i ') II ill. 
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"sanctions" for a case of nullification and impairment were the same as that involving a 

breach of legal obligations. The US delegate defended the principle, saying that: 

'There are many commitments in the Charter. some of them general. some of them speci fic. But if 

any of these commitments are violated. there is only one sanction that can be applied. And th at. in its 

crudest term s, is retaliation by another state. 

Now this sanction was not invented by the fram ers of the [Draft ITO] Charter. It has existed fl·om 

time immemori al. It will exist tomorrow. even though the Organisation that we have conceived is 

never brought to life. What then have we done in Arti cle 35? We have introduced a new principl e in 

internat ional economic relations. We have asked the nations of the world to confer upon an 

international organi sation the right to limit their power to retali ate. We have sought to tame 

retaliation. to di sci pline iL to keep it within bounds. By subjecting it to the restraints of internati onal 

con trol. we have endeavoured to check its spread and growth. to convert it from a weapon of 

. . t" . j j ·60 econom1c warfare to an Jllstrumen t o lllternatwna or( er. 

Not much of the substantive principles of the nullification and impairment principles have 

changed even with the establishment of the WTO. As case laws have shown, the principle 

is indeed so broad it could cover almost anything, and the dispute settlement mechanism 

has had to deal with the reality that it is in fact administering a mechanism for punishment 

in search of sin s. This is not to say that the system is arbitrary per se. What has changed 

about the WTO is what the US delegate had contemplated. A Dispute Settlement 

Understanding had been carefully negotiated and agreed on, with Members conferring on it 

the au thority to resolve conflict, very much like a court. It is this piece of advanced judicial 

instrument between states that would subject retaliation to international control (later 

discussion will demonstrate that the DSU has been effecti ve in that objective). 

611 /hid, at 36. 
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4.5.2 Procedural Principles 

This study will focus primarily on customs valuation, the detennination of origin, and tariff 

classi I! cation, three procedural aspects that affect international traders of goods on a day to 

day bas is. 

4. 5.2.1 Administration 

The World Customs Organisation (WC0)61
, administers the technical aspects of the WTO 

Agreements on Customs Valuation and Rules of Origin, in addition to maintaining the 

international Harmonisecl System goods nomenclature.62 Members to the WCO sign a 

separate Convention to accede to the Organisation in addition to that of the WTO. In this 

regard , a WTO member is not necessarily a WCO member. They are interlinked but not the 

same and the relationship can at times be very confusing because many of the WTO 

Agreements prescribe the establishment of general Committees which are administered by 

the WTO, and Technical Committees which are administered by the WCO (CCC). 

These technical and administrati ve aspects are examined briefl y to ensure that the roles of 

the various cnf()rcement and administration institutions are correctl y understood as this will 

become important when discussing the application of the Rule of Law in later chapters 

given that el i ffercnt parts of the Agreements are administered by ditTerent organisations. A 

61 Form all y referred to as the Customs Co-Opera ti on Counc il (CCC). the Conventi on to Establish the 
Customs Co-Operation Co uncil was signed 111 Brusse ls on December l 5. 1950 and entered into force on 

November 4. 1952. 
6~ Wo rld Customs Orga ni sa tion offi cial websi te. ava ilable at: htt p://www.wcoom d.org/home abou t us. htm 

(l ast accessed on 3 May 201 2). 
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point to note is that there are also other organisations in addition to the WCO that 

administer other Agreements under the WTO which are not relevant to this study. 

A11icle I 8 of the Agreement on the Implementation of Article VII establishes two 

committees that facilitate the administration of customs valuation. The Committee on 

Customs Valuation 63 meets once a year for the purpose of affording Members the 

opportunity to consult on matters relating to the administration of the customs valuation 

system. The WTO Secretariat acts as the secretariat to this Committee. 

The Technical Committee on Customs Valuation
64 

unde11akes vanous day to day 

responsibilities prescribed in Annex ll of the Agreement (on the Implementation of article 

VII), including making recommendations during dispute settlement consultations. The 

Technical Committee functions under the auspices of the Customs Co-Operation Council 

(World Customs Organisation) and not the WTO. 

4.5.2.2 Customs Valuation 

The implementation or a standard set of Customs va luation and administrative rul es is 

arguably the GATT's greatest accomplishment in cooperation in regulating Customs 

practices worldwide. The importance remains regardless of the world 's economic climate 

(trade Jiberalisati on or protectionism) for a number of reasons because the primary 

1\mctions or Customs authorities are the coll ection of Customs duti es at spec ified tariff 

6·1 J\ rti clc 18( 1 ). Agreement on th e Implementat ion of Arti cle VII of the GATT I 994. 

r, .J Ibid. Art icle 18(2). 
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rates and the prevention of the movement of prohibited or restricted goods through its 

territorial borders. Harmonised valuation rules give businesses that undertake cross border 

trade in goods at least some form of assurance that, while it is inevitable that difterences of 

interpretation can and almost always do occur, the methodologies applied in assessina 
' b 

imports and exports for tax are fundamentally consistent through the Customs territories of 

GATT signatories. The valuation system is highly sophisticated and is a result of a 

combination of rounds of technical brainstorming sessions involving think tanks from 

various industry backgrounds and many years of trial and error, so significant is it an 

clement of the GATT that it possesses a jurisprudence and regulatory mechanism of its 

own, examined separately below. 

When making a Customs declaration, the importer must value the goods and declare the 

right value (this study will focus primarily on imports ~vvhen discussing customs duties for 

the reason that in many countries, export duties are rare so as to encourage exports and 

di scourage imports). If the goods are dutiable, valuation becomes all the more important. 

There are a set of unilorm rules and methods to be applied in deriving a Customs value. 

The GATT Customs Valuation Code is found in Article VII of the GATT ("the Code). It 

became the first worldwide system of customs valuation since its first entry into force on 1 

July 1980.65 There is a separate Agreement signed by contracting parties to the WTO to 

· TT 66 
rcctrfy Article Vll of the GA · 

A I . . 
1 1 .. 1 .. 111any practising trade professionals and Customs otticials sop 1rstr cate<. set o ru es, 

. ·c1 
1 

· b tl , 110st challenging of the WTO's workstreams, by virtue of the consr cr va uatwn to e 1e 1 

'•' ' . c· I ran' (}//!he GATT Cus!OIIIS Va/ualiOII Code. 1987. at p. 51. 
· SIJC'J'Jll 'l 1 S A ~ 1d Glashoff H) OIIIIIIUI . . . . . 

' ' · ' · " ' 
1 

· • · J 1· 1 G e 1 · ~ J Ao,·eementonfanllsandTr ·lcl•·!994 ''" . I'Af ·/e VJ o t1e en " c ' · ' ' ' · Agreement On JmplementatJon o · ' JC t07 
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subjecti vity of "value'', coupled with the vested interests authorities and importers alike 

have in manipulating it. The primary reason for the valuation code's ex istence is the 

assessment of customs duties. 

The doctrine of customs va luation was not a complex thing at the beginning. Prior to the 

Code, according to Sherman and Glasho!l'
7
, the subject of customs valuation was Jefl 

largely to national legislation. There were some international guidelines, but they were 

neither binding nor comprehensive. By the I 950s, the world split into two distincti ve 

trading blocs - Europe and the American continent. Thirty-odd European nations, Australia 

and Japan adopted the Brussels Definition of Value('H whil e America and Canada did not. 

What makes Customs valuation evolve to the leve l of complex ity it is at today is really not 

the Code. It is the intricacies of the circumstances surrounding the coll ec tion of duties, <md 

of modern trade transactions, that make the rules difficult to apply. Observation suggests 

that, with revenue coll ec tion at stake, every interested person wanted the rul es applied or 

interpreted in such a way that best favours them. 

Rates of duty arc typ ica lly established on an od Folorem (Latin meaning 'on the va lue') 

basis, cg. 10% of the va lue of goo~l s, which makes the va lue of the goods necessary lor the 

assessment ol' dulles. 1 - ;~~~~. u .-~ :: ~l"'1- mPthnds of establishing rates of duties like, such as 

spec ific ra tes for example (eg. 10 cents per stick of cigarette), but by and large, these are 

relatively uncom mon and used only very rarely, mak ing ad-valorem rates used more than 

95 % of the time. The challenge lies in establishing a price lor Customs declaration. What 

,,-_ Sh cnmn and (j/ Js lwlf op cit. ~11 p. 5 l. _ _ .,
1
. ( JP'O) 

r,x c· . I ( ' . v /1 '111011 ()/Goods l31LISSt s ~ ) -Oll VC iliJOll Oil ll C LhiOill S a l ' - . 
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price to declare, which sale? What payments to include and what to exclude fl·om the 

Customs value? 

The BDV presc ribes the use of the ·'normal market price'· of goods as the means of 

Customs valuation, the .. the price that a good would fetch in an open market between a 

buyer and seller independent of each other". As would be di scussed below, this made 

trad ing very difficult for many traders as its failure to take into account that sal es between 

related parties (eg. between the principal and its subsidiaries) that were obviously not 

independent of each other accounted for over 50% of global transac tions laid an onerous 

burden on traders undert ak ing those transactions to prove that prices were at arms-length 

and were not influenced by the relationship simply because it was a related party 

transacti on . 

The Unit ed States legislation adopted the .. selling price method", while Canada based 

customs value on prices of goods for home consumption. All these systems proved to 

contain signi licant weakness in prac tice. Sherman & Glashoff are apt to point out in their 

Comm entary on the GATT Customs Valuation Code (second edition, 1987, p. 53) that the 

US legislation was criti cised on a few points, among others: 

• The American Selling Price method of valuation, applied to benzenoid chemicals and a 

few other products, based on the customs va lue of imported products on the price in the 

United States of competing domestic products. Thus the domestic producer indirectl y 

I .. 1 t 1 ·s ,·,,,port competitor. controlled the va lue app ICC o 11 
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• The United States was very reluctant to accept as valid transfer prices between related 

companies. It was felt that such prices should be more readily accepted and should not 

be pres umed to be distorted. 

• The United States was criticised for resorting too often to overseas investiga tions into 

the contidential cost fi gures of foreign producers. This method was left as the last to be 

used under the Code (as it had been under the US law), and the right of the overseas 

producers to dec line to fumi sh such cost information was expressly ac knowledged. 

The BDV was criticised on these points, among others: 

• Transfer pnces between related compan1 es were too olten subjected to 'uplifts' 

(arbitrary or artificial increase in the Customs value) without clear standards as to when 

the prices should be accepted or how the uplifts should be calculated. 

• The BDV, without more detailed interpretative materials, was too vague. 

• Trademark royalties (sometimes hypothetica l) and adverti sing expenses of the buyer 

were too o/len included in customs value. 

The Canadian system was criticised for its use of prices tor home consumption in the 

country of export _ which oHen distorted the import value of the goods especially where 

the vari ables in the costs of import were signifi cant. Taking into consideration all the 

inherent weaknesses identified, the Code aimed to address them all by coming up with a 

comprehensive set of methodologies aimed at deri ving a value that could accommodate the 

intricacies and complex iti es of modern trade transactions and at the same time minimise 

any opportu nity lor either importer or Customs authority to manipu late the system in their 
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f~1 vo ur. It was also hoped that the uniform valuation system, its principles defined with 

precision, would negate the need tor Customs authorities, such as in the case of the US 

legislat ion, to put traders through that amount of hassle to satisfy them of the Customs 

va lue. 

The approach of the drafters of the Code was to adapt it to business operations instead of 

the other way round. Key phrases of the Code's preamble set out its underlying policies and 

obj ec ti ves: 6
'
1 Article VII prescribes the measurement of value on tour basis, to quote 

Sherman and GlashoiT again , all deri ved tl·om the stream of exports moving from the same 

country or exportation to the country of importation: 

• Article 1 - Transac tion Value oft he goods being valued (TV) 

• Article 2 and 3 - Transac tion Value of identical (or similar) goods (TVI or TVS) 

• Art icle 5 _ Deductive Va lue - 'resale price, less (usual) importer' s markup (DDV) 

• Article 6 _ Computed Va lue - manut~1cturer ' s cost plus (usual) producer's markup 

(CPV). 

There is much that can be expanded on each of the methods and how they should be 

app li ed th at will not be visited in this study. in particular because any slight variation in 

scena rio can chanoc the manner in which the va luation rules apply. The Code emphasises 
0 

tl · 
1
. 

1 
T ·t1·0 11 Value method of Article I. It lays its loundations on the 1e pnnwcy o t 1c ransac 

. .
1 

· d .· ·0 11s orl p1·1·c ino with onl y a few specified adjustments to the dCCeptancc oJ )USJJ1eSS CC JSI b 

r,•
1 Shcrm:lll and Gl a~ h o ff. OJ! cit. al P· 5!. 
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pnce. Which means to say if not already included in the price declared to Customs as 

Customs value, the Customs authorities may add the following:-

• Commissions and brokerage, other than buying commiss ions; 

• The cost of containers (i f not a reusable transportation device) and packarrin w 
b b' 

• The value of certain spec ified types of goods and services supplied by the buyer fl-ee 

of charge or at a reduced cost for use in the production or sale of the imported goods 

(but exc luding design and engineering undertaken in the country of impOJi ation); 

• Royalti es and license fees related to the goods imported which must be paid as a 

condition of export sale; and 

• The va lue or any part of the proceeds of resa le, di sposal or usc of the goods that 

accrues to the seller 

To safeguard revenue interests at the same time, the Code also provides lour recognised 

grounds lor the departure Jl·om the transaction value. This is to ensure that Customs 

authoriti es are not rigidly bound by the transaction value where the price is obviously 

distort ed. The grounds for rejecting the transaction value, and conditions attached, are ( 1) 

the seller imposes a restriction (other than geographical) on the disposition or use of the 

goods by the buyer - if the va lue of the goods is substantially affec ted; (2 ) the sale is 

subj ec t to a condition or consideration - if a value cannot be determined for the condition 

or considera tion; (3) the seller is to receive part of the proceeds of resale, disposal or usc of 

the goods _ if the va lue of his share of the proceeds cannot be established; (4) the buyer and 

seller arc related _ if the pri ce is in!luenced by the relat ionship (C 8- 15). There are no other 

grounds for departure Ji·om the Transaction Value, except where the Transaction Value 
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cannot be determined (where there is no sal e, eg. the goods are on lease). Otherwise, the 

Transac ti on Value by default must be appli ed 'to the greatest extent possible· (C 5).70 

One important observation about identifying a method of valuation is that this olien 

requires mu tual consent between the Customs authority. The Code leaves as little as 

possible to the di scretion of Customs offi cials to dec ide what value to apply, but as will be 

seen in the case of Tohacco, Philippines v Thailand (2008), it is virtuall y impossible to 

completely di vest customs offi cials fl·om applying discretion and there is only a tine line 

between arbitrarin ess and generating legitimate national revenue. 

4.5.2.2 Determination (~{Origin 

Determin at ion of ori gin of goods is impcH1ant for a variety of reasons, including accordance 

ol· MFN status, imposition of anti-dumping or counterva iling duties, and imposition or 

health and sa lety standards. Members of the WTO, in rectifying the Agreement on Rules of 

Origin , and Agreement under the WTO umbrell a, agree to adopt an international standard 

. . . • . . 71 
111 the det<.:rminat 10 11 of ongm. 

Lik<.: the Agrc<.:mcnt on Valuation, it has a Committee established under the WTO which 

an<mls Members the opportunity to consult on matters relating to operation of this 

J\grcement, as well as a Technical Committee estab li shed under the CCC which unde11akes 

the techni cal aspects and clay to day responsibiliti es. Dispute settlement procedures, are 

- II f/Ji£1. 
- 1 ;\ni ck IJ. /\gn:cmcnl on Ru les of Origin. 
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however, not separately provided for in this Agreement and is referenced directly to Article 

XX III of the GATT 1994. 

4.5.2.3 Tarfff'C/as.\'ffication 

The Harmonised Commodit y Description and Coding System 72 (more commonly known as 

the 1-Iarmonised System or '"l-IS'') is an instrument developed by the World Customs 

Organisation. While the harmonisation of taritTs is vital to the priorities of the GATT, the 

implementution of the HS is neither a requirement of the WTO/GATT Agreement, nor is it 

administered or enforced by the WTO. lt is independently and separately administered by 

the WCO. lt hus, however, by now become amongst the most universally hannonised 

system of trade description and form s an integral part of global trade cooperation. The 

WTO, its· member countries and even non-member countries use the l-IS as a ·common 

language· lor trade purposes and trade negotiations. Although used primarily for the 

administration of Customs tariff rates and co ll ection of duti es, govemments negotiate for 

tariJT concess ions under Free Trade Agreements using HS codes. In some cases, a change in 

tariff class i11cation can be used to determine origin, preferential or non-preferential , 

j . l t 7 3 c ependmg on t 1e agreemen . 

Signatori es to the Harmoniscd System Convention commit themselves by agreement to the 

adopti on of the Hannoniscd System (l-IS) system of tariff classification by rectifying the 

The Convent ion wh ich sets out a nomenclature of classilication codes entering into force 

on 1 January 1988, some forty-one years alter birth of the GATT. Today, more than 200 

··2 
1 

. I c· · 1 tile Jl'l rmoniscd Commodi ty Desc ription and Coding System. Sinned in ntcmati On<l onvent1 0n 01 ' b 

Bru s~e / s . I () .J une I <)83. . . 
,. n · , ;., n ,. 111,• A \\F AN - Jnd1 a f' ree 1 racle Agreement. 

~ee lor t:Xillllpk. lli<.. J\ll •u ,.I _ 
I' I 
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countries and Customs and Economic Unions use the Sys tem as a basis t<.1r their national 

tariJTs. 
74 

The HS Classification Handbook, the WCO's official guide to using the HS, 

describes it as a "multipurpose goods nomenclature use, [amongst other things], as the basis 

lor Customs tariffs and for the compilation of international trade statistics'·. 

On administrative matters, separate Harn1onised System Committee undertakes the day to 

clay responsibilities75 and is empowered to consider disputes and make rcconimcndutions 

lor settlement. 76 

4.6 Evolution and Incorporation Into The WTO 

The GATT 1947 was the product of multilateral negotiations for the regulation of 

international trade, in particular. the exchange of preferential tariffs, elimination of trade 

barriers, and the settlement of disputes. It was the surviving result of negotiations to 

establish an International Trade Organisa tion, the organisa tion which would have enl()rced 

the GATT had it not collapsed in the final stages of negotiations. Even in the absence of an 

international law equi va lent or formal entorcement agencies that enforce domestic laws, the 

regulation of international trade matters remained guided by the GATT until the WTO was 

event ua lly established in 1994. 

All I · · 1 1 
t tl GATT set out to uphold in the beginning continue to be upheld t 1c pnnc1p cs 11a 1e 

today alter the agreement establishing the WTO M IS signed in 1994. The WTO agreement 

-, . . · · !!SCI "ficotion llamlbook. Rei'.CI!IAS4 -- Novembcr 2004 . 
.. World ( us1orn s Orga nl ~ 8 11 0 11 · 01

'
11 

· . 1 c·0 111111 odil)' DcscrijJi ion 'lnd Codin n Svs1 ·m i <)''~ 
' · · · ' Jl hC f-J arrn Oili SC( c ' c , · t: oJ Aril clc (l. /ni crnallonal C on vcn11 on 01 

" ( 

' Ibid. J\ niclc I 0. 11 5 
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is an umbrella agreement covering many other agreements attached as Annexes, known 

also as the "WTO Agreements"- amongst these is the GATT. The GATT, in this regard, 

did not vanish. It us updated and incorporated as Annex lA of The Agreement Establishing 

The World Trade Organisation 1994 and exists as the treaty for trade in goods. Today, the 

trade in goods portion of the WTO agreements is referred to as the "GATT 1994''. 77 For the 

purposes of this thesis therefore, the evolution of the GATT to the WTO refers to evolution 

of the 194 7 agreement to its incorporation into the WTO in 1994. 

Because the signatories to the GATT commit themselves to enter into 'reciprocal and 

mutually advantageous arrangements directed to the substantial reduction of tariffs and 

other barriers to trade and to the elimination of discriminatory treatment in intemational 

commerce· , 7x these ·'mutually advantageous arrangements'' must truly be mutually 

advantageous. The role of the WTO is broadly to ensure that contracting pmiies meet their 

obligations under the WTO Agreements, and in enforcing the GATT, to ensure that 

contracting parties· domestic policies do not nullify or impede benefits under the 

A oreement tl·om accruina to other pa1iies. The WTO in itself does not possess the b b 

competence or expeliise to administer all its numerous subsidiary Agreements, in pa1iicular 

the technical and administrative aspects. 

The WTO, itself a product of many rounds of negotiations in the years following the GATT 

1947 now assumes the responsibility of monitoring compliance with the Agreements at the 

·7 0 1.1- . 
1 

\V l . ·rl W ·lei ·r·1 .. 1de Oroanisation. available at: www.wto.org (last accessed on 29 March 
/Ci a e 'lSi! C. 1e 01 ' o 

20 13). 
- ~ . . ·r .. f.f:s and Trade ( 194 7) Prca mbk. General Agreement to <:HI • 
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. 1 . . 1 d 79 1 natwnal level on matters that re ate to mternatwna tra e. n summary, the modem 1994 

WTO version of the GATT operates on a set of rules, which in actual fact are a set of 

agreements, negotiated and signed by the bulk of the world's trading nations. 

hit 1://www.ww.oru/enulish/thewto e/thewto e.htm (last accessed on 17 79 
About the WTO. ava ilable :ll 

March 201 3). 
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PART Ill 

CHAPTERS. THE RULE OF LAW AND GATT/WTO JURISPRUDENCE 

At the turn of the new millennium, Mike Moore, the former WTO director-general hailed as 

an achievement of the Uruguay Round and establishment of the WTO, the Rule of Law in 

the multilateral trading system, calling it ·'a cornerstone of the WT0''. 1 The sixth director-

general of the WTO expressed that: 

·Indeed. one of the essen tial functions of I he WTO is to ensure that the rule of law. not Ioree or 

power. presides Ol'er the condit ions or internat ionnl trade. In the WTO. as elsewhere. the rule of law 

is of fundamental imporwnce in gua ranteeing the effccr iveness of negot iated result s. This is 

particu larly true for less poll'erfu ltradi ng panners. who can perhaps bene/it mos t ll·om the protection 

of a rules-based system . The importnn cc of rh e rule of la11· linds a constan t expression in mnny 

aspects of the \VTO 's work. through Members· commitment to abiding by the principles and 

disc iplines negot iated in the WTO 11-amework. But the most visible ex pression of the ru les-based 

character of the multilateral rrading system is probably to be lound in its disput e settlement 

mcchan ism.·-

Moore docs not go on to provide an explanation of what he meant by the notion of the rule 

of Jaw vvithi n the contex t of international trade. This is, however, not the only time the 

notion is Jl·ccJy used with JittJe ex planation of what the user meant by it. The Report of the 

European Commission for Democracy Through Law had pointed out that the Statute of the 

: ~vl oore. 'The WTO. Looking J\ heacl' . 24 Fordham lnt'l U (2000) I. at ~. 
- /hid. 
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Council of Europe and European Convention on Human Rights·' all make reference to the 

rule of law without a definition of the expression. Moore's thoughts are reiterated by 

Robert Wolfe in a philosophical paper whose concluding statements are: 

'The WTO is part of the rule of law, therefore, but it is not in itself the Rule of Law in the 

trad ing system. The goa l is neither hierarchical control nor mechanical '·legalisa tion" but 

crea ting a system of trade "law" that is part of "an enterprise of subjecting human conduct 

I t. I ' 4 to t 1e governance o ru es. 

To conc lude that Moore and Wolfe might have had Dicey in mind would interpreting too 

much. To dismiss it as a self-co ngratulatory rhetoric would be to neglect the f~1 c t that a 

monumental transfcm11ation did occur as the fl ex ible diplomat-centric GATT made way for 

the rules-based WTO in 1995. One thing which is tor certain , however, is that "it is 

essentia l to recognise that Dicey was writing at a particular historical period but, perhaps 

more importantly, he was writing Ji·om a parti cular political perspec ti ve that saw the 

maintenance of individual property and opposed to any increased in State ac tivity in pursuit 

of coll ective intercsts."5 That Dicey's poli tical prej udices inJluenced his legal theory is 

widely known. Jennings held nothing back in his accusations of Dicey's political biasness, 

saying that Dicey, a supporter of the Whig pmiy ''wanted nothing which interfered with 

prolits, even if p r~ li t s involved child labour, wholesale f~tc t ory acc idents, the pollution of 

ri vers, of the air, and of the water supply, jerry-built houses, low wages, and other incidents 

; ) J . • .. . · Fr. ,. Democracr lhrougli Lmv RcJIOrl On lhc Rule o{L.aw (201 1 ), at 
· . . owe /1 <' I rd .. / ;u mJh'l/11 C o llliii i .\ .\ JOII ; · 

5. pii ras 17-1 R. d 1 \' ~' 1'0 · \\1 ·k· 1) · '\\ ' I . . . . . .1 I), OC I"ICV the Ru le of Law an t 1e •v • 0 1 rng a per 16. School ot 
' ' Oo k. Sec You 111 Geneva. ern ' -· . 7 

Policy St ·1· , · () , , ·, Universit )' Kingston. Ontarr o. (200 I). at 2- . . . . . 
- . uc ICS UCl ll . . .Is· . 71" Ed ('!Vendrsh Publr shrn o Lrmrt ecl (1004) I -'s . . 7'1 (,' ol ' ·II Leoa V.\ I C/11 . • ' • . "' - • <J t ) . ce C1. S l ~ppe r and D. Kell y. Ill' '~ II,.., 1·1 

> .~ · 
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of nineteenth-century industrialism. "6 That the Dicey version of the Rule of' L· · 
dW IS not 

uni versal and cannot appropriately be taken literally in other contex ts, is for the purpose of 

this paper, a monumental finding. What then is the Rule of Law in WTO parlance? 

5.1 Some Missing Elements of the Rule of Law in WTO Jurisprudence 

In the absence of an outright definition, Moore does, however, imply three elements which 
' 

he argues, demonstrate the rule of law in WTO jurisprudence. Firstly, he expresses, the 

WTO introduced a rules based multilateral trading system. The ITO, which never 

materialised, Jell the GATT as a general trade agreement with no institution or regulatory 

body to enforce it. The multilateral dispute settlement procedures that were negotiated as 

part of the ITO (not the GATT) were not ratified. The signing of the WTO Charter, 
1

, 

therefore, achi eves a twofold milestone. Firstly, by introducing legal order to the 

multi lateral trading system, it restores the multilateral trading system to the posi tion it 

would have been had the ITO been ratified at the same time as the GATT in 1947 - 1948. 

The second element is one which only evolved to full maturity with the establishment of 

the WTO and the ratification of its subsidiary agreements. It was pre-mature during the 

lifetime of the GATT and its procedures were very mu~h ad-hoc. The element in question is 

an established dispute settlement mechanism in the form of the Dispute Settlement 

Understanding (DSU) (Annex 2 to the Agreement Establishing The WTO) which sets out a 

ru le b 1 1 · ·ei·Jtion to how disputes should be settled. An independent Dispute s a sec approac 1 1 n 1 ' 

1's ' . . d I ' c \ lilll liOII ( 1933 ). at 309 - 310. cited in .l owell. 'The Rule or law and 
• cc W.I. Jcnnl ll "S. The Lm1' an I It 011· • . . . . . 1h . 

I 
. . "' . . II d 0 Oli ver. The C hang1ng Constlt UII OIL 6 Ed (2007), at 8. 

Is UndcrlyJJlg V::ducs . 111 .1. Jowe an · 
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Settlement Board (DSB) was also set up to administer the rules and procedures of the 

DSU.7 

Moore's argument raises obvious questions from a legal perspective. Does it follow that a 

rules based system of multilateral trade and an established dispute settlement automatically 

equate the rule of Jaw? Moreover, does the facade of legal order in a system mean that 

system observes the principles of the rule of law? These questions are both practical and 

philosophical and to answer these, some distinct values of WTO/GATT jurisprudence need 

to be measured against the values of the rule of law. There may be more features which 

fwiher research may identify and develop, but three unique and perplexing features of 

GATTIWTO jurisprudence demonstrating that its approach to the rule of law is much 

looser in comparison to the rigid Diceyan model advocated by Steyn, Bingham .Towell et a! 

have been identified in this dissertation. Two of these three features were subjects of recent 

of research. The first fea ture, appraised by Chua ( 1998), is that the legal status of panel 

decisions under the OS U remained controversial. 
8 

His observations and findings arrive at 

no conclusive evidence that the doctrine of stare decisis or binding precedent applies in 

GA TTIWTO dispute settlement jurisprudence. 
9 

The second, and more striking feature of 

the two, tl·equently debated but swprisingly not as frequently visited by legal researchers, is 

still at the time of this dissertation, being appraised in a research that began in May 201 2 by 

Staiger and Sykes. JO This pervlex ing feature surrounds the application of Article XXIII 

(l)(b) of the GATT 1947, incorporated into the GATT 1994 under the WTO umbrell a, 

7 1\ rticlc l/!(2,) 1\grccmcnl Establishing The. WTO ~1 994): Th~ WTO, shall. ~dn~inis r e:· rhe 
U ll I . d. J> J . d p,·ocedures Governmg the Selllemenl of Drsputes (heieJnaft er referred c CI stan mg on \U es an " . . 
10 I .. 0 . S 1 1 UrJderstanding" or "DSU ) Ill Annex 2 to lhr s Agreement. See also as I Jc rspure ell emen c . . . 

!\ 1•1 
2 !\ 7 U 1 . 1 d·1111 0 11 Rules and Procedures Governmg fhe Selllernenr of Dr sputes . , nnex _, nc c1 s an r t: , · 

x(.l . . .. 1,, fWTO Panel .lurisprudcnce .l 6B.//L ( J998) 171 Hra. Precedcnl and Pnncrp e.' o v ' 
') 

/hid . . . 
lf1S" . , . , . . 0 S kes Non-Violations. Prelllnlllary and lncomplele. May 20 12. ava dab le aJ: 

ce R. S1ar6er ,1nd A. · . Y · . . OS III 2 df(lasl accessed II March 20 13) 
hit ://www sse wise edu/-rslarger/nonvrolaiJOn .p 
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which allows "non-violation" complaints to be actionable under the DSU, ie. action by one 

contracting party that "nullifies and impairs" another p::uiy's er~oyment of the benefits and 

concessions agreed to under the Agreement, is sufficient cause for complaint under the 

OS U even if that action does not violate any substantive provisions under the Agreement. 

The third feature is not quite so unique to the WTO alone but to international Jaw in 

general. It is that the multilateral trade agreements are deliberately vague and open-ended in 

its substantive provisions, leaving clarification to be sought via channels of negotiation and 

di sc ussion amongst Members on a need to, ad hoc basis, giving the GATT/WTO a 

charac ter of fl ex ibility and pragmatism. Unlike other instruments of international law (such 

as those that regulate human rights and war crimes) which are often more rigid, there are a 

number of obligations which a Member can implicitly or explicitly deviate fl·om, ie. there 

are rul es which a Member can legitimately break if supported by consensus. Theoretically, 

a Member can even contract itself out of its obligations (although this is rare because doing 

so would cause more damage than benefit to that Member and it makes little sense for a 

Member to in vest in painstaking negotiations only to contract itself out of it), but the fact 

remains that GATT/WTO Jaw is soft. 

All three features somewhat interlinked. Chua describes the DSU as a mechanism that 

"docs not simply codify the dispute settlement procedures under the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade c·GA TT'') regime, but represents a significant shift to a rule-based model 

0 1. 1- 1 
.,, E ·IJ feature is broken down and examined individually in greater c rspute set! cmcnt. ac 

(I I -1 · 1 
b t b cllapt·er·s of this chapter and the findings of this examination ca r rn t 1c su sequen su - ' 

I I S , I. Moore suj>ra at 2-3 . . cc( !J uasllpm at1 71. seeaso · 122 
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supported by appropriate case study, is expected to answer the prime research question of 

whether a lack of one or more established values inhibits the rule of Jaw in reality. 

S.l.J Precedent and Legality of WTO Case Law 

In order to discuss this topic at length, an understanding of the WTO's dispute settlement 

mechanism is necessary. Jn conventional constitutional systems where the common law is 

observed, the doctrine of stare decisis is deeply embedded within. This is especially so in 

the Briti sh 1 ~ ;mel Commonwealth legal systems. Notwithstanding doctrinal arguments over 

whether judges make Jaw or merely interpret them, the f~1c t remains that it is a genera] rule 

rather than an exception that like cases should be treated in a like manner unless 

except ional circumstances require otherwise, and that precedent cases are binding on 

subsequent courts. As the doctrine is applied, if a precedent has been set by a court of equal 

or higher status to the cowi deciding the present case, then the judge in the present case is 

bound to observe the decision established by the cowi in that earl ier case and not decide 

di/Tcrenlly.u The wro·s dispute management system on the other hand, does not have a 

hierarchy of cou rt s and judges comparable to that of a civil or.common law system. 

1. The IVTO Dispute Sell Iemen! Process 

The lirst course of action 111 WTO dispute resolutions procedures is the initiation of 

COil s lt t · ·rJ · s (>/' dr.sptr te settlement is a common feature in public intemational , u a rons. 11s mean 

law under vvhich most in ternational con11icts are settled.J4 Aggrieved WTO Members are, 

' 2 Sl - . appcr n11d Kelly. s11pm. ~ ~ /). 
I .' II ., nc . ar 7 5 · · s, 1 s · ~~ · . . 1. 1 \VTO Unders1and111g 011 D1 spute . e ll eme111: ome Reflec ti ons 0 11 !he 

Va n dcr Uorght. · fh c Rcv1ew o ll C . 
9

C) 4 1 2 ~ 1 

C. · U · ., · · t)' ll1 t 1LR(l9 ) . nt J ~ . LIITCnt Debate· . I..J i\ mencan 11/\ e / SI t23 
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under a legal obligation pursuant to Article 4 of the DSU, to initiate negotiations as a first 

step to resolving a dispute. The responding Member is under a similar legal obligation to 

''accord sympathetic consideration and afford adequate opportunity tor consultation 

regarding any representations made by another Member. ''15 If the pmiies mutually agree, 

they may request and accept the good oftlces, conciliation and mediation of a third party 

including the Director-General 16 as a means of amicably settling a dispute. Unlike a 

common law system where a court settlement is sometimes desirable for the precedent, 

legal certainty and formal equality it creates, the multilateral trade institutions aim to avoid 

action at all costs and the DSU is designed as such. At the outset, the osu·s message to its 

members is that before bringing a case, they '·exercise judgement as to whether action 

under these procedures would be fruitful."
17 

The success of consultations as a dispute 

settlement tool cannot be undermined. Between 1995 and 20 11 , 452 requests tor 

consultations were made to the OS B. 18 Comparatively, only 185 requests to establish a 

panel were subsequently made. 19 The fact that adjudication accounts tor only 41 % of 

dispute resolution suggests that the alternative is successful 59% of the time. The success of 

such a mechanism in keeping legal order proves Dicey's distrust of arbitral tribunals to be 

unfounded and the need for Jaw to stem ti·0111 precedents of positive adjudication is in my 

opinion l~1l sc l y set up as a component of the rule of law. 

Only if consultations fail to settle a dispute or the responding Member fail s to respond to 

til e 1 · · t ·s request for consultations within the stipulated timeti·ame20 will at comp ammg par y , 

11 bl' ·h· The WTO DSU (1 994) · Art. 4(2). Annex 2. Agreement Esta 1s 1ng · 
I IJ s _ ce s11pm Art. 5 
I ' S ~ 7 

. ee sllpraA r! . J. I ·. B ·rl L . A . . 
IX ., . • '' \'I'J'O ·r. d Dl',pute Se!tlemenl Mec Jail/Sill y Je a till men can Countnes -

on-es. ·Usc ol f he ' 1 a c · . . .. . . . ) . _ ? ~ • 

l) . . k. D 1 Barners (Stall W01 kmg I ape1 No. ERS D-~ 0 12-0.> on Ide at WTO 
1spcliJ ng Myths And 13 rea 1ng OWl . ' · · . ~ 

Lconomic Research and Statisti cs DI VISIOn) (20 1 2)-dl J. 
1
'
1 Ibid 

c'l Sec s11pra Arri clcs 5(3) and (7). 
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the complaining party's request, the DSB establish a panel, unless the DSB decides by 

consensus not to establish a panel21
. A WTO panel functions much like an arbitrator, set up 

on an ad-hoc basis to deal specifically with the complaint at hand. Unlike a judge whose 

role is to hear a case and to decide in favour of one party of the other based on submissions 

of law and fac t, a panel's role is to undertake "an objective assessment of the case before 

it' ', in other words, to review the case on its facts and assess whether or not the objec t of 

complaint is in conformity with the WTO agreements in question (covered agreements)22. 

What the panel then does is presents its findings in the tonn of a report to the DSB which 

makes recommendations to the parties of the dispute for a solution. 23 
A panel report does 

not automatica lly bind the responding party(i es) to bring their domestic policies into 

compliance with the covered agreements - the patii es to the dispute must first adopt the 

report. Under the old GATT system, a positive consensus was required, ie. all pmiies to the 

dispute must adopt the report. As a means of minimising the incidence of unresolved cases, 

the adoption procedure is the reverse under the DSU. Under the current system, the report 

is automatically adopted at a DSB meeting within 60 days of its circulation to the Members 

· . d k I 24 
unless one of the parties raises an objeCtiOn an ma es an appea . 

Shou ld the panel's findings fa il to achieve the desired result, parties to the dispute can 

appeal a panel repoti. This process is called the appellate review
25

. The Appellate Body, as 

opposed to the panel' 5 comp·osi tion of members appointed on an ad-hoc basis, comprises of 

S , (' II · b wllo se1·ve four-year terms on a rotation basis. Three of the seven even u tnne mem ers 

. b . se at any one time. Very much like an appellate cowi the mcm ers serve on one ca c , 

21 
Sec .111pr11 Art icle 6( I). . . ~c . . , , . (t he WTO wl11 ch are covered by the DSU. They are set out 111 
Co vered Agreement s JIT Ag1eemcn ts o 

Appendix I of the DS U. 
~; Sec supra Arti cle I I . 

~ ~See supra Anicle I C>. 

-' Sec .mpra Anicle 17. 125 
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Appellate Body's review is limited only to issues of law.26 Unlike a paneJ. report, an 

Appellate Body report must be adopted by the DSB and unconditionally accepted by the 

parties unless the DCB decides by consensus not to accept the Appellate Body repOii. 27 

2. The Legal Status o(WTO Panel and Appellate Bo((Jl Juri.1prudence 

It has been established earlier in this paper that the dispute resolution process in the WTO 

consists of two stages. The first stage is the consultation stage where parties are expected to 

exhaust all conciliation means before proceeding to initiate a request for positive 

adjudication. The second stage is the adjudication stage where a party to the dispute, should 

conciliation efforts prove unsuccessful , may request the establishment of a panel to assess 

the case on issues of facts and Jaw. Panel reports may subsequently be appealed Jor review 

by the Appellate Body (AB). As a de facto principle of res judicata, the report of the 

Appellate Body must be unconditionally accepted. There are provisions in the DSU and 

covered agreements for dealing with rare situations where a party or parties either retl.1se to 

adopt an AB report , or more commonly, adopt it as a political facade and subsequently fail 

to implement the AS's recommendations to bring the offending domestic policy into 

compliance with the covered agreements. These are outside the control of the DSB and will 

not be addressed in this section of the dissertation (it will instead be considered as pm1 of 

the broader WTO legal philosophy in analysing Hudec"s ''diplomat 's jurisprudence'' in the 

next chapter) . 

The interest or this section of the disse11ation is on the second stage of dispute resolution 

. 1 h 1 1 t t of' tile WTO's adiudicative jurisprudence. It would be recalled p1 occt ures, t e ega s a us · J 

/·. b ·
1 

.., .., 1-tl · c11·ssertation that one of JoweJrs five values of the Rule of Law 10m su -c 1apter J .J o 11s 

c', See supra Article 17(6). 
ci Sec .wpm Article 17( 1-1). 126 
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IS consistency in the manner in which the Jaw is applied. By consistency, it is meant that 

like cases should be treated alike, what Jowell equates to fonnal equality. 2R .lowell 

describes the value of legal consistency at length: 

'The application of policy through rules promotes even-handed application of standards. Like cases 

can then be treated alike. In con trast. discretionary powers may be app lied selectively. In contrast. 

di screti onary powers may be applied selecti vely. ' ~ 9 

JoweJJ and his fellow proponents of this element of the rule of Jaw might possibly be 

disappointed that the common Jaw principle of stare decicis does not manifest itself in 

WTO jurisprudence. One legal scholar observed that ·'until recently, the answer to the 

question of whether there exists a rule of binding precedent in the WTO legal order was a 

t~1 irl y clear ·'not reall y'" , at ]east certainly not one in the sense of the rather strict common 

law doctrine of stare decicis. ''30 Before jumping to the conclusion that there is therefore 11 0 

predic tab ility and consistency in the way WTO DSU panel and Appellate Body case Jaw 

are applied, which therefore runs counter to one of the fundamental principles of the notion 

of the Rule of Law, David"s subsequent observa tion that ··previous decisions could not be 

ignored, due their persuasiveness, but did not have any binding force except as between the 

parti es to a paliicular dispute··.l l wanants closer scrutiny. Having reviewed David 's 

research, it is hard to conclude otherwise than that an element of ce1iainty does ex ist. Like 

cases even i r not followed, are not, or at least not supposed to be ignored. The paneJ/ AB 

case law empirically demonstrate that divergence is an exception rather than a norm. The 

Appellate Body, in Japan _ Alcoholic BeFemges 11, while stating as a matter of fact that 

' X 
- Sec .lowell. SIIJm t . at I I . 
' •) 
- /hid. . ' ' (Wk . p r: 
.l•JD .d . . f 

1
) .1 t ·

1 
tile WTO - New Homons! . onng a per on ,Ji e at the Maast ri cht 

av1 . · 1 he Role o recec en " 
cacu It y of Law) (2009). at 3. 
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adopted panel reports were binding between parties to that particular dispute, stressed that 

panel/ AB reports constitute: 

' .. . an important part of the GATT acquis. They are often considered by subsequent panels. They 

crea te legitimate expectations among WTO Members. and, therefore should be taken into accoun t 

where they are releva nt to any dispute. "32 

Similarly, the Panel in Brazil Desiccated Coconut expressed that while Panel Reporis do 

not constitute formal precedent that subsequent Panels must follow, where relevant they 

constitute useful and persuasive guidance'-. 33 

David 's analysis of the US - Stainless Steel case demonstrates that the AB 's position in 

relation to "taking account .. of past cases has strengthened over time. In US -- Stainless 

Steel the AB reiterates that it is "well settled that Appellate Body Reporis are not binding, 

except with respec t to resolving the particular dispute between the partics'". 34 The AB then 

sharply points out that even though its reports are not binding, this: 

· ... does not mean th at subsequ en t panels are free to disregard the legal interpretations and the ratio 

decidendi contained in previous Appellate Body Reports th at ha ve been adopted by the DSB. dS 

A more quantitati ve finding of pr~cedent being highly valued and respected within the 

WTO DSB is presented by Professor Zhu Lanye that: 

.11. d d 1 . a. clec1·s,·ons furnishin!:! a bas is for determining later cases involvino simi I ~,. 
11 e regar prcce en s ~ · · ~ ::: " 

f• . . ·111otll hesita tion that large amou nts of such precedents ex ist in the WTO ;lets or 1 ssu e~ we can say 11'1 · 

. . E ,ery one of the published Panel or AB Reports cites previous Panel di spute settlement sys tem . 1 

>2A II . J 11.,,/,o/ic BeFeraoi!s II, WT!DS8/ABIR. WTDS/0/AB/R. WT/DS/1 /AB/r. ppe ate Body Report. . ap(ll/ -r u, <> • 

(adopted I November 191)(,). at paras. 107-108. r . . 
n1) . . . . 111, ·(no Desiccated Coconut. WTO Doc. ~ f/D522/R. (c~dopted 20 March ancl Report. Bm:.d- ~t4ea.l lll f!.\ l u te 1 .~ 
199 .. )(")(')58) l~S 7

). at p<u ,1. (V I)(/\)( I )(b 
111

1 
~ A ·lht e Body Report. US-Stainless Steel. WT/D5344/ AB/R (30 April 

ec Dav1d. s11pm. at 0. see a so ppe ' 
?D06 ). at para . I SR. 
" /hid. 
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and/or AB Reports. At present. all except two Panei/A B Reports have been cited in otl . R 1e1 eports. 

The Panel and AB Reports on Japan Alcoltol have been cited eighty-three other Panel and AB 

Reports. whil e Panel and AB Reports on the U.S. Gasoline. EC Banana, and EC Hormone cases have 

been ci ted in more than sixty Panel and AB Reports. " 6 

If divergence is the exception rather than the norm, then why not simply embed the doctrine 

of binding precedent into the DS U? This itself; has been an issue of long standing debate at 

the DSB and the subj ect of at least one academic book.37 To understand, however, why 

DSU case law is not binding in the manner that legalists traditionally argue all cases should 

be for the preserva tion of legality and certainty, it is important to understand the underlying 

legal theory by which the DSB operates. Firstly, the doctrine of stare decisis, even in 

common Jaw systems, is not vested in legislation or constitutional documents. It was simply 

a development from long standing prac tice. Secondly, the DSU was established as a 

mechanism to resolve confJict and mitigate litiga tion - rather than in vestigate, apply then 

create a principle of Jaw like a judge or barrister in a courtroom does. For this reason, I 

agree with Zhu that the DSB distances itself t!·om putting itself in situations that may be 

seen as 'judicial ac ti vism·. Zhu observes that 'except for resolving specific trade disputes, 

a Panel/ AB R-eport' s function does not include interpreting provisions of WTO agreements 

and the Reports are not binding over later Panel/ AB Reports. d S The attitude towards 

adjudication is underscored by the Members· own Jack of appetite for adjudication, or 

.1 r, l.l ... 
1 

.. 
1
. ·rl WTO Dispu te Selllement Panel and Appellate Body Reports: Is The Dispute 

- lll . I 1c [ flt:c ts o lC · p d A Tl 5 1" 'r 
S I . 5 -1- D'·ptJt es Onlyor MakJng rcce ent I 1e ame 1111 e . . 17Temp . lnt'l 
• Cit cmcnt IJody Resolvmg peel IC ' ~ 

& Comp. L..l (2003) 22 1. at 230. . . . . . . . 
;-5 . . 1 . . , see al so opnuon ol Bhala 111 Jelallon to the de facio st atus of sf are 

. cc Dav1d. s11pm. at (> . 111 11at sense. · · .· . · . · fl' TiO . t· d. · · · . 
I . . . .. I 5,11e1.1 .. D e Facio Swre D eu.11.1 111 ·r Atr) ll JCOIJOIJ (Par! l wo 0 r 11 c <'CJsls 111 R. Bhala. lhe Prece1 en! t · · .1 

li-ilor, t-) 9FI St U I Transnat' l. L. & Pol ( 1999)- . . . 
>x M · · · · .. · bl' .1 · , tl e World Trade Organ1sa 11 on. GATT Doc. MTNIFA (Dec. 15. 1993) 

arrakcsh A orccmcnl Es t a 1 ~ llll b 1 ' 
il l'! 9.2. 33 i.r.. M. 1. 19 .. cited by Zhu. s11pra. at227. 
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li tigation as some legalists prefer to call it as the WTO Economic Research and Statistics 

Division's research suggests39
. 

David 's analysis of the US - Stainless Steel case seems to suggest the DSB might possibly 

be heading towards adopting a stare decisis approach in judicial reasoning in the light of 

one particular statement of the AB which states that the panel: 

' ... observed that although the DSU does not att ribute a bi nd ing effect to adopted panel or Appell ate 

Body Reports. the Appellate Body de facto expects panels to so to the ex ten t that th e legal issues 

add ressed are sim ilar.· ~ 0 

This however, does not change the fact that the institution of the WTO continues to anlrm 

th rough its formal channels that Panel and AB reports, as with other areas of in ternational 

law, are not binding precedent. The WTO recently developed a Dispute Settl ement System 

Training Modu le which emphasises that "a panel is not obliged to fo llow previous 

Appellate Body repOI1s even if they are now at issue beiore the panel. Nor is the Appellate 

Body obliged to maintain the legal interpretations it has developed in past cases. ''41 Matter 

or rac tly, the train ing module continues to explain that "if the reasoning developed in 

previous report in support of the interpretation given to a WTO rule is persuasive", then, 

the Mod ule states, ·'it is ve1y likely that the panel of the Appellate Body will repeat and 

follow it. "42 It is obvious fi·om the context that no way does the WTO allow itself to be seen 

as suggesting that the panel or AB should find itself bound by precedent. 

~I) • . ""' 

I orres. supm. at J. 

~ 11 See US ·- Sl!liu/es.\ Steel. supra at para. 7. 170. . 
~ ~ o· S I S . T···,inino Module. Chapter 7.2. Legal Status of Adopted/Unadapted Repo rt s In 

1sput e ell ement ystem 1' "' · ., .. d !7 F b. ?O I') . . to Or<' (las t accesse e 1uary - -' . Other D1sputcs. al'a il able at: www.w · o · 

~ 2 Ibid. 
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Several conclusions can be drawn IJ·om these findings. The first has been reaflirmed 

repeatedly - that adopted reports of the DSB's Appellate Body and Panel arc binding on the 

parti es to the speciJlc di spute in question but are not binding on future panels. The second 

is a matter of principle. When faced with a situation similar to a previous case, Members 

have a '' legitimate expec tation '· that panels will not ignore principles of law established in 

previous cases. Jn a substanti ve contex t, it does not appear that the WTO legal system 

formall y guarantees consistency or predictability through its body of case Jaw. The 

normati ve pos ition taken by DSB jurists apparently makes up for this absence of formal 

consistency. The case Jaw themselves demonstrate the consistent professional respect DSB 

jurists generall y have for case law developed by their predecessors and where di vergence is 

unsubstantiated, this has been l!w.vned upon and on occasion, sharply criticised. Where the 

AB has had opportunity to overturn Panel findin gs which were inconsistent with 

estab lished case law, it has done so (such an opportunity presumably only arose if the Panel 

repori was appea led), thereby creating a set or standards as to consistency and predictability 

by which it binds itself to loll ow. 

5.1.2. Non-Violation Nullification or Impairment Disputes 

Jt will be reca lled that Dicey"s first meaning of the Rule of Law was that ··no man is 

punishab le or can lawfull y be made to suffer in body or goods except lor a distinct breach 

of law establ ished in the ordinary legal manner be lore the ordinary courts of the land_-·43 Jn 

11 0 uncertain terms, it means th at no person should be penali sed tor breach of a rule which 

.n ;\ V. Di ccv. ;1 11 llltroductio JJ to tlie StfJ(/r oft/}(' L(J\1" oft lie Constitution ( I 885). 9
111 

Ed .. Macmiii Jn ( 1 945). 
. -

al I 88. 
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was not known or could not be known to him, or conjured to llim by an official in order to 

convict him. Dicey's specilic emph asis on establishment before '"ordinary cowis of the 

land" underlines his distrust of tribunals set up by the government which were not 

independent jurors. This aspect of Dicey's first meaning \Nil! be ignored for the pwpose of 

this dissertation because there is no such worry in an international system of Jaw such as the 

WTO 's DSB where the composition of its members are selected by consensus of the 

Member States. 

Jowell had expa nded on this concept of lormal certainty, calling the 'essence of Dicey's 

Rule of Law· is that the Jaw should be 'certain and predictable'.
44 

In making his point, 

.lowell refers to the work of Maitland who wrote: tllat 'Known general laws, however bad, 

interfere less with fi·eedom than dec isions based on no previously known rule' .45 He also 

brings to the lore the work of Hayek who says: 

.1 d t . l!"lllol· 11,e ·1/J clri1 c on the left or the right-hand side of the roilds so lono as we I OCS no lll3tt el \1' c c ' b · 

all do the same. The import ant th ing is that the rule enables us to predict other people's behav iour 

I I I . . . ·., . til"! 1·1 shou ld apJJiy in all cases - even if in a particular instance we fee l it correct y anc 1 11 s 1 equ11 cs " · 

to be unjust ... j(, 

D · d 
1 

· 
1
. JJ . 1erltS prefer a rules based system to discretion ' largely because rccy an 11s c ow propor 

rules all ow aiTcc ted persons to know what they are required to do - or not to do - in 

. 1 . . . 1 . . b ·each of the rule· .47 In effec t, the conclusion that Dicey et al 
dt vance ol any sanctr on or t 

· t. l'JIIy or otherwise is that where a person·s ac tion is whether mten JOI ' ' arc cl rawino 
O' 

determ ined to be perm issib le or impermissible not by prospecti ve rul es, it is therefore 

.JJ 
.l owe ll .l'll(lm . at I 0. 

l i . 
I I !I d. 

II, II . I 
) / ( . 

I'' 
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determined by di scretion, and therefore fails as a condition of the Rule of Law. This is 

likely the case in a constitutional system where rights and freedoms can be measured. 

The GA TT/WTO legal philosophy does not function on such simple logic. The principle of 

reciproc ity lies at the heart of the WTO Agreements- one benefit in exchange for another. 

WTO Members are under a legal obligation to ensure that their domestic policies do not 

"nu IIi fy or impair" another Member's benefit under the agreement. The ·'nullification and 

impairment" clause is contained in Article XXI II( I) of the original GATT 1947 which 

provides that: 

If any contract ing party should consider that any benefit accruing to it directl y or indirectl y under 

thi s Agreement is bei ng nullifi ed or impaired or that the atta in men t of an y objective of the 

Agreement is being impeded as a result of 

( ) I f 
-
1 

f 1 cOiltl·act in" party to carry out it s obligations under thi s Agreement. or 
a t 1c a1 ure o anot 1cr c 

(b) I I

. . b tiler contract in" party of any measure. whether or not it con1li cts with th e 
t le app 1Cat10n y ano o 

provisions of this Agreement. or 

(c) th e ex istence of any situat ion. 

I 

. . 
1

ith a view to the sa tisfactory adjustment of the matter, make 

11e contracung pa rty may, ~ 
. . ·tl a view to the satisfactory adjustment of the matter, make 

wn t ten representatwns Wt l 
. . ·oposals to the other contracting party or pnrties which it 

written representations ot pt 
. . d A y contractin" party thus approached shall give sympathetic 

constdcrs to be concet ne · 
11 0 

. . . t. ns or proposals made to it. 
constdcrat!On to the rept esenta 

10 

. . . . . ·'e to the dispute settlement process in the event or 

Art1 clc XX III (2) prov1des tor ICCO UI S 
, I tter" In assessing Article XXIIl , Staiger and Sykes 

unsucccss l'ul "adjustment of t 1e ma · 
. r .. t'on" provided by Aiticles XXIII(I)(n), (b) and (c) 

1denti li ed that the three "causes 
01 

ac 
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could be in voked either for '·nullification and impairmenf' of benefits or where "attainment 

of any objective is being impeded. "
48 

In effect, according to Staiger and Sykes, six distinct 

. . I 49 Tl causes were actwnable under the Art1c e. 1e same research also di scovered that all 

action brought lor dispute settlement under the modern WTO DSU concerned ·'nullification 

and impairment .. while the impeding "attainment of any objective" clause has since ceased 

to be in voked. 5° Of the "nullification and impairment" complaints, the most common are 

violation complaints under Article XXliT(l)(a), with only a handful of ··non-violation'' 

complaints brought under XXIII(I)(b) and none at all under XX111(l)(c). 51 

The conventional "violution ·· cases are covered by Article XXIII( I )(a), under which most 

cases are broug ht. 5 ~ It is the "non-violation" cases with respect to Article XXIli(l)(b), 

spec ifi ca ll y non-violation nullification and impairment cases which some critics find 

contentious for the f ~1 c t that it defi es the commonly accepted standards of the rul e of law 

and good governance. The admissibility of ·'non-violation'· complaints makes the scope of 

WTO dispute settlement much wider than that of other international dispute settlement 

systems which onl y adjudicate cases of violation.
53 

In order to understand what can 

constitut e non-violation nullifi cation and impairment , it is imp011ant of course to first 

understand what ac tion constitutes violation, more specifically, what constituted 

"nullifi ca tion and impairment .. and how the notion is applied. 

-1 x Stai!ler and Sy k c~ . supnt. at I. 
I'! ~ 

/hid 
''' II . I 
, 1 Jft · .

1
.
1 

S .. • · t · 'll of The WTO. A /!om/hook n11 tile WlO Dispute Se!!lemelft Svstem: ;1 WTO 
/hf{/. see also 11: cu ctci '' ' . . . . • . . · . . 

( \
1:

0 1
.1d Trade Organmt ton Dt sput c Settl ement Repo1ts) (2004). Cam bndge 

Secn'toriot Puhlicutiolf ·v ~ 

Uni versit y Press. :1t 30. 
52 

/hid 
'

1
/hid 
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What is more perplexing is that such a principle notion to the GATT as "nullification and 

impairment" was never defined in the GATT. Even when the WTO was established, the 

GATT 1994 incorporated understandings on the interpretation of Articles II: 1 (b), XVII, 

XXIV and XXVIII, but not of Article XXIII. Much of the understanding of the nullification 

and impairment concept are de1ived fl·om case law and submissions by negotiators. 

According to Davies, the term nullification and impairment was first used interchangeably 

with intl"ingement. 54 

In theory, nullification and impairment occurs vvhen one Member's national trade policy 

impedes another Member fi·om the enjoyment of benefits under the covered agreements. 

The exact nature of benefits depended on the provision in question. A violation complaint 

would therefore need to cite a provision ( eg. Article I of the GATT 1994) of the covered 

agreements which was infi"inged. While the subject of remedi es is outside the scope of 

research of this disse1iation, broadl y the most common remedy sought once nulli flcation or 

impairment is established is for the respondent Member to withdraw the offending policy or 

domestic legislation at the earliest possible date. Compensation and retaliation are rarely 

resorted to and have been throughout the history of the history of the GATT, remedies of 

last resort. There is no clearly identifiable methodology how the DSB identiti es 

nullifica tion or impairment, but there are generally accepted principles applied to each case 

·t ·t CI'IJ.1·ty of what Panels consider when applying the ·'nullification ancl on 1 s men s. , 

· . t.. 1 e was provided by the AB in the case EC - Bananas Ill, concluded on 8 unpamnen c aus ' 

November 20 12. The issue at hand was the European Communities' trade regulationss 

I 
. 

1 1 1 . f·e,·e~nt 1· a l t,·1riff rates on bananas produced by Afl·ican Caribbean and 
w 11c 1 accorc cc p1 e 

5_1 . •. • • . . 1• , 8 Presumption That An Infringement Consti tutes A Pri ma Facie Case of 
Da v1es. I he DSU AI tiC c J. , 'I' '( 1) J!E·L 2 . • . . . WI en Does It Operate And Wh y. IJ · ~ ( 010) 181- 204. at 182. 

Nulii ii ca tJ on and Impairment. 1 , 
55 Reg. 404/93 (0.1 L 47 of 25 February 199

.l ). 
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Pacillc (ACP) countries which were former colonies of European countries. The United 

States and several Latin American countries complained. The AB established that: 

· ... considering that ·wro rules are not concerned with actual trade effects, but rather with 

competiti ve opportunities', the United States, as a potential exporter of bananas, had suffered 

nullifi cation and impairment because of the European Communities ' inconsistent measures. The 

Panel also referred to the statements made by the panel and the Appellate Body in the original 

proceedings th at. even if the United States did not have a potential export interest. "[t]he internal 

market of the Uni ted States for banan as could be affected by the EC bananas regime by it s effects on 

. fb '" 56 wo rld suppl ies and world pnces o ana nas. 

The WTO Secretariat highlights that in order for a violation complaint to succeed, only two 

conditions needed to be proven
57

: 

1. The respondent fails to carry out its obligations under GATT 1994 and or the 

other covered agreements, which results; 

JJ. Direc tly or indirectly in nullification or impairment of a benefit accruing to the 

complainant under these agreements 

l t · . 1 ea,,1·c1• but·den of proof Jay on the complainant to prove "failure to catTy out n prac tce, a 1 , 

bl . . .. . tl e t·cspondent 's national policy had "violated .. the covered agreements o tga tJOns , 01 1 

b 11 .1- t . ancl 1·1npa1·rment is presumed once violation was established by virtue ccausc nu 1 tea 1011 ' ' 

ofA tiiclc 3.8 of the DSU which provides that: 

" . 3 d R, ·t 1.-111 .0pean Communities - Regime for The Importation, Sale and Distribution 
' WfO /\p Jclhtc I 0 Y epol · · . . r ( , , . . Article 21.5 of the DS U by Ecuador. Second Recourse to Article 21.5 of the 

of BanriiiO.I'. Second I~L c~w se 10 

2/ECU WT/DS27/AB/RW/USA (2008). para 466. 
DSU by Lcuador. W I/DS271/\B/RW ~ . 
·- · I lb k . f71'i1 at J I ' WTO Secrctanat I ant oo ·. ·111 • · 
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'In cases where th ere is an infl·ingement of the obligations assumed under a covered agreement, the 

action is considered prima facie to constitute a case of nullification or impairment ·r1
11

· . h · · s means t at 

there is normally presumption that a breach of the rules has an adverse impact on other Members 

parties to th at covered agreement. and in such cases. it shall be up to the Member aga inst whom the 

complai nt has been brought to rebut the charge.' 

Davies observes that the language of Aliicle 3.8 is attributed to a 1962 case in which the 

Panel in Umg11r~vrm Recoune to Article XX!/! ( 1962) provided its view of how the 

substanti ve provision was to be applied58
: 

!4. Jn most cases Uruguay claimed that the maintenance of the trade measures by the other 

contracting parties had nullified or impaired benefit s accruing to Uruguay under the 

General Agreement. The Panel thought it essential to have a clear idea as to what would 

consti tute a nullifica tion or impainnent.In its view, impairment and nulli/ica tion in the 

scnsc of [GA IT) Article XXIII docs nor arise merely because of the ex istence of any 

11 .1• ,,1• or 1•1 1palrmenl must relate to bcndi ts accruing to the contracting 
111 'i.l ' urc. ; the nu 1 lt:d lOll 

1 art;' ·under the Gcncrul Agre~:m 'nr ', 

1 S. In implementi ng the compensa tion provtston of Article XXIII :2 [dea ling with 

. . . ·] t/ , CONTRACTING PARTIES would therefore need to know 
suspcnsron of conccSSIOllS Je 

wlwr hcnclits accruing under the 1\gr · · n , ~nt . in the view of the country invoking the 

// .1• I . imp•Jircd ond the reasons for this view. Jn cases where 
provisions. had been nu 1 ICC 01 ' ' 

. . 
1 
.. · , 1 of rile provisions of the General Agreement . . . the action 

there 1s a clear I ll 1tngcmen 

. ·ase of nullification or impairment and would JjJso fctcto 
would. pri111 <1 fncic. consll lll tC a cc · 
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XX Ill( I )(b). In practice, it does not appear any Member has attempted thi s, but there 

certainly is an absence of substantive safeguards against the possibility of this happening, 

save for Article 3.7 of the DSU which requires members to before bringing a case, 

··exercise its judgments as to whether action under these procedures would be fhtitful.·· It is 

clear that the multilateral trade agreements are premised on mutual trust that Members will 

exercise judgment to not attempt anything that would conf1ict with the spirit of the 

agreements. It is on this premi se that the '·non-violation" and "other situation'· causes of 

act ion were not removed fl·om the GATT 1994. 

While Staiger and Sykes express that drafters of the GATT conceived Article XXl!I as a 

·'broad and tl cx ible mechani sm to ensure that the balance of negotiated concessions would 

not be upset by unforeseen circumstances'·, their work also uncovers the fact that not only 

are "non-violation·· disputes are rare. Of the non-violation complai nts that reached the 

Panel for a definiti ve decision. there were six successful ones occurring before the 

estab li shment or the WTO and all three occurring atler the WTO were not successfu!.
61 

All 

the successful complaints occurred before the WTO which raises another observation that 

the evolution !!·om the GATT to the WTO is not only Jl·om a Jlex ible .. diplomat"· based 

jurisprudence to a primarily rul es-based one but in tandem with it, there is also a 

transformation in judicial reasoning. 

The first such complaint brought betore a worki ng party of the GATT (as they were known 

before panels were subsequently introduced) in 1947 involved a tariff concession on two 

types k rtili ser which Chile secured !!·om Australi a. Some time after the negotiations were 

concluded, Australia ceased subsidi es on one of the types of fertilisers and was under no 

r>l Staiger and Sykes. supru. at 5-15. 
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legal obligation to continue subsidies, ie. its measure was not in conflict with the GATT. 

The working party report adopted during the 1954-55 GATT review session took the view 

(presumably in the complainant 's favour) that 'a contracting party which has negotiated a 

[tari tl] concession under Article 11 may be assumed ... to have a reasonable expectation, 

failing evidence to the contrary, that the value of the concession will not be nullified or 

impaired .. . by the subsequent introduction or increase of a domestic subsidy on the product 

concerned. ' 6~ 

ln the case of Germany - Treatment oj"lmports oj" Sardines (panel report adopted in 

1952/3, the Panel again found in favour of the complainant (Norway). The case involved a 

tariff concession which Norway secured Jl·om Germany on its expo1is of sprats and 

herrings. Germany subsequently accorded more favourable taritls on sardines (a competing 

specie with sprats and herrings), exported mainly by Portugal. Norway initially brought the 

case as a violation dispute arguing the more favourable tariffs accorded to Pmiugal were 

discriminatory and violated the MFN principle under Article 1 of the GATT. The Panel did 

not accept Norway's argument that sardines, sprats and herrings were ''like products'~ 

pursuant to Article I( I) but ruled in Norway~ s favour on non-violation grounds, expressing 

that the more favourabl e tariiT on a competing specie fl·om another country "could not 

reasonably have been anticipated by the Norwegian Government at the time it negotiated 

Jor tari IT concessions··. 

1,2 WTO Pan el Report. Australia - Suh.1id1 ' 0 11 Ammonium Sulphate. GATT/C P.4/39 11/188 (adopted 3 April 

I CJ 50). . . . . 
63 WTO Panel Report. G'emlallv - 7 reatlllelll of /mpol"!s of Sardines. G/26 - IS/53 (adopt ed 31 October 

1952). 
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Likewise, in the case of EEC - Production Aids on Canned Fruits om! Dried GrapesM 

(Panel rep011 issued in 1985 but not adopted), the Panel used the same 'could not have been 

reasonably anticipated' reasoning in deciding in favour of the complainant (the United 

States) who had complained that the subsequent granting of production subsidi es by the 

EEC to its domestic producers had nullified and impaired earlier negotiated taritl 

concessions. The Oilseed.~· case65 in 1988 again involved the US as complainant and the 

EEC as respondent, although this case involved both a violation (of Article Ill) and non-

violation complaint. The US had negotiated and secured tariff concessions tl·om the EEC. 

The EEC then introduced a subsidy programme which effectively protected its domestic 

oil seed producers from external competition. On the non-violation portion of the claim, the 

Panel aga in ruled in favour of the US, reasoning that ·the United States may be assumed 

not to have anticipated the introduction of subsidies which protect Community producers of 

oil seeds completely fl·om the movement of prices for imp011s and thereby prevent tariff 

concessions from having any impact on the competitive relationship between domestic and 

imported oilseeds ·. In two other GATT Panel cases, Germany - Import Duties 0 11 Starch 

(/
954

) and EEC _ TarifFTreatment on Citrus Products (JY82). the Panels also took views 

that favoured the compl ainant. The earlier was not adopted because the case was settled, 

and the latter was blocked for adoption because of the Panel' s controversial dec ision owing. 

to the facts of the case which might open the tloodgates to 'widespread nullification and 

impairment within the system due to numerous preferential arrangements, the legality of 

which were never definitively adj udicated .. 
66 

Both cases were eventuall y settled. 

6 1 WTO Panel Repo rt . EEC - Produc!ion Aids on Canned Fmils and Dried Grapes, L/577R (Panel report 

dated 20 February I 985) 
65 Ef~·c - Oilseed.\·, supra. 
66 Sec Sw iger and Sykes. supra. at R. 
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Non-violation causes of action have not only been preserved in the WTO but given 

procedural clarity in Article 26 of the DSU which sets out how the DSB would apply the 

principle, distinctly differentiating its application hom violation complaints. Where in a 

violation case a complaining party was required to identify "a clear infringement of the 

General Agreement"', Article 26.1 (a) of the DSU requires the complaining party to ·'present 

a detailed justification in supp01i of any complaint relating to a measure which does not 

conflict with the relevant covered agreement". Where in a violation case, the withdrawal of 

the measure found to nullify or impair benefits under the covered agreements was required, 

Article 26 ( 1 )(b) requires the panel or Appellate Body to "recommend that the Member 

concerned make mutually sati s f~1ctory adjustment". 

In prac tice, post- WTO Panels are much more careful than its predecessors in applying the 

non-violation nullification and impairment principle. In the case ofJapan - Film, the Panel 

ex plicitly expressed its observation that even in the days of the GATT, non-violation cases 

had been few, before proceeding to set out its view that: 

,-r·l . . . l""ests th at both the GATT contracting parties and WTO Members have a•Jproached thi s li S Sl 0 0 • · t • 

remedy with ca ution and. indeed. have trea ted it as an exceptional instrument of disput e settl emen t. 

We note in this regard th at both the European Communiti es and the United States in the EEC _ 

Oi lseeds case. and the two p~rti es in this case. have confirm ed that the non-violation nullifi cat ion or 

. . t 1.e111 ,.•cly shou ld be approached with caut ion and treated as an excep ti onal concept ·rile JmpaJrmcn · .. · · 

reason for this caut ion is st raightforward . Members negotiate the rul es that they agree to follow and 

I t · 011 ~ ll y \Vou ld expect to be challenged lor actions not in contravention of th ose rt!l es • 67 on y exccp 1 " • • • 

67 WTO Panel Report. .lapa 11 - Mens11res Afj'ectillg Con\'1111/er Photographic Film a/1(1 Paper. WT!Ds441R 

(adopted 22 Apri l I 998). 
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Jn the case of Korea - Government Procurement, the complainant was again the United 

States. While the Panel ruled against the US for failing to prove non-violation because 

Korea's offending domestic legislation had been in place and the US had been notified of it 

prior to the Government Procurement concession Negotiations between the two countries, 

the Panel went on to provide one of the most detailed exposition of the application of the 

non-violation remedy throughout the history of GATT/WTO dispute settlement history. 

The Panel remarked that : 

· .. the bas ic premise is that Members should not take ac ti ons. even those consistent with the letter of 

the trea ty. which might serve to undermine the reasonable ex pec tations of negoti :.1ting partners. This 

has traditionall y arisen in th e cont ex t of ac tions which might undermin e the va lue negotiated tariff 

concessions. 

The Pnnel goes on to emphasise thnt: 

'The non-l' iolat ion doctrine goes further than just respect for the object and purpose of th e lren ty as 

expressed in it s terminology. One must respect ac tual provisions (ie. concessions) as 1~11' as their 

material e/Tcct on co mpetiti ve opportuniti es is concerned. It is an ex tension of the good Iilith 

requirement in thi s sense. 

The vnst majority of actions taken by Members whi ch are consistent with the lett er of their treaty 

will also be consistent with the sp irit. However. upon occasion. it may be th e case that some act ions, 

while permiss ible under one set of rul es (eg. The Agreemen t on Subsidies and Counterva iling 

Measures is a comm onl y referenced exa mpl e of rules in thi s rega rd). arc not consistent with the spirit 

of other comm itm ents such as th ose in negotiated Sched ules. That is. such ac tions deny the 

competiti ve opportuniti es which are the rcnsona bl y expec ted cffcc t of such commitments., 

t4.1 
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The Panel and Appellate Body also rejected the non-violation claim of the complaining 

party in the case of EC - Asbestos on the ground that the complainant, Canada had failed to 

meet its burden of proof but reiterated the Panel 's caution in Japan - Film that non-

violation claims should be "approached with caution and treated as an exceptional 

instrument of dispute settlement''. What then, about the question of the legality of the 

notion? One will notice through pemsal of the case law the questions of legal propriety, 

rights or equity were almost never addressed. Panels instead paid uncanny attention to the 

notion of ·'reasonable expectation". The answer lies in the tact that the notion is not one of 

law but of diplomacy. This notion can be found richly enshrined in the GATT's early 

history and in the negotiations. A trade expert report at the 1933 London Monetary and 

Economic Conference recommended the inclusion of a general consultation and adjustment 

clause into international trade agreements: 

' It: subsequent to the conclusion of th e present treat y. one of the Contracting Parti es introduces any 

measure. which even though it does in an infringement of terms of the treat y. is considered by the 

other Part y to be of such a nature as to have the effect of nullifying or impairing any object of the 

treaty. the form er shall not refuse to enter into negotiations with th e purpose either of an exa mination 

of proposals made by the /alter or of the ti-iendly adjustment of an y complaint preferred by it. .r,x 

Another example of such diplomatic inclination (upon which the very language of Article 

XXIII(l)(b) is based) is louncl in the 1942 Reciprocal Trade Act between Mexico and the 

United States which provides that either party 

68 Negotiating Group on Disput e Se!tlement. 'Non Violation Complaints Under GATT Article XXll1:2. 
MTN .GNG/NG 13/W/31 of 14 July 1989. ava ilable at: illJV:I/www/worldtmdelaw.net/hi story/urdsu/urdsu .htm 
(l ast accessed on 27 February 201 3). il l para. 5. 
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'should consider that any measure adopted by the other Govern ment , even though it does not conflict 

with the terms of thi s Agreement, has the effect of nulli fy ing or impairi ng any ob ject of the 

Agreement. such other Government shall give sympa theti c considerat ion to such wri tt en 

representati ons or proposals as may be made with a view of effecting a mutually satisfactory of the 

In summary, the non-violation principle is here to stay, only that the WTO DSB is very 

much more careful in applying it. My criticism is that there has been a Jack of concerted 

eiJ()J1 on the pm1 of the Members to agree on an understanding of the circumstances under 

which a measure constitutes a non-violation infringement actionable under the DSU 
' 

leaving it to the DSB (panels and Appellate Body) to set the parameters for its application. 

Jt is understandable that the vague and open ended nature of the notion was intended as a 

mechanism lor recourse by Members whose bene/its were infl·inged by measures that arc 

not in con/lict with the provisions of the multilateral agreements. Logically, it would be 

eli 1'/icult to negotiate an understanding to clarify a notion which deliberately Jacks clarity. 

This is, however, in my view neither undesirable nor inconceivable considering that 

understandings of the interpretations of Articles II: I (b) (Schedules of Concessions), XVJI 

(State Trading Enterprises), XXJV (Territorial Application, Frontier Trame, Customs 

Unions and Free Trade Areas) and XXVII (Withholding or Withdrawal of Concessions) 

had already been negotiated and concluded. 

Whil e it is perfectly understandable that Members are expected to exercise their rights 

under the covered agreements in good l~1 ith and there is no doubt that in most cases they do 

(o therwise the diplomatic consequences would be monumental, hence the relatively few 

non-violation complaints), it does not support the WTO's case for a rul es-based system that 

69 Ibid 
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a notion which potentially penalises a Member for a perfec tly legal measure should 

continue to Jack certainty and predictability in its interpretation and application. Leaving to 

the DSB to set the parameters of implementation and application indeed accords the 

advantage of fl ex ibility given that the notion ex ists to preserve the spirit of the WTO whose 

rules are "not concerned with ac tual trade effects, but rather with competitive 

opportunities''70 and therefore resolve problems that fall outside the rule-book. On the other 

hand, the DSB whose precedent case Jaw are not binding on future panels have 

demonstrated the risk of setting inconsistent and unreliable parameters that are not very 

helpful as a mechanism for ensuring the predictability and coherence of not only the dispute 

settlement system but of the WTO legal system as a whole. 

S.J.] Vagueness ofthc Substantive La\-\' of The Agreement and The Relative Ease In 

Which Members Can Contract Out of It 

It is clear that the GATT struggled with its legal identity tJ·om the very beginning. Jackson 

arri ved at the conclusion that: 

, It is di fli cu/t to fo rmulat e generalisat ions abou t th is phenomenon in GATT. bu t an argument can at 

/east can at /east be made thJ t fo t· the last decade GJ\ lT procedures ha ve become looser, the /ega / 

10 EC _ Bananas Iff (A rticle 21.5 - Ecuador II ), EC - Bananas III (A rt icle 21.5 - US), above n l, 

para 466. 
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norms of GATT less respected, and countries in GATT more of the opinion that th ey can depart ti·om 

those /ega /norms without either concrete consequences or moral approbation., ; , 

Trebilcock and Howse also add to the depth of this observation of the GATT's unusual 

legal identity, recognising that there was indeed a vacuum lett by the tailed ITO 

negotiations which the GATT did not adequately till. These are summarised by Trebilcock 

and Howse: 

'From the beginning. then. the GATT was characteri sed by temporary measures and ad-/we solutions 

10 emerging problems. Administrative services for the GATT were provided by the Interim 

Comm ission of the ITO and responsibility for oversight and direction was taken on by regular 

meetings of the Contracting Parties. with Geneva as the deji1cto site. 

In con tradistinction to the ITO draft charter. the /947 GATT made no prol'ision for· forrnal.juriclical 

dispute sett lement. nor was there any exp li cit provision for recourse to the Internationa l Court of 

Justice in resolving disputes. The emphasis was on diplomat ic meth ods of consultation and 

' 1:! consensus. 

The GATT's diminutive legal identity has somewhat advanced and made progress as the 

WTO came of age, giving diplomats like Moore the confidence to emphasises that: 

'The rule of law finds a constant express ion in many aspec ts of the WTC)'s work. through Members· 

comm it ment to abiding by the principles and disciplines negoti ated in the WTO framework.· -_; 

- , , 1-1 }Jckson. World hade am/ The Lmr of GATT ( 1969). at 757. 
: ~ · ~,_j _ ; .rebilcock and R. Howse. The Regulation o/ fnt ernationa/ Tim/e. 2"" Ed ( 1999) at 51. 

-; Moore. supra. at 3. 
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The rol e of legality in the WTO today is obviously very different from when it was in the 

clays of the GATT and the provisions of the substantive law are certainly much clearer or 

more precise than they were with the introduction of understandings on the interpretations 

of several Articles standing as evidence, but "ad hoc solutions" have not diminished in their 

significance as open ended concepts like the interpretation of ''nullification and 

impairment'" remain not interpreted in the substantive law. Interestingly however, Moore 

attributes Rule of Law in WTO jurisprudence to the dispute settlement mechanism which 

has somewhat taken the de j{tc/0 role of ensuring legal consistency of WTO jurisprudence 

as sub-sections A and B of this paper suggest. A quantitative report by Torres
74 

concluded 

that the majority of the 23 1 cases between 1995 and 2012 where the Member was found to 

be in breach of its WTO obligations, efforts were made to bring its measures into 

compliance. It is clear here that the evolution fl·om the GATT to the WTO is visible fl·om 

the point of view that the DSU/DSB has taken on the role of maintaining legal order in the 

multilateral trading system. It will be noted that the strength of the WTO "judiciary"' is the 

one thing lauded by Moore in his exposition of the role of the rule of law in the context of 

international trade. Inciting members good faith in compliance is arguably one of the 

successes of the o SB in creating legal order but the DSU has also demonstrated its 

limitations. 

5.2. Concluding Comments 

In summary, certainty, predictabi lity and consistency in the substantive law as well as the 

protecti on or rights and the minimisation or oniciaiS discretion are among the commonly 

accepted standards of the notion of the rule of law. Three observations of unique 

-.1 Torres. supm. at 22. 14R 
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GATTIWTO jurisprudence were raised that are in contradistinction to these commonly 

accepted standards which draws the inference that either the GATT/WTO legal system is 

not strictly speaking a rule of law based system, or that these commonly accepted standards 

are simply not universal (the fact that Dicey's model of the rule of Jaw is not universal has 

already been established). The tlrst of th ese observations is that precedent DSU cases are 

not binding on future panels in the manner that the doctrine of stare decisis is applied, 

raising the question of predictability and what the value of the rul es-based system truly is. 

The second is that non-violation cases are actionable, raising the question of whether rights 

and obligations really are protected under the system. The third observation is that the 

substanti ve Jaws are open ended and vague, leaving interpretation of key concepts like 

"nullification and impairment"" to the DSB. 

In all th ree cases, the empirical evidence shows that while the substantive Jaw was liberal, 

the Panels and Appellate Body representing the DSB had limited themselves by general 

principles of Jaw. Where the doctrine of stare decisis explicitly does not apply, panels have 

not allowed themselves to ignore precedent simply because they were not binding. Where 

non-violation inti·ingement was ac tionabl e, the panels ever since the establishment of the 

WTO have been cautious in applying it. Where there is a lack of a source of certainty in the 

substanti ve law, the DSB has stepped in to take the de /{tcto role of maintaining legal order. 

My criticism is that while this has worked, there are weaknesses in putting too much 

burden on the DSB to maintain legal order which I highlight in two points. My fi rst point is 

that the DSB i-s not a judiciary and not all its members arc trained in the Jaw and therefore 

wou ld not have the same interest or responsibility in setting legal principles right (although 

in the majority of cases they do) as a judge in a common law system would. The DSB 
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functions on the premise that "tor the most part we settle things Jirst and understand them 

later". 
75 

My second point is that because a doctrine of binding precedent does not exist 
' 

inconsistent application of the substantive provisions of the covered agreements can go 

unchecked and this does nothing to contribute to the body of law which a system which 

upholds the rule of Jaw is expected to. Already this is visible in the case of EC _ Asbestos 

where the panel decided that the French ban on asbestos occurring 50 years after tarifT 

negotiations was something in which "negotiators should recognise that things are likely to 

change over such a lengthy time horizon" which seems at odds with the whole purpose of 

the non-violation clause. In the EC - Oilseeds· case, the tarilT concessions in question were 

more than 25 years old, yet the panel did not use the logic in EC - Asbestos to deny the 

claim. The logic remains unexplainable. 

The concluding remark is straightforward. The introduction of the DSU does in fact move 

WTO jurisprudence one step towards the rule of law. The DS U/DSB alone is, however, not 

well eq uipped to maintain legal order in the multilateral trade system because of its inherent 

limitations and it is certainly a mistake to say that the DSU represents the rule of Jaw in the 

WTO. And while the DSB has consistently demonstrated that it observes the fundamental 

prin~iples of the rule of Jaw, it has done so on its on accord. The rule of Jaw therefore is a 

feature in WTO jurisprudence, but the over-reliance on the DS U/DSB shows there is still 

clearl y work to be clone in areas of clarifying the substan tive law to which many jurists 

wou ld agree, or on the contrary, be content with the conclusion that a strict rule of law will 

75 , . 1 . .. _, 1 ·c M Arno ld. C111t11re a11d A11arc/iy. A11 Es.1·av i11 Political a11d Social Criticil'lll (LollCIOil See 111 111 s se1 s . · . . . . . . · . 
Smilh Elder. 1 R69). p. 233. reprodu ced by Phli1p A/loll. I he 1-lea/ih ol Nallons: Society and Law beyond the 
St<llc (Cn rnbridgc Uni versily Press. 2002). 
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not benefit the multilateral trade community, to which most diplomats and economists 

would readily agree. 
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CHAPTER 6. THE 'TECHNIQUES OF THE DIPLOMAT'S 
JURISPRUDENCE' AND THE WTO TODAY 

Robeii E. Hudec probably deserves full credit for having coined the term 'techniques of the 

diplomat's jurisprudence' in his 1975 essay of the same title.
1 

The essay in essence 

highlights the highly flexible, diplomatic nature of the GATT in its early days and the 

manner in which some of its negotiators strongly opposed govemance by a strict rul es 

based system. In makes sense at this juncture to go back and re-visit how and why, 

conceptually, the GATT was negotiated and why it looks the way it does, although most of 

the historical elements were already examined at length in Chapters 4 and 5. In Chapter 5, 

unique reatures of the WTO/GATT legal system that appeared to contravene the 

conventional concept of the Rule of Law and the safeguard measures put in place by 

components of the institution were examined, in particular the Dispute Settlement Body, to 

ensure that at least the fundamental principles of the rule of law such as consistency in the 

treatment of dispute resolution decisions and the management of non-violation complaints 

so that action against perfectly legal impairments were kept to a bare minimum. In short, 

Chapter 5 examined the substance of the multilateral trade agreements. Chapter 6 on the 

other hand, examines not the substance but the conceptual properties of the agreements and 

oruanisation, in particular, what its negotiators intended for and perceive it to be. The 
b 

conceptual development is followed fl·om the time the ITO and GATT were negotiated in 

the 
194

os to the establishment of the WTO. Where Chapter 5 appraised whether the 

substance of the WTO agreements· substantive and procedural law are consistent with 

1 Sec R. E. Hudec. The GATT Legal 51'1/elllalld World Trade Diplomacr (I 975). at 26. 
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standards of the rule of Jaw as some scholars and diplomats have proclaimed, this chapter 

appraises the attitudes and behaviours of the diplomats who created the multilateral trade 

agreements and established the organisation for whether the rul e of law is an ingredient at 

the conceptual stage. 

It will be recalled that Bingham, in his assessment of the rule of law in international law ' 

brought up a brief but very powerful point about the GATT. The three Bretton Woods 

agreements, he states 'were serious, effective and strictly controlled intemational schemes 

to promote development, reli eve poverty and rai se living standards.'' Indeed, the GATT 

came about as an instrument of peace and security in the advent of the disruption of 

economic acti vity and massively tense international trading relationships caused by the first 

and second World Wars. The period of wars and the Great Depression in between led to a 

general outbreak of 'beggar-thy-neighbour· economic policies amongst the European 

powers characteri sed high, protectionist tariffs , exchange rate devaluations and other trade 

restrictions.-' The three Bretton woods agreements were to be exact, designed work in 

tandem in laying the foundations for rebuilding efforts foll owing the wars, in particul ar for 

countri es whose economies were most affected. Broadly speaking, the lM F undertook the 

role of maintaining exchange rate stability and creating access to funds so that states did not 

have to resort to protectionist measures, the World Bank was designed to create capital to 

assist . economies devastated by the wars, and the ITO/GATT would ' oversee the 

. . ~ ,
1
d

111
ini stration of a new multilateral, liberal world tradino reuime ·

4 
Tile 

ncgotwtwn anu ' o o · 

I 

.

1 

. 

1 

• ope'J"ttion on restoration and legal order was speedily necessary bec·lusc· 
mu t1 atc1a co- ' ' · 

' Sec above. Chnpt cr 3. n. 6R. . . ?0 
; Sec Treb il cock and Howse. op ut. at - . 

'
1 !hid 
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• vv' , we1 e a ut 'The foundati ons of economic libera li sm. badly shaken by the First World " 'a1· . II b 

' 1e lrOWn IIllO demolished by the Great Depression. The gold standard disappeared· currencies we· tl · 

· ' 1e vo ume of chaos: exchanges were subj ected to national controls . There was a sharp contract1·011 1·11 tl 1 

"' Ill e .. . the world 's trade ... [E]ach for himself and the devil take the hindmost became the ueneral . 1 

ce , 1mports Intensive economic nationali sm marked the rest of the decade. Export s were t·01. d· · 

' · enc1es were were cu rta il ed. All the weapons of commercial warfare were brought into play· CLII'I' · 

· · ' ose . anc de]Jreciated export s subsid ised. tariffs raised. exchanges con troll ed quotas 1·1np d 1 

discri mination practiced through preferenti al systems and barter deals . Each nation sought to sell 

much and buy littl e. A vicious restrictionism produced a further deterioration in world trade.' s 

Reparation and restoration was the language of the GATT. Its ex istence was to make sure 

that the situation in which the world was during the World Wars and the Great Depression, 

and the even ts immediately after, would not recur. In this respect, the it is submitted that 

GATT cannot be seen as a legal failure si mply because the multilateral trading system does 

not focus on the enforcement of rigid, binding rul es and procedures. Instead, it is submitted 

that, as a ·diplomat' s jurisprudence·, order is maintained not by authoritative enforcement 

or rul es but by the institution 's indirect role as an economic peace keeper and a multilateral 

. moral gauge'. The si tuation of the diplomat's jurisprudence in relation to the WTO today 

is examined in section 6.4 of this chapter - particularly in relation to Hudec 's philosophy 

who was, with John Jackson, widely regarded as one of the founders of intemational trade 

law as a disciplinc.
6 

The one key theme of Hudec's philosophy which will recur over and over again in this 

study is that a legal institution governing intemational trade would have to be sensitive to 

5 1

• N . . c
0111

mcrcial Policy in the Interwar Period: lntemational Proposals and Nati oJlal p 1 .. . 
J. eaoue o at lOll S. . • . .. . • ' ' o JCJes, 

? 7

c(C)i'l' . 
1 

N . 
1 
r)
4

7 11 A 6). see Hudec. 7/J e CA TT Legal 5vstelll and World Trude IJifJIO IIl ac)J ( 1 n75 ) 
at ~- JCJa o. . -· · · · . ·1 , at 

~- 5 · ) . 
1 

AI 
1 

The Nell' York Tim es 0111ine. 31 March 2003 ava J·I abl 
1 an1 c tmaJ. . · ' ' ' e at 

II 

. . com12003103~n-e-hudec-68 -exRert-on-globa l - trade- l aw- di e s html (I . h_tj_0L0'ww . n v tJlll CS~ · · ast 

;cccsscd on 28 March 2013 ). t 54 
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political and diplomatic considerations- 'even allowing them to supersede its authority in 

some circumstances - to avoid itself becoming so intlexible as to render itself harmful or 

irrelevant. '7 The one observation about Hudec's philosophy in general is that his ideas and 

propositions tended to be very GATT-centric even though he lived to see eight years of the 

WTO coming into being (Hudec passed away in 2003, still ac tively lecturing in the area of 

international trade law at the time). This section of the dissertation in no way attempts to 

undermine or challenge Hudec's philosophy, but rather to assess its position and relevance 

in a time where the WTO has now been in existence for 18 years. 

6.1 The GATT as an Economic Peace Keeper 

Gerald Meier conjured the term 'economic peace-keeping' as a reference to the roles which 

the two and a half Bretton Woods organi sations were designed to play that would see a 

transition from a global economic climate undermined by the use of force to one which 

would be increasingly rules based. Meier summarised the need for peace-keeping as a need 

to check nations against playing the retali atory game - the general tendency displayed 

during the pre-war years of countries to retaliate against another's restrictive trade policies 

with restrictive policies of their own.H Trade warfare, Meier stresses is ' in essence a zero-

one 
count ry· s oain is another's loss' .

9 
Many governments understood this i11 

sum game: o _ 

theory but could not bring themselves immediately to actually accept it in practi ce as one 

League of Nations report publishes in 1942: 

7 Ibid. 
~ Meier. op cit. at 3. 15:\ 
') Ibid. 
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, " " ' -my-ne1g 1 our. '[T]rade was consistentlY regarded as a form of warfare, as a vast aame of beog·11. · 1 b 

· 1e atter was rather than as a co-operative activity from the extension of which all stood to be11 et-11 Tl 1 

· ' 1se accepted the premise on which the post-war conferences based their recommendations _ a prem·. 

bv all in theory but repudiated by almost all in practice. It was repudiated in 'Jract1·ce beca . 1 , , , use, as t 1e 

issue !Jresented itself on one occasion after another. it seemed only too evident tllat a G · overnment 

that did not use its bargaining power would always come off second-best. ' 
10 

Against the backdrop of legal order, the idea or an organised legal framework which 

monitors the conduct of subjects within its jurisdiction is no different any legal system, 

which in essence exist to monitor conduct and to maintain compliance to accepted norms 

within that legal system. Compliance is often demanded on the premise that the costs of 

non-compliance to the other subjects within that system almost always adversely outweigh 

the benefit of allowing breach by one subject, even when in most occasions, the subject in 

breach can and will rationalise that his breach can be justified. 

This is demonstrated by a simple analogy using drivers who knowingly drive against the 

llow of traflic on a one way road as an example. Most if not all such drivers will cite a need 

as a justification to depart fl·om the accepted norm which that legal system in question sets 

out. It could be a spouse in labour, an attempt to be on time for a very important corporate 

board mcetiiig or simply an attempt to circumvent a congested pmi of town. The 

consequence to the individual had he not opted to drive against the flow of traffic could 

range li-om a baby having to be delivered in the car, an potentially illustrious career in 

, d to ,
1 

very foul temper having to be caught in traffic All indeed are vei·y 
Jeopar y ' · 

undesirable consequences for that individual. From a broader perspective, the probable 

consequences 
0 
f that individual having driven against the fuJw of tralli c could have been a 

10 Hudec. op cit . at 6. 15(> 
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worse one both for that individual himself and for other motorists using the road at that 

time. In a worst case, several lives would have been lost, in addition to the cost of damage 

to property had his action resulted in a collision. This is not to mention the cost the police, 

tire, ambulance and rescue teams incur to clean up the collision, and the inconvenience to 

and oppoti unity costs forgone by other motorists caught in the congestion caused by that 

collision, most of whom likely need to be in a certain place at a ce1iain time. Laws in most 

cases therefore, consider consequences to the broader masses and are designed both to 

protect the masses against deviant conduct of a few individuals and also to protect 

indiv iduals from excesses of the masses or of other individuals within the subset of that 

legal system. Most subj ects within the legal system generall y also voluntarily abide by the 

legal norms, understanding that any attempt to upset it would upset the protection they 

enjoy under it. 

In thi s same regard, the countries vvhich agreed to the GATT and today the WTO on the 

understanding that mutual observation of a set of rules formulated by each signatory to 

ali gn national policies is or more benetit to the masses than non-compliance of one of them 

even though seemingly justilied. For the most pa1i, the WTO/GATT had its process to 

. peacekeepin (J · cut out easier in the sense that compliance did not need to be 
·economic o . 

coerced. States acceding to the WTO do so voluntarily knowing full well what they are 

acceding to. The accession process is itself in fac t a tedious process taking many years. 

National governments understand the value of an organi sed legal tl·amework and a 

·peacekeeping Ioree· because the road to economic cooperation been easy. Meier 

I 
. t 1 t111·s 'tnd elaborates that: 

Unt ei S OOt ' 

·Through the arduous process or econom ic diplomacy. th e world has estab li shed since the 1930 's nn 

. . ' I tJ ''Jdi no system or multi lateral. rec iprocal. non-d iscrim inatory tradi nu rela ti onshi!)S 
1
ntcrnatJ Oild ' "' · o • • ·· · 
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' ' n economic Consultati ve machinery and intern ational orga ni sa ti on are clearl y needed to 1na1·11ta1• . 

J 1ves sue 1 as peacekeepin g. But there is oft en a conllict in foreign po li cy between economi c obiect· . . 1 

max imi sin o national output. and noneconomic ob jecti ves. such as nat ional powe1· 0 1. sa t1· .1• · " · · s ymg some 

interest grou p. Also. foreign poli cy objecti ves and domesti c poli cy objecti ves are oft en contradictory. 

and th ere must aga in be some tradeofr. Somehow obj ecti ves are sought within a system of 

' · "' " - perat10n , internat ional decision-making that involve a spectrum of techniques rannin n f1-0 111 co 0 · 

negot iation. barga ining. and persuasion-economi c dipl omacy-to the use of power and coercion. It is 

now clear that there is need for new and improved instituti ons and consult at ive arrangements in order 

to provide intergovernm enta l co-operation in reconciling nati onal po li cies. In thi s pursuit. as will be 

seen in all the policy prob lems in [Meier's book j. the practi ce of tec hni ca l dec ision mak ing mu st be 

supplemented with judgment and a sense of what mi ght be admini strati vely prac ti ca bl e and 

po li tica ll y feasi ble-" 
1 

With this model of economic peacekeeping hav ing f()Lmd its way as the GATT/WTO's 

consensus as to the legal order they were trying to achieve, suffi ce to say that the 

. diplomat' 
5 

jurisprudence· was designed to tread the fine I ine between the ·practice of 

technical decision making' and ·a sense of what might be admini strati vely practi cable and 

politica ll y feasible.' 

This balancing act between hard law and administrati ve or political feasibility is something 

that all legal systems, including domestic common law legal systems, have to consider, 

onl y to eli ITerent extents. A national legislation would, lor example, need to consider before 

. 
1 

· ·lation to regul ate the number of babies being born whether administratively 
passmg a eg1s , 

I 
. . t .

1 
push-backs lf·om the general population would make the cost inetli cient to 

t1e antJclpa cc 

expect the authoriti es to set conditions under which a baby could be born, then monitor 

l
.t. l'or compliance. Politicall y, the incumbent executi ve would need to 

those COil( I lO llS 

11 Meier. op cit. at II . 
I SX 
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consider the amount of 11-iction this would cause with the opposition parti es. As an 

additional dimension, it would need to consider whether people would voluntarily comply 

with such a law, and for that to happen, they must perceive it as desirable - they must first 

accept that they individually and collectively derive benefits from compliance with law. 

The difference about Jaws in the domestic sense is that the executive in power could push a 

legislation, no matter how onerous or ridiculous, through if opposition was scant. Where 

economic peacekeeping and the rule of law between states is concerned, diplomacy has 

traditionally been more of an emphasis than law because of the sovereign nature of states 

and the mutual exchan ge of benetits which states want to enjoy fl·om each other. In any 

case, there is and can be no central legislative function to force a law through as much as 

there is no central authority to enforce its observation. In spite of thi s, there is no ev idence 

to suggest that any major trade war or trade disruption had occurred since the establi shment 

of the GATT in 1947. In fact, if anything can be said about this economic peacekeeping 

model even if hard enforcement has been visually absent, it has been a success. The 

General Council of the WTO, during its meeting on 25-26 July 20 12 welcomed the 

accession of the Russian Federation to the WTO and was in the process of negoti at ing the 

· 
1
.- V'lntiatti 'lei ding to the growing number of Members to the system 

1
2 

accessiOn o • , < • 

6.2 
The GATT As A Multilateral Moral Gauge 

WI nd !lot 
enforcement instrument? Continuing from the 'balancing act' analys1·s 

1y a gauge a 
. 

6 1 
.
1 
. . ·t· 

1
·
5 

ev ident that the GATT/WTO, for the need to strike the political and 
1n . ca1 1ei, 1 · 

. 
1 

. y cannot and would not go further than being a gauge. In fact J. Michael 
economic 1a1 mon ' ' c 

. 
1
. 

1 
V\ 'oi·lcl B'mk warns us of the ri sk of an 'overl y legal view of how the 

r 1nger 0 t 1C 'Y t 

, "" , C -·1 Minut es ofM eeting. WT/GC/M/137. 13 September 20 12. 
'- WI 0 General ounc l . 159 
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GATT/WTO system works'. 13 The warning stems from his observation that negotiators, in 

particular those of industrialised economies, tend to have misread the historical 

development in the legal obligations of the multilateral trading system to be forcing 

changes in national policy. The research of Finger, an economist observing the 

GATT/WTO from the external perspective of a sister Bretton Woods institution, takes on a 

very different dimension because it considers many aspects of international relations other 

than the observation of binding legal obligations under the substantive law. As with 

everyone who studi es the jurisprudence of the GATT/WTO, Finger too fall s back on the 

work of Robert Hudec for support and this passage from a more recent piece of Hudec's 

work ( 1999) about the legal focus of the WTO as it evolved fl·om the GATT therefore 

comes across as intriguing: 

A third lesson suggested by the G/\TTs experience is that political will is reall y more important 

than ri gorously binding procedu res - that strong procedures by th emselves are not li kely to make a 

lega l system very effective if they do not have surticicnt political will behind them ... When we ask 

wheth er or not the new system will work. th erefore. we have to begin by asking what kind or 

I
. . 

1 
.
11 

staJlds behind it. The current fasc ina ti on with the novel \VTO procedu res teJl ds t 
p O JtJC3 WI · ' • · · 0 

I 
· poi·tance of thi s fi rst and most im portant condition of success.

14 

obscure t 1e nn ' 

F
. k several important findings in his mticle to aJTive at a conclusion which 
mger ma es 

.tl l-IL!dec While the WTO was from the outset designed as a binding rules 
resonates WI 1 · . ' 

based system, there is a fli p side to that lega ll y ambitious coin. Amongst the prime reasons 

h I 
.
1

d , aSj)ects of achieving and sustaining legal order between states as opposed 
w yt1e ' J11I er ' -

. 
1 

b. dinv procedures as far as multilateral trade is concerned is that the costs 
to ngorous y 111 o ' ' 

. II 
1 
• . 

1
_ s developed countries, of domestic implementation of the Agreements is 

espew1 y 0 1 es ' 

. .. .·. ,,.ro·. S ·cial Bu rden on Less Developed Countri es·, Cato Journal \9 (2000) 3. at 434. 
1 ' I·Jllger. I he \1 s · pc 

l-1 !bid. at 435. 
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di scouragingly high. Hungary, according to Finger, spent $40 million to upgrade the level 

of sanitation of its slaughter-houses to meet its obligations under the Sanitary and 

Phytosanitary (SPS) Agreement. Mexico spent more than $30 million to upgrade 

intellectual prope1iy Jaws and enforcement. The cost of restructuring domestic regulations 

to meet obligations for just three of the six Uruguay Round agreements totalled $ ISO 

million as of the year 2000- this cost would have no doubt escalated by leaps and bounds 

now. This cost, Finger stresses, is more than the annual development budget for 8 of the 12 

least developed countries. 15 As of I January 2000, Finger concluded, 80 or 90 of the 109 

developing or transition economies were in violation of the SPS, customs valuation and 

intellectual property (TRIPS) agreements which would cost them each $150 million, for 

some a full year's development budget, to implement.
16 

The use of the dispute settlement 

system in such a si tuation to compel a Member to bring its domestic policies in alignment 

with the Agreements mean nothing here, not unless that Member has the capacity to 

implement as such, Jet alone appropriately represent and defend itsel f at the DSU level. No 

amount of coercion or rigorously binding rules and procedures are going to bring any of 

these struggling Member economies into conformity unless they themselves take ownership 

of the obligations under which they are bound (and to which they lacked the capacity to 

negotiate) and discover the political will to voluntarily comply, which Hudec emphasises is 

l
·t·y t·

01
. success in sustaining WTO legal order than binding rul es 

more a necess . 

While industrialised countri es have made their fair contribution in aiding developing and 

least developed economi es towards conformity
17 

(into which this disse1iation will not 

15 /hid. 
11' !hid. at 435 . -· ·'. ·k · 1 · 1 1 · h · · 1 
1
• . . . 

4
?
6 

_ 434 of f·nl"CI s wo1 . 111 w 11c 1 t 1e dll l 01 1e ales th at the World Bank 1. d 
1 n t h 1 s sense. sec PP - . . "' : , . . 1 . , , . • . ' ld . .

1
• 

1 
. les in ass1stmo coun t11 es 111 t 1e 1 rnp l cment<~ t1 0n ol san 1tary and phytosanit . 

undert aken s1gn1 1can 10 · "' · a1y 
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examine in detail), the point Finger is trying to make is that the resources spent on bringing 

national policies into confom1ity with the multilateral trade agreements would have been at 

the cost improving other aspects of a least developed or developing country's 

infi·astructure, especially in areas of jurisprudence where the Rule of Law matters most 
' 

such as ensuring that women and children at least have a access to basic education, that 

basic human rights are at least observed, that justice can be accessed, that basic J()od 
' 

shelter and medicine is evenly distributed, and that actions of public official s in those 

countries, even if unconstitutional, are at least humane. 

It has long been the bone of contention between positivists and natural lawyers the question 

of morality in relation to law. On the one hand strong advocates of the rule of law such as 

Bingham, Steyn and .lowell argue that fundamental moral principles and the rule of law 

cannot be segregated from general legal theory. On the other hand, jurists of the positivist 

school of thought pay scant regard to the question of morality as far as the legality of 

substanti ve provisions are concerned. The positivist line of argument of the validity of legal 

norms has trad itionally been that the source and not the merits make law valid. While the 

arguments between the two schools of thought can continue to linger, it is submitted that in 

a consensus based ' ~iplomat 's jurisprudence' like the WTO, merits are a greater 

determinant of validity compared to source because here conformity cannot be coerced. It 

can be persuaded, economic and political pressure can be applied, and reciprocal benefits 

can be wi thdrawn, but the empirical evidence demonstrates that confonnity cannot be 

coerced. This is not to undermine the positivist legal th eory or to lend strength to the 

l. 1 school of thouaht but to highlight that a moral conscience and a sense of mora IS o ' 

1. · J 31-e 11eccssary lor legal order in the GATT/WTO as opposed to binding laws and owners l!J · 

d . s It 1·s this sense of moral and ownership, in addition to the legitimate expectation procc lll e . 
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of reciprocity which has in the past driven the behaviour of its members. The consensus 

based multilateral legal system has thus far functioned on the mutual understanding that 

each Member wi ll be guided by these principles. 

Hudec wraps up this angle of the analysi s, commenting on the ·'cease or desist order" 

negotiation of the ITO at the end of the Havana Conference in 1948 with a conclusion that 

imposing rigid rules with uncompromising conditions on any contracting member, 

especiall y where they could not comply, would simply be counter-productive to the 

objectives of the agreements and defeat the purpose of the painstaking diplomatic 

neootiations Hudec reasons that: 
0 . 

6.3 

·The dini culty with 8 "cease or desist order ... even as a seman ti c matter. was that it left too little 

room lor manoeuvre. Co mm ands ex pressed in such unbending terms wo uld ha ve put the 

Organ isation on a co lli sion course wi th the offending coun try in th ose cases when the latter simpl y 

cou ld not comply. Such co lli sions wou ld not necessaril y produce any better settl ements. and the 

necess it y of backing down cou ld wel l damage the Organi sat ion ' s presti ge. It was better. thought the 

[ITO] dralismcn. to speak in a style th at wo uld all ow them to modu late the pressures acco rding to 

circum swnces. one th at would not spell f'ai lure whenever full compli ance was not possible. '' ~ 

The Nature of Legal Obligations in Relation to the Diplomat's Jurisprudence 

in the GATT's Early Days 

It was the debate over the role of lega l obligations and the amount of legality to be inj ected 

into the regulatory system at the time of the ITO and GATT negotiations which prompted 

Hudec to coin the term a ·diplomat's jurisprudence'. The early trade negotiators (almost all 

JS II udec. up cit. at 20. 
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of whom were of course diplomats) generally made a farce of the 'crippled intell ect' of 

judges and lawyers who could not appreciate the reality of international business.
19 

With 

the League of Nations' Economic Committee hav ing already come to the conclusion that 

' judicial settlement is not always the best way of settling disputes of an economic nature 20 

thi s put Hudec in a position to reason that the real problem with lawyers and judges was 

their failure to appreciate the need to compromi se on such matters. So in 1975, ancl 20 years 

before the WTO was established, Hudec boldly proclaimed that ' the point (and the 

international lawyers of the day may well have missed it) was that trade agreement 

obi igations were not meant to be enforced to the letter' .
21 

Looking in hindsight, the approach of the early ITO/GATT negotiators to legal order was 

not without problems. One does not need to look deep into the history of the multilateral 

trade agreements to be informed that the overriding concern of the agreements was for 

rec iproc ity. The "nulli!ication and impairment'' clause made consultations a default 

mitigating mechanism against non-compliance and the limitations of this either as a 

safeuuard measure or an enforcement tool is without doubt visible. The government 
b 

causing the impairment was simply obliged to talk, which in the latter years earned the 

GAIT the nickname 
0 
f the 'Genera I Agreement to Talk and Talk." 

22 
The alternative 

. · st non-rec i
1
)rocity Hudec illustrates, was derived from bilateral trade 

protectwn agam. ' 

I
. tl 

11
-
111

e, ·md this was to have a termination clause which would allow the 
aorcements o 1C ' 

b 

d
. . t d . ·ty (() withdraw from the agrcement.

23 
This too, offered no real solution 311c1 

tsappoll1 e pat ' 

J'> See Chapter 2. n. 41 of thi s dissertati on. 

'
11 /hid 

' I . ~, fin d. . U 
1 

. _ /"II " The C!l iT s lfi 11.1 and the WTO 's Woes (20 I 0). Centre For Economic Poli cy 
-- Sec 13ald wlll . Ill c1 ' tanc 1 ,.., . - · -· _ 

1 
, I ·t'llil e Geneva and CEPR (Poli cy Ins1ght No. 49). available at 

Re.;ea rch GJat udtC ns J . . . 9 1"(1 ' · ' · . _ l " " b ~·m/ · o l i cv in s i ~ ll.!~hili~~ll..! ast accessed on 27 March 20 13). 
h!!Q_: / / W\V\V .CC ~~~~ 
~ ;See ll uticc. op cit. at 20. 164 
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probably would have undem1ined the prestige of the ITO had it been established for surely, 

as Hudec also admits, there would be a limit to the amount of pressure or restraint the other 

pmiies could apply on the non-complying party if the offending party could so easily 

contract itself out of agreements. 24 Yet, legal obligations still needed to be t1 ex ible enough 

to be able to deliver mutually acceptable solutions. Mindful of this 'middle-ground ' 

objective, the trade agreement negotiators obviously spent considerable time trying to 

develop a legal system that would suit these conditions, but Hudec is adamant that they did 

bl
. . 25 

not abandon legal o 1gatwns per se. 

The idea of legally binding rulings and advisory opinions by various instruments set up 

under the auspices of the ITO were negotiated. Even the idea of a possible appeal to the 

International Court of Justice was considered but became a subject of much debate. While 

many of these propositions, including the mechanism to appeal to the lCJ, were never 

actually implemented, it is the mindset of the negotiators to legal obligations which is 

examined in this part of the di ssertation and will lend support to understanding the rule of 

law against the bac kdrop or the diplomat' s jurisprudence. To the compromise that the ICJ 

would only act in an advi sory position while enforcement would be in the hands of the ITO, 

where men or sound '·economic judgment'. could take account of the "economic h1cts'' , the 

delegations or Belgium and Luxembourg demonstrated the attitude towards this envisaged 

compromise: 

c ~ !hid 

" !hid 

·The d eleg~ ti on of Belgium and Lu xembourg agrees to make th is concession. as it considers that an 

advi sory op inion procedure wi ll facilitate the settl emen t of di sputes by sparing th e political 

susceptibilities of States. which can subsequent ly take advan tage of the li ght thrown on a case by 
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pu bli c hearing and the opin ion of the Court to arri ve at a compromi se among themselves by 

diplomatic means. 

[T]he Cou rt 's action in an advisory capacity shoul d create an "atmosphere'' which will 

encourage the parti es to seek a so lution to their di sput e. 'c
6 

Hudec goes on to explain that by ''diplomatic '', the objective was to assemble as much 

pressure as possible on the object government, and the word ''atmosphere'' suggested that 

the legal force would be derived from the diplomatic pressures applied. In summary, in lieu 

of any rea l, hard, rigid sanctions, this model of legal system emphasised corrective action 

stemming from the ·'embarrassment" to the obj ect government foll owing from the fact that 

the breach of an obli gation was highlighted and brought to public attention with the hope of 

eventually pressuring the obj ect government into conformity.
27 

In true diplomat t~1shion , 

Hudec goes on to conclude that even if the central authority could not actually punish, ' it 

was important that it still be able to chastise' for the negation of the moral duty to abide by 

promises solemnly macl e . ~ 8 If these are viewed as appropriate safeguards, then putting 

things in perspective, this would seem the diplomat's way of hav ing struck that much 

sou ~~ht after balance between legality and fl ex ibility. 
b 

6.4 The Situation of Jurisprudence in the WTO Today 

With the WTO now an established institution dedicated to the regulation of multilateral 

trade, complete with an advanced di spute settlement mechanism and a set of binding rul es, 

surely an international trade lawyer would expect that the new jurisprudence would be 

c6 ITO Negoti ation Document Number F./PC/T/W/257 (J uly 31. 1947). quoted in Hudec. op cit. at 25. 

,.; /hid. 

'~ Ibid 
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more rules based rather than diplomat-centric. In theory, this has to be true - from a leaal b 

perspective, the WTO cannot function today like the GATT did 60 years ago for a number 

of reasons. Firstly, the WTO today has !59 members
29 

(with several more negotiating 

accession), as opposed to the 23 who initiated the GATT. With the increased volume of 

membership, it is no longer possible for non-confonnity to be dealt with as casually as it 

was in the early days with diplomatic pressures alone. Secondly, the WTO is much more 

diverse in its membership, consisting of states across all the continents, with a larger 

number of them being either developing or least developed economies. The GATT on the 

other hand, consisted of wealthy, developed European countries plus the United States, who 

already had much in common. There are now far too many opposing national values to 

even resolve what kind of diplomatic pressure to apply. In fact, the effectiveness of 

diplomatic pressure is even questionable now because it has been shown time and over 

again during dispute settlement cases that third parties to the dispute do take sides. Thirdly, 

Members acceding to the WTO accept the ·covered agreements ' as binding law.
30 

This, to 

borrow Hudec's expression again, generates more pressure to comply simply because the 

.. law", being a formal set of rules and procedures, would generate the sort of respect for 

31 I h. . . authority attached to legal norms.· n t ts sttuatton, respect the Agreement becomes in the 

domestic, constitutional sense "Obey the law!'·. In theory therefore, flexibility is supposed 

to be managed in such a way that would not compromise the prestige of this image. 

~·l Website of the World Trade Organ isation - Understanding the WTO. avai lable at 

II 
't<) 01·ulenu li shlthewto elwhat is elt if clorg6 e.htm (l ast accessed on 27 March 20 13). 

htqr www. \\ .. b - · · . . . . . 

3o -s~ ,
1
·all y til e ]>rearnbl e ol the Marrakesh Agreement Establ!slnng the W10. ava il able at 

ce gene ' . . ~ 

II t() Ol
·ole!Jgli sh/res elbooks elana lyt1c 1ndex elwto_£J.gree 0 I e.htm (last accessed on n 

!ill.IJS: www_,3Y · "' ~ 
March 2013) . 
. 11 lludec. op cit . at 26. 167 
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In fact , according to Langill e, the WTO is set as a benchmark by many scholars of 

international law as the best example of "hard law"
32 

at a multilateral Ievei. 33 Most 

international agreements are "soft law" in nature and to many, the WTO stands out because 

of its well structured dispute settlement mechanism, a WTO ·'court" with the ability not so 

much to impose sanctions but to prescribe remedies, is in many ways a mechanism for one 

country to "take another country to cou1i" for a breach of obligations. The ad-hoc panels 

and appellate bodies established to adjudicate dispute settlement complaints can "order" 

(the diplomatic word used in the agreements is ' recommend ') a non-complying party to 

bring its domestic policies into compliance. In terms of legal obligations therefore, the 

wro· s Jaws, as opposed to the early days of the early diplomat's jurisprudence, arc legally 

binding. Yet, one ambiguity still remains as what this international ''hard law" actually is 

and what the attitude of diplomats are to the WTO legal system and whether or not it 

ac hi eves its legal objectives. 

The most credible source for answers to such a question needs to come tl·om neutral 

observers of the WTO, observing the jurisprudence of multilateral trade from a distance as 

opposed to that of diplomats, scholars or subject matter expe11s accustomed to critique of 

the subject matter whose ideas ~ould probably be biased by years of famili arity with the 

subj ect matter's development. In this regard, the work of Keohane and Nye, analysing the 

lega lity of international institutions in general , comes to the fore.
34 

Keohane and Nye argue 

that, on the macro side, the legi timacy of the WTO rests on the fostering of trade 

;: A term gcner
3

11 y used to desc ri be domesti c lega l systems with a judiciary to en force th e law which are 

backed bv rorce or sanctions. . . . . . .. 
11 c ' . II . 1 "11 01' 11 ·· ·Ncithe_r ConstitUti on Nor Contrac t: Unclerstanc!IIH! the W T 0 By Exa minin u til e 
.. J (!(' 0 (' / /{' / (/ , . ·· ' ' 0 ~. v b 

I 1.~. · . 
0

·, c·on tracting Out Through Regiona l Trade Agreement s'. New York Uni vers ity Law Review 
Lcoa . 11111t~ I ' . . . 
(
2
0II ). Vol. 86 :14 82. at 1482 . sec also .l ~se E. i\ lva rez. lntema/ional Orgamsat!OIIS as Law Mak~rs (2005). 

;_
1 

• K 
1 

all '! Nye ·Between Centrali sation and Fragmentation: I he Cl ub Model ol Multilateral 
See co 1ane ' · . . . . . . . 

. . I p,·oblems oi' Democrati C Lcg1t11nacy (200 1). Harva rd Un1vers1ty Work111 !! Paper No 01-
Coopcratlon <~m · , ..• 1. • .. . __ ., . , . . . ~ · 

.
1 

bl , . t 1 ttn -1/•)ant:rs.ss rn .com/J:Jll.Pc:J. tcl l.abstl .lCt Jd- 2(J2 115 (l ast accessed on 28 March 2013). 
004 avaJ a c " .L=-~-~< . I ~ 
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liberalisation. They fUiiher argue that 'since trade liberalisation has been a consistent policy 

of most rich country governments during the last half-century - and recently a policy of 

many developing countri es as well - WTO's dedication to trade liberali sation probably 

enhances its legitimacy in general' .35 At the micro level, Keohane and Nye set out the 

argument that the WTO builds coalitions of individuals, firms, interest groups and 

corporations that support it on the grounds of self-interest. It is therefore submitted that the 

WTO's 'powerful constituency' - multinational corporations (MNCs) wishing to expand 

their their manufacturing, trade and investment activities beyond borders, because of their 

significant influence, contribute heavily to the legitimacy of the WTO. Another feature 

pointed out by Keohane and Nye but not highlighted as strengthening the legitimacy of the 

WTO which I beli eve is one such feature, is that the WTO dec ides by consensus and not by 

majority vote. 36 This significantly increases the margin of representation in decision 

making in compari son to many other international organisations/agreements including the 

JMF and World Bank.
37 

Early in the life of the WTO, Hudec expressed doubt whether in spite of the strong 

consensus establishing the WTO's legal base and the stability of the DSB in the judicial 

role, the WTO had the ability to implement decisions that are strong!~ opposed by powerful 

states.3x In Hudec 's mind, the authoritati ve dispute settlement procedures were a gamble. 

Had Hudec lived on even for two more years, he would have been comforted to learn that 

the gamble was one that paid ofT. In a study undetiaken in 2005 by Davey, the empirical 

ev idence shows that of the 61 panel cases where implementation was due as of 31 

December 2005, roughl y 60% of panel reports requiring implementation were promptly 

·'
5 Ibid 

)(, See supra ;\ rti cle IX. Marrakesh Agreement Establishi ng The World Trade Orga ni sati on. 
17 Keohane and Nye. op cil. at 19 . 
.lX f!Jid. 
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implemented39. Another 20% were implemented, but with significant delay. ln three cases 

(about I 0%), there was dispute over implementation (ie. the matter was appealed), while in 

a remaining three cases (another I 0%), non-implementation was admitted and there was no 

clear indication when implementation would take place.
40 

Of the 61 cases, the USA ended 

up on the losing end 23 times and was responsible for four of the six non-implementation 

cases. The European Communities (EC) lost six times but implemented the panel's 

. II . . 41 recommendatiOns a SIX tunes. 

Interestingly enough, the GATT implementation record was equally as positive. Of the 16 

GATT cases that required implementation, 12 were promptly implemented, 3 were delayed, 

and only one was significantly delayed. In this respect, Hudec· s concern need not have 

been that the authority of the DSB would be challenged by the powerful states - he would 

himself have known better that these were the very states responsible for the orchest ration 

of the multilateral trade agreements including the DSU. The real concern should be, as 

section 6.2 above identities, that the less aft1uent economies are unable to comply, not 

because they oppose the authority of the DSB, but because they have not the resources to. 

While this really is a problem, there is no ev idence to suggest that the negotiating Members 

are not doing anything about it. In fact, former Secretary General of the United Nations 

Conference on Trade and Development (UNCT AD) Rubens Ricupero, shares his 

observation as a diplomat and negotiator that the Seattle Conference in February 2000: 

.1•1 The tim efram e for implement ati on is not set out in the DSU. Instead. Arti cle 21.3 leaves to the parties to 
mutually agree on an impl emen tation timeframe wh ich should not exceed 15 months from the adoption of the 

panel or Appell ale body report. . . . . _ _. . 
~ 1 1 Davey. 'ImplementatiOn Ill WTO Dispute Sett lement: An lntroduct! Oil ro fhe Problems and Possible 
So luti ons· (2005). RIETI Discussion Paper Series 05-E-0 13 . avai I able at: 
htt ://www.rict i.go.ip/jp/Qub li cations/dQLQ_5e013. J2sli' (last <Jccessed on 2R March 20 13). at 9. 
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of sustaining legal order and consistency in the discipline of customs and international 

trade. 

6.5 Is WTO Jurisprudence Less of a Diplomat's Jurisprudence Compared To The 

GATT'! 

Without hesitating, the answer has to be a yes. This is not to say the fl ex ibil ity stopped. 

Diplomats continue to negotiate terms that are in their best interest but in the atmosphere of 

the rul es based system. Negotiations and consensus is very much a continuous practice 

which characteri ses the WTO, which goes in some way to demonstrate the democracy of 

the WTO legal system, very much like how a Parliament would legislate. As recently as the 

meeting of the General Council on 13 September 201 2, the Philippines requested a waiver 

to defer its obligations under the Agreement on Agriculture in order to further extend its 

special treatment for ri ce from l July 201 2 to 30 June 201 7. Some other delegations were 

obviously concerned and requested clarifications and consultations. The delegations which 

expressed concern ex pressed their willingness to continue further consultations on the issue 

with Philippines. The request for consultations was put forward to the General Council , as a 

result of which the General Council would not be able to consider the waiver under the 

relevant Article of the Covered Agreement in question. The General Cmmcil agreed.43 

In considerations these characteri stics after the WTO' s evolution fl·om GATT, Keohane and 

Nye also agree that the WTO conforms better to the Rul e of Law. This expression aptly 

. 
1 

·t·0 1 orthc WTO's j·urisprudence in the modern day: sum manses t 1c p~s 1 1 I 

. . . l' i\!1 1· 1 .. Document No. WT/GC/M/137. 13 September 20 12. pa ra. 167. 
~ . WTO Gcn c r:~ l Counc il M111Utes 0 ce II c · 172 
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' Its [the WTO) Appellate Body set out detailed rules of procedure at the outset. and its opinions have 

included more rigorous lega l ana lysis than was customary in the GATT. Compared to traditional 

diplomatic negotiations, the WTO's proced ures are perfectl y lucid . Democracy is not identi ca l to the 

Rul e of Law, but certainly depends on it ; so in the regard also. the WTO could be considered a 

democratic advance on it s predecessors'.J.I 

It is difficult to conclude otherwise than to admit that the modem day WTO agreements is a 

body of Jaw and does mimic a domestic legal system, even though it is a given that the 

result may very have been fortuitious in a sense that all its Members opted to comply. With 

no central authority to enforce the laws, it could still very well happen one day that one 

very powerful Member decides to turn the tables and ruin the legal order in the system. But 

the GATT had been in ex istence for 48 years and the WTO now approaching its 18111 year 

and yet the historical record shows that the opposite is true and legal obligations are more 

often observed than breached as accountability is tightly monitored by the consensus based 

Membership. Hudec has indeed, rightly pointed out that the authority of formal law 

commands more respect that a mere agreement does and maintains the prestige and 

authority of the organisation so long as Members take ownership of the rul es and accept the 

responsibility to co-operate to continue the maintenance of legal order and to be bound by 

the rul es to which they negotiated . 

.J.I Kcoh<me and Nye. op cir. at 20. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION 

This di ssertation has demonstrated that the WTO's jurisprudence is, for the ri sk of 

sounding like a broken record , complex. The Organisation and its agreements are a 

complex legal entity. Through various legal veins, some limitations (largely relating to the 

MFN principle and access to the DSU) enable members to contract out of the WTO through 

Free Trade Agreements. The doctrine of stare decisis does not apply and non-violation 

impairments are actionable under the agreements. There is also enonnous fl ex ibility for 

contracting out, if the need so ari ses. Yet, it is rarely (if ever) done at all. 

Assessing what the legal limits are on the Jl exibility of the rul es based system in the WTO 

allows for better understanding of the WTO as a global system of governance, or as a legal 

entity as some scholars would put it. This dissertation concludes that both the rul es based 

rule or law and fl ex ible models are incomplete and that neither aptly describes the WTO' s 

jurisprudence. However, there are both strnctured rules based and fl exible elements to the 

WTO. There are certain core obli gations that WTO law has sought to assert as non-

derogable (such as observation or the MFN and non-di scrimination principles) while 

permitting parties to form Customs unions by contracting via Free Trade Agreements. 

Parti es are thus able to alter their WTO obligations on a bilateral or regional basis on most, 

but not all , issues. And while it seems that some features of the WTO contradict tl.1e 

conventional rule of law standard, it has been demonstrated time and over again that the 

Dispute Settl ement Board, the judicial arm of the WTO, interprets the substanti ve law in a 
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manner consistent with the rule of law. It has been proven wrong that the authority of the 

WTO cowers before the might of the USA and the European Union. Rather, the real 

stumbling block to full compliance is that of least developing economies needing enormous 

amounts of funding to bring themselves into compliance. 

Bingham, who developed a theory of the international law and Hudec, who is widely 

acclaimed for his theory of fl ex ible law in the multilateral trading system, two theorists 

who works were extensively researched in this di ssertation, did not integrate both ends of 

the WTO's reach when developing their models. Thus, one f~1 il ed to describe the WTO 

regime correc tl y, the other did not describe the rule of international law in its complete 

sense. The WTO is neither a purely rules based regime nor a fl ex ible, but incorporates 

elements of both. Thi s new di scovery of course challenges some current understandings. 

First, the f~1 c t that the WTO is neither a purely rules based nor a purely fl ex ible regime has 

significant consequences in legal theory. Rule of law scholars have generall y understood 

the principle in the common law sense and tried to translate it into the realm of international 

with a general perception that basic legal principles of domestic should technically be the 

same at international level, just between states instead of between individuals. Wrong. This 

analysis fails to support the rea lity that international legal regimes can be much more 

complicated. They can contain elements of both public-style constitutional regimes and 

pri vate-style contrac tual regimes. 1 The nature of a legal regime is best understood by 

analys ing the extent to which legal obligations are non-derogabl e to the parti es of the 

regun c. 

1 Sec Langil le. op cit. at 1517. 
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Second, this analysis rai ses questions as to how the WTO' s was labeled with a reputation as 

a rule of law regime. It is true that it is largely consistent with the rule of law but to have it 

labeled a symbol as such is not quite accurate. The WTO is system of laws based on 

consensus at the global level, and it does possess a widely respected dispute settlement 

system with legally binding obligations imposed on members. Legal systems consistent 

with the rule of law arc generally characterised for their ability to ensure compliance with 

legal obligations through coercive legal rules. Since the WTO is widely considered to be a 

rules based regime, then it must have significant authority to coerce member states into 

complying with its laws. However, the fact that the WTO is a rules based system may be 

moot, since parties either already voluntarily want to comply because they were responsi ble 

for negotiating the terms, or they can contract out of their obligations to a large extent. 

Those who rai se the point of the DSU 's success in sustaining legal order in the multilateral 

trading system may therefore wish to reconsider their position. 

As far as the rule of law between states is concerned, Judith Shkl ar may have hit a few raw 

nerves by her provocative ''ruling class chatter" allusion on the topic2
, but she does 

ac knowledge there is more to it than mere ruling class chatter. At the international level, 

however, the concept of the rule of law can only be meaningful if a coherent and consistent 

meaning at the national level can be identified. The applicability of the term to power 

relations between States needs to then be differenti ated fl·om that between the State and the 

peopl e. It is submitted that it cannot be taken for granted that the rule of law is always a 

useful principle. Through examining the evolution of the term, this di ssertation has 

' See 11 . xx. supm . Ch:1pter 3 above. 
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attempted to identify and develop a ·'core dellnition"'3 of "rule of law'' that appropriately 

sets out what the term was developed for and is applicable to a legal culture which for a 

long time prized its fl exibility and outwardly di ssed the overtly legal mindsets of lawyers 

and judges. The price of this finding this core definition is to strip the concept of other 

·'imported'' political agendas such as democracy, fl·eedom, access to justice, human rights, 

and legal clarity. Whether or not it is a price worth paying, it has become clear that these 

imported ·'virtues" which have now become commonly accepted rule of law standards may 

properly be seen as di stinct from the rule of law. 

In this sense, the core of the rule of law points at one root -- the historical of efTorts to 

restrain sovereign power that continue in many States today, including some established 

liberal democrac ies under the gui se of what many contemporary govemment claims to be 

in the interest of national security. As Chesterman points aptly points out the fallacies of 

extending the theory to the intemationallevel: 

' At th e internati onal level anything resembling even this limited idea of the rule of law remains an 

asp irati on. Yet seein g th e ru le of law as a mean s rather than an end. as serving a function rather than 

defining a statu s. more accurately rell ects how the rul e of law developed and has been imported or 

imposed around the world. And for internati onal law. thi s understanding appropriately highli ghts the 

politi ca l work that mu st be done if power is to-be chann eled through law.'-1 

The Rule of Law therefore, in my view, means at the multilateral trade level that the 

judicial (DSU), executive (the WTO) and the legislative (contracting Member states) arms 

should not be tugging against each other. A rule of law means there should be consensus 

-' This express ion is borrowed from Chesterman . 
1 Chesterm an. op cit. at 39. 
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how the law and its substantive and procedural provisions should be applied, and 

interpreted accordingly. 

Does this then mean that the WTO can now take pride, kick of its shoes and be proud of 

itself that it is the most successful rule of law based international system of governance? 

Well , not quite. There are other, newer legal issues that have not yet been resolved -

amongst them, as Ricupero shares, are the fact that pa1ticipation in the decision making 

process is still not yet inclusive. In paiticular, least developed countries still find 

themselves being left out of key decision making processes, only to tlnd themselves being 

bound by the decisions later on. Keohane and Nye call this the 'club mentality' of 

negotiators. 

Critics have been emphasising that different sets of issues: direct participation, transparency 

and accountability still plague the WTO"s decision making processes and procedures. 

According to Keohane and Nye,5 critics continue to observe closed clubs indirectly linked 

to popular demands by ·Jong and opaque chains of delegation. '6 Their study uncovered 

three issues which are still of concern. Firstly, there is a lack of transparency in the WTO 

process. Secondly, there are still barriers to the participation of interested groups ( eg. NGOs 

and corporations), which will continue to demand for attention to be allowed in until 

institutional changes are made. Thirdly, ·there is still an absence of politicians with ties 

both to the organisation and to constituencies' 7. To state the fact in a manner that best 

describes the situation today (and it has been the situation for some time) : 

' Keohane and Nyc. op cit . at 25. 
r, Ibid. 
'/ 

!hid 
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'Delegates to WTO barga ining sessions, though instructed and accountabl e to elected offi cials in 

democrac ies. oti en act in the pri vacy of the cl ubs buil t around their issues and related instit ut ions. It 

is difficult independentl y to check their claims about how hard th ey barga ined for parti cu lar 

advant ages . Negotiators know how to "wink" - to signal when th ey are onl y go ing through the 

moti ons or wish to use a demand as a barga ining chip fo r something else. If outsiders ca nnot see the 

win ks. th ey have a hard time judging how well they were represented in the process. Indeed. one of 

th e great adva ntages for fostering interstate cooperation is thi s opaque feature of the negoti ations 

tak ing place among club members. behind closed doors. In representati ve democrac ies. parti cipati on 

is channeled and in many ways limited, but some opportuniti es are ava ilable to make one's views 

know n. In th e United States Congress, for instance, hearings open to spokespeople from a variety of 

groups. in part sati sfy demands for parti cipati on. With respect to rul e-making in th e WTO. onl y 

ideali sti c proponents of unitary democracy woul d demand that the publi c be all owed into the 

nego ti ating rooms. where dea ls are being made. The consequences for trade liberali za ti on of doing 

thi s. wo ul d proba bl y be grave. ' 8 

With these having been highlighted, it is certainly hoped that fllliher research, should it be 

undertaken, would pay attention to improving these matters and not leave the achievements 

of what the negoti ators have fought so hard for to go to waste, whether tl·om a legal, 

economic, or political perspective. The WTO, minus a few features here and there, is a 

fairly successful· rule of Jaw based international system of governance. All it takes, 

however, is for one dissent powerful enough to throw the system into imbalance. It has not 

happened yet, but there is no guarantee it would not. If eternal vigilance is the price one 

pays for freedom and democracy, so too the Rule of Law can never be taken for granted. 

X /hid. 
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